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TO PACIFY CUBA
WITHOUT FORCE
Taft's Program So Far Is Work-
ing Out To His Satisfaction.
TROOPS ARE IN READINESS
Havana, Sept. V.-Brigadier Gen- Cuba In accordance with the wishes
veal Funston arrived today ou the, of the president ranking officiate;
steamer Olivette. here in the army and navy are stilt
of the opinion that Taft will sue-
Twee. Ceder Orders. ceed in effecting an arrangement
Washington, Sept 27.-Orders which will obviate the necessity for
were issued to commanding officers the landing of a single American,' on
of the various military organizations
to bold themselves in readiness to
move without delay upon notification
as to the result of Cuban troubles
Cuban soil
They believe that the events in
Havana are pimping up directly In
accordance with the plans of the sec-
Troops involved In the order are en- retao of war and while the sees-
ginters. 320: cavalry, 2,1041; field ar- tion appears to be desperate the pie-
tillery. son Infantry, 5,000. total. sant, 'meet is really only a phase of
Mariner; are 2.000; blue jack- the program filled out by Taft.
etts, 4,000 Tentative orders were it is believed that big purpose was
issued for the mobilisation of • see- to clear the field for complete recon-
ond expedition composed of troops in oruction In Cuba. but that this did
the touthwese The posts ate lecated not necessarli) involve inteivention
in Kansas and Mihnesota.
the intention to make use
coast, artillery as infantry.
-- -
Marines Ready.
Norfolk, Sept. 27 -Detachments
of marines from variese points north
and east arrived today and were
transferred to the battle shitt-Texas
In the Norfolk navy yard, which is
being hurnedli Placed in readiness
to sail to Cuba Work Is progressing
night and day. It le expected to sail
b) Sunday
The Taft Prostaves.
s Washington, Sept. 27.- While
not abating in any degree the prep-
It Is twil it' the settee of arroer moupation of
of the Ithe island by American troops.
Palms', withdrawal, or at least
; that of the tonservative advisers
who.resigned to him was, however,
believed to be essential to the work-
ing out of this plan. It la cobjectui-
ed by officiate' here that the secreta-
ry's purpose is to carry out direct
OtstructIons from President Roose-
velt and give the Culotte another
chance to govern their own island.
The only way this could be worked
out they say, would be for him to
call together ROMP of the most pa-
triotic and judieloss Cabana, with-
out regard to party affiliations an3
ask them to create a provisionel gov-
aration for transporting troops to oernment.
• -
The Nashville System Plans Parks
Between Paducah and Paris, Tenn.
"Build peohs," the slogan the city to Paris, Tenn., will be the district
park courinissioners have been fol.
'Owing; has been adopted by the N..
te.'i.eo& &St L. railroad, and to show
at the road means business it has
Maployed one of the finest experts in
the city to do the work.
The N., C. & St. L. railroad fenced
In (be lot adjoining its depot at Nor-
toe and Firth streets and. WM con-
vert ft into a park. To build parks
along its line was another improve-
ment decided on and from Paducah
artt worked on.
James McLaughlin. heal gardner
for the Minces Ceutral, who has for
eve years taken first prise for the
prettiest lawn on the Illinois Central
Louisville division, has been employed
to take charge of the parks and will
have 'this district to look after. He
we/ leave the employe of the Illinois
Central Monday. and Tuesday will
assume charge of the Paducah-Paris
district of the road,
MORE LEATHER ROTTEN MEAT
POUND ON SPECIFIC ATTACH DESTROYED Rl" CHICAGO'S IN.
OMNI'S OP MATERIAL MEN. SPECTOR OF FOOD.
Rehkopf saddlery Company Assignee
Will Seek begat Advice In His
complivation.
This morning 75 more rolls of
leather sikre attached by the shirt*
on specific attachments issued late
yesterday afternoon In the actions
againat the Z. Rehkopf Saddlery cow
grainy. One hundred rolls of leather
was found yesterday on the general
attachment, but today 75 more were
taken on the specific attachment mak-
ing • total of 176 rolls, valued M
116.4100.
R. J. Barber, assignee of the E.
Rehkopf Saddlery company, today
stated that by Saturday he will be
ready to file the schedule of assets
and liabilities of the firm, but he
does not know *tether be will be
permitted to file them.
"1 ant going to seek legal advice
about the matter,". he said, "and
learn Just what 1 am to do. A mo-
tion was made to force the firm Into
bankruptcy and when it gets into the
uankruptcy court all actions In state
mutts cease."
Two to One on Hughes.
Nee, York, SW. 27.- -Thousands
of dollars are being wagered today
on the New York gubernatorial cam-
paign, betting on Wall street being
two to one ou Hughes. Hearst sap-
porters are waiting for better odds.
. Marshal William McCetioet. ref
Ktittawa, is in the city on business
tone Hundred and Eighty Tons of




the whole lot ofe"filthy, decoelposed.
In rotten condition," Ciller rood In-
spector Murray, seised lei) tons of
hams and bacon, In- vats at the
Schwarierhild-Sulsberger plant at the
stock yards. The meat was In pro-
cess of pickling and would have been
ready for the market In four days.
Men from the city food 'department
stood guard over the place last night,
UNDO MURPHY.
I Back From Prison to Anewer to Fed-
eral Charge.
-----
Undo Murphy was returned this
morning from the Eddyville peniten-
tiary where he had served one 'year
for robbery and is today trying to
make bond to appear before the fed-
eral (Imo for illicit whisky selling.
R. L. Pearlier was his bondsman but
Pescher gave him tip. Murphy is
from Graves county and known as the
"king of bootleggers."
Will Otemp Against Meat*.
Buffalo Sept. 27.- -"If they nom-
inate decent Republicans at Sarato-
ga, I will go upon the stump and
plead for the defeat of Hearst," de-
clared District Attorney' Jerome. of
New, Yotk at an adjourned temion




Is Charged Against Paducah
Distilleries Company.
1,ict.010. Ineptotor elude Goode .ti.
leged to Have liVe a shipped by
tom-ern.
FOUR WARRANTS SWORN OUT.
Four warrants, charging the Pa-
Leah Distilleries company with
selling liquor without a license, have
been sworn out LicenSe Inspector
Lehnhard. and were served on Ike
and J Friedman, Moots Friedman.
president of the concern, being out
of the city. The cases were called in
the pollee court this morning and
continued until Saturday. Three of
the warrants have been outstanding
for over a week. The other was
sworn out yloterday on the discov-
ery of a consignment of goods, pur-
porting to be shipped by the compa-
ny to a man In Baton Rouge, La.
The other three cases date back to
September 8, when goods were sent
by express to points in Tennessee in
the name of H. Well & Son. This
concern has dented being cansignor,
and the city authorities expect to
fasten the ideality of the consignor
on the Paduceh Distilleries compa-
ny.
At the Southern Express office it
was learned that a Jug was consign-
ed September g to J. W. Garrison,
Kentme_Tenn.. 65 (*nut charges be-
ing prepaid. On the same date as box
of whisky. 73 rents charges being
prepaid. was shipped to L. A. Pinks-
ton. Dresden. Tenn,
By the American Express two two
gallon jugs were sent to Dock Po-
t eet , °New bu re , Tenn
The shipment to "0" at Baton
Rouge, La., yesterday was over the
Nashville, Chattanooga and 811.°MR
railroad
The shipment' conseeteel of 40
cams and a drum o( whisk,.
The Paducah Distilleries company
is one of those, the license of which
was revoked, by the general council.
The concern did a business under a
five gallon retail license Two at-
tempts have wince been made to se-
cure a license but failed.
IMMIGRATION
HOPE OF THIS SECTION. SAYS
COL. VikIT/4,
Says People Aroused Le Center Are
Enthardeetic uncerniag
Our 'onveathria.
"Immigration is the hope of this
section," said Col. Yelta, of La fen.
ter, at the Commercial club rooms
this morning. "We have Waste land
that should be under cultivation
We have poor land that our own
agrictetnrists have ept the patience
or experieuce Jo work with, and that
scan add materially to the wealth or
the community. La a-TA-Cris enthu-
slastio-over the project and there
will he a large delegation here at
the convention."
Col. veits is one of the most Prot-
toineot and influential men In that
district, and owns 2,000 acres of
land near La Center.
H. A. Fruetima, a native of Hol-
land, but who now resides; in Murree.
Ky.. has been invited to make a fif-
teen minutes' talk at the immigra-
tion convention, on the Hollanders
and the value of this nationality as
truck, farmers.igordners •nd (-Miens,
and has consed to do so. Mr.
reuetima was horn and raised in Hol-
land and is thoroughly familiar with
the way his countrymen farm on a
small scale to get large results.
Mrs, Frank Wahl and daughter
Dorothy, will go to Memphis Satur-
day to visit. They will be accompanied
hy the former's sister, Mrs. W. H.
GREATEST SHOW
ON EARTH IS HER
Arrived This Morning And
City is Full of Strangers.
Crouds Watched the tobstoling
Big Top is Jammed [hie
. Afterseeeei.
and
ALL DRY UNDER THE CANVAs.
The circus is here. Where yester-
day the grounds back II f the lilluois
Central machine shops were a rolling
stretch of green fit Ida. today there is
a sweeping sea of canvas. Tents
cover twelve acres of ground.
Precisely at 2 o'clock this morning
the first of the xpecial trainee 'Helot
in from Hopkinsville. Four ()theta
followed in the neat temple of hours,
and then the performers and the
monster array of paraphernalia of
the Barnum & circus was
there.
No time was lost In Iteginnieg 
thehework or preparation for t day's
shows.
To watch the preperations of a
circus for the day's performance Is
in many ways no les* fascinating
than to watch the merformanees them
wives. Tinsel and bright lliattintes.
the blase of the heads, the pink lem-
onade and peanuts are all absent
when the preparation"' are on foot,
but one then has an eletortilnRY of
seeing something of the system with-
out which acircus would be disor-
ganized and fareieal. The system of
the Barnum 4k Bailey people is In-
comparable. Shouts of command,
the xcurrying employes. ef111 nt er-
m a nfl : n m of orders --there were none
of that this morning. Men took
their places quickly. The toot of
a whistle or a word or two sharply
10 CENTS PER WEEK
SOUTH COAST IS SWEPT
BY GULF'S TIDAL WAVE
_ 




AT HONG KONG. CHIN.% :e
Slane*, Sept. 27.--Chinese
isis ui per% received here today :1: 1
eeti lllll le the luso of life reeult-
ing re  ti' typhreen at Hong ote
Kong Sept.-flirter Ile at 10,000,
Catastrophe Are Lacking
In Report.
z".,...1:".'.:',"Iiieb..41 ,...o.`..th..c." :;',.: TEN FEET DEEP IN STREETSproperty, Ilk. Chinese. papers
I 11110111. (Ii,' Ibilaarage dear at than
$3.04N).4104) too 1115,0011,000. Tla- 1.
Hong Kong local et mode* so ;t:
leourance claims against tlic .:.
Storm Is Surging Up Mississippi Valley
(100. 4:
total mor, than IplAM10.- *Ii
_e•'.
t
Doing Great Damage to Property... T..,,,..K.§.4.1.7,001.1,..........:-.K............*
EXALTED RULER HURT. ATLANTA GETS NO FURTHER NEWS
Mrs. Nlielvine Fatally Injureel N'hen
Auto t'resshesi Into Car.
Oakland, Calif., Sept. 27-- An
automob le driven by Carlton Wall,
an Adoneda capitalist, collided with
an electric car last night. In the au-
tomobile were Mr. Wall, the chauf-
feur. State Senator Lukens, Judge
Harry V. Meivine, grand exalted rul-
er of the Elks of the United States,
and Mrs. Meivine. The collision was
terrific: Mrs. Melvine was thrown
upon a picket fence and probably fa-
tally injured. Judge Melville was
thrown on the cement pavement and
painfully hurt. Lukens also was
badly injured but Wall and the
chauffeur escaped with a few
erratches.
TEXAS NICtiR4tES,
1.01111,V I If% 2 : .-11.at...4 reports from the joi kill II Sr.' Of asevere shirk, along the Gulf (swat. It is feared there has tlICCII 1111101 dant -
age. at Neokiie, anti other gulf tenet envies.
This semen has been raging tots 'oral 114I) • a 1101 is roiliest greet lostus-
on roast of the eurolinae. The storm %tat, solasluirtl  r up thc
Ississippl
"n, . last great tidal S%a\g• on the
litiointa. Nola. 27.- The Vieepte
that tt hurricane I. MON Ilia UP die
It'a clot (Mill (1111` gulf 0% r.r %en 4 Olden
and ilorstruolitm of ptstperty. Wires
are down, and Ito details arc obtains
letuiev Wee sept. 27.- le-port
tor. The depth ghen tastes from slot
ru ['item Hence received is report
‘lississippi %alley. .% tidal wave
nit. entailing probable loom of life
betueeto ttlanta and Nest (Orleans
here saay • \,',s 0 rrli.rait• ao under wa-
to kels feet.
Olemager 11Irie, or thi• Petetal Telegraph sisal I 'able company, made
hsquirles at Iii,' eft-111phi. e• of hie eempony tooey end is... informird
that a message from Neu (*kiwis denied that the'fly'  hired.
all I 14.plentleer 04, 19400 is heft
I :Oh Psi on. Te %AM, a 16.4 ineandateel and 12,1m0 pertains killed. %Hiltons of
spoken, and stakes were driven, can- Ten Tlemeand Strong. Preemie tea Flee- floomo• o„ete of properly ties 111,11 that time.vas raised, cages arranged or routs to south Dakota.
sprang into their places as if by
magic. Everything went stnoothly,
the wrangling anIPprlitranitY Milterken
with maii) shows were absent here •
the work was done, and it 'wail done
quickly and without a semblance of
confusloa.
There was a great deel tbat was
of interest to be seen as one took a
casual stroll rbout the grounds. and
when the "Sun" man walked among
the tents it was clear that the joys
of CITC1111 day' were coming home to
thousands. Added pleasure ram*
about 11 o'clock, when Prince You-
turkey. a Japanese. did marveiceuely
clever feats of wire walking l'n
doubted:) the representative of the
mikado can have few equals as the
performer of such acts.
-Long before the time *et for the
afternoon performance thousands
had gathered in and about the tents.
In the main tent the performance
kept the crowd in supreme humor
Marvelous thrilling acts by horsemen
and horsewomen no tees skilled and
daring than the performances of the
sterner sex, by acrobats, wire walk-
ers, trick bicyclists and others with
various races, fun-reeking of the
clowns and the trick animals trained
to such a degree that they seemed
possessed of almost human intelli-
gence. never failed for an instant to
hold the attention.
None of the events, however, ap-
proached the "Trip of Death" In Pow-
er to hold rivited neon every- move-
ment of all concerned in it the at-
tention of the thousands seated in
the vast tent. One cannot describe
the sensation which grips one an the
flying auto, with Miss Boller strap-
ped to the seat, hustles through the
alo turning a somersault, and then
rushes down the Incline to the
ground. The act is truly a fitting
climax to a show which In all its
features thorovighly deserves the ad-
Ractives "wonder! ti" and "Unique."
The "DIP of Death" at night comes
•••••
third upon the Programs() all snot"
go early. Despite the rain. of Me
last two days the grounds are in ex-
cellent shape and where it has been
found necessary the management
have used straw lavishly to Insure
comfort to patrons. -
An what of the show itself!
Something of ita size may be gained
from the statement that its tents
Ft Worth, Texas, Sept. 37.--With
the recent bloody race riots at At-
lanta. Ga., and an Incentive and fear-
ing attacks In Texas, fully 10,0400
segroes in this state are making prep-
arations to emigrate to South Delco?
tat. near Yankton, to establish them-
selves in a self-government colonO
South Dakota encourages the project,
needing the neonates to put a large
area under cultivation and as laborers
in cities.
BIG FELLOW
WILL GO RACK INTO THE SQUAB
ND CIRCLE.
Jheqetrles Adreeti to Hot Any Ilan
Selected by His loarmer Man-
ager, Iletasery.
San Francisco. Sept. 27- Sig
Jim Jeffries, retired champion of the
world, has announced his return to
the ring. lie stands ready to box
any man selected by his old -man-
ager, Billy Delaney.
Jeffries arrived at this decision
east evening. 'He was in the city foe
a few hour. while on his _return trout
Oregon to Los Angeles. lie war met
here by Delaney and the pair paid
a visit to the hostelry of Eddie Ci.s-
ncy, on Filmore street.
What effect the .otirerenre wilt
have on the arrangements at present
being made for Jack O'Brien and
Sam Berger remains to he Mien.
Berger will arrive in the city tonight
and will be able to speak for him-
self in ease he is asked to meet Jef-
fries instead of O'Brien.
Kane, rover twelve acres of ground. Its em-
ployes number LOCO its daily ex -
tom*, are given art over $7.44)0: it
HIGHER WAGES
It is the daily average eirea-
latIon of a newspaper (het the
Armed advertiser investigates.-
"High Water" days don't remelt.
The Sun's daily average last
month was 3940.
.../NebeeN/Netsee.eerseetiAdete*I•evete1eufWWWW
has 890 horses; in Its menagerie are
over 200 rare wile animals.
As is the ease with every circus.
the horses of the show first attract-
ed the attention of many of the
crowd. And better horses were ,
never seen here. One thing was es- 1
I peelally noticeable, too- --the races la I
. i
1 (Coutrugakt on 'Page Pour.)
Demanded by All Skilled Workmen
In Panama Canal.
Panama, Sept. 27.- Following
the exaniple of locomotive engineers,
almost every branch of skilled work-
men employed on the anal. has
made a demand for higher pay. No
nerd bae levet' received from the
commission as to the disposition
to be made of the demands.
WeetTHER - Itain snot cool-
er tonight. Friday reveler with
raln and fair In west portink.
highest temperature reached
yesterday was 60 end the haw-
ked today was 64a.
, .
\ea Orleans Is beton the sea It.
theo• broken is, the Okla) 41?1‘1.
The ion( Word.
Despiticht-s from New Orleans Itt•t
Right said:
' New Orleans, Sept. 26.--- Reports
of a had storm on the Gulf of Mexi-
co were received here tonight. Moss
Point, Miss., reported that its streets
were under water from the effect of
the wind piling up gulf water in the
Inlet on which it is situated. A wind
of from fifty to sixty miles an hour
was reportedeall along the gulf coast
from points in Alabama westward tu
the mouth of the Mississippi river.
From Bay St. Louie, on MiselasIppt
sound, a ati"Itgagr said that the out-
look for the night was alarming
Sailing vessels there had to run for
shelter and booms of logs broke
iel and preetected by dykes. should
II,,. ,-I(y esuay b-• in terrible tonsee.
Miss., reported that waelmats ars
expected
Outlying portions of New Or-
leans were damaged lo a midden roia
or four feet la Lake Poncaartrain,
caused by the %Ind driving in Ira
water from tbe g1ztt. Bucktown, a
gambling resort on the lake, about
five miles frost the center of the cite,
was reported damaged, with some of
its houses 'reseed from tiler wool-
en supports Telephone messages
from West End, a summer amuse-
ment place, said that the water,
there was three feet deep over the
shell road, and that in addition to
damage done to pleasure eraft.which
anchor there in large numbers, thee
building of the Southern Yatht club
was threatened with serious harm It104,..„ in the jooian Over Mime. the rise retirineot
HOT CATSUP GREEK CONFESSES
SCALDED WOMAN EMPLOY6 %Miffs TO SELLING I lyt oil
BY SNIDER COMPANY. WITHOUT A LICENSE..
Pipe of itoiling Meitner linree and
the rheriteli bogie-keit Her
flown.
Cincinnati, Sept. -27.-Bett): Nor-
een, employed by the Snyder Catsup,
eompreo, was almost scalded to
death last night by boiling catsup.
The catsup was emoted and sent
through pipes to be cooled. The
pipes became disjointed ant the boil-
ing ffnid poured on woman's head.
knocked her down, mortally scald-
ing her before she was rescued,
DOGS ATE THE BODY
Hagistrotte Ellieri Has N14 l'aseoll
Sentence--Ne Firat Time for
titlel 
nes%
William Greek, who conducts a re-
freshmenttestand near allaerp park.
I entered a plea of guilty to a warrept
charging tent with selling liquor
' without a license, hut the magistrate,
C. W. Emery, has not passed sen-
tence on him. Greek was fined in
conjunction with Joe Wood during
the summej for the same offense and
warned not to repeat it. Judge 'Em-
ory stated that keothought the fins,
would not be less than 150 and costs.
Of Girl Whit Had Been Killed By
Her Brother.
Ray City. Mich.. Sept. 27.-- When Killed
Mrs. Samuel Abrams returned to her
home on a farm in Gerfield township,
15 miles from here yesterday she'
found her fificyear-old daughter dead
on the floor, her face had been blown
off by a charge from a shotgun, and
three dogs, which had been in the
house, were ebewklag on the child's
body. oThe dead girl's eight-Year-old
brother had *hot her during the
motherea absence while playing with
A gen, which he dld not know was
loaded.
Court at Benton.
Joe Daniels was yeeterilay at Ben-
ton, in Marshall elroult court given
two years in the 'penitentiary for the





New York, Sept. 2?.- Confronted
at the morgue with the greweome
remelting of the victim of SundiON
murder, Aram Tashjian. accused of
being responsible for the crime,
broke down and confessed to the po-
lice that the body is that of his
brother. Marker, and that he Is the
nionlerer, He said he had thrown
the head into North river.
Eight Killed In Wreck.
Fort Worth, Tex., Sept. 27,- A
report from El Paso says eight men
were killed In a collision of two
trains on the Meek-an Central rail-
way. 0 H: Batton and Conductoe
Mefittglies among number killed.
UI
st. PAGE TWO.
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11KINNIE PLANT
BURNED TO GROUND
Loss I Estimated at $3.500
With no insurance.
4Po1emnAllle l'onibusithan ix Saw
Mill Department Is SUNPUOirt1
De Cause.
•
SOME MACHINERY in SAVED
Despite thirty hours drenching by
rain and the opposition of five Are
Companies the McKinnie Witten- &
Lumber company's leant. Myers
street. Mechanicsburg, burned to al-
most a total loss at 3 o'clock yes-
terday afternoon. Mr. A. J. Decker
Amid the loss uould approximate
$3,600 With no insurance in force.
The fire sterted presumably from
spontaneous combeetion in a corner
of the saw mil, in a heap of sawdust
and waste. The nee has not been
need in some time and was most re-
cently used by the Sherrill-King
Mill company. Smile of the waste
had been renioced and the rest was
considered a Iiierla,V.
The fire iontpareevely was small
when first diceoceted and covered
only a small part of the plant, when
company No. 2 reached the scene.
Later companies Nos. 4 and 1 ar-
rived. By the time the hose had been
laid and the water was played on
the Ire, It had gotten all Ineontroil-
ableL start, and the firemen directed
their efforts to preventing spread
and saving the office.
At 4 o'clock the fire was out ex-
cept in the sawdust heap and the
firemen were orcup:ed unti: after
dark putting that out. The ware-
houses were wejoirned and there
was no lumber in the yard. .The
steamer, John Hopkins, was tied up
jest below the null and got up steam
but did not find it necessary to use
it.
All the offife nionees except the
safe were removed. but the firemen
saved the building. Nothing
else Was removed from the billeting
and what little ,.tork and mach,nery
it eontalnd eithei sere ruined or
badly dainaged.'
dile Wood was pleased with the
action of iho. new hoses There was
only one leak itt 1,300 feet. The re-
f-91E1y rebuilt engine at the coMps-
ny No. 2 ,had its first real test and
all through" the fire added its prep--
sure to the city mains to a line over
3,500 feet long.
It had been expected to start the
mill next Monday. Part of the build-
ing was to have been used by a new
cereal company contemplating mov-
ing here. Mr Decker said at Vie fire,
that It would not Interfere with the
new company's operations and that
work on a new blinding would start
I mmediately.
Mr. Decker said he hoped that
most of tbe machinery Is saved and




Skating sfternom end night.
Sixth and Broadway. Eagle's
hall.
J. E. BI VENS, Mgr.
Admiasion 10c
URE you Planning for aBridge or Whist Party
or do ynu need a new
pack for the social family evening
in your own home? If so, why
not take home a packag of
(Playing Cards
5.......... ..
and supply your needs at little cost.
We carry a full line of Counters,
Chips. Score Blanks, Bridge Score
Cards, etc., etc. ,
A pack of Retail Flaying Cards,
seperioe in slip and finish and equal
to regular 25c. packs for 15e. AI
BASKET FACTORY
WONDERFUL SIGHT
Row They Turn Out Million
Baskets a Day.
lac hiss. 'relit-. In Material at One
End and 'I brow,. 4 rut Product
at (Whcr.
PADUCAH'S BIGGEST PLANT.
-Know Paducah" should be a slo-
gan for advancing the city's inter-
ests. Few average citizens, compara-
tively, could talk intelligently about
It. great manufacturing enterprises,
to strangers they meet in other cit.
les. The Sun will take its readers on
a personally conducted tour-not of
California- bat through the big-
gest manufacturing plant in the eity
also is the biggest of its kind
in the world. It is the Mergenthaler-
Horton Basket company.
As a preliminary historical survey,
it might be mentioned that the Mer-
genthaler-Horton Basket company
has been In this city four yearn. The
company came here because the.
lt)'s position made raw material
ciseilieteceseible. The rivers converg-
ing at this point traverse a country
with an inexhaustible supply of gum,
thelttsber exclusively used In the
plauefacture of baskets.
Four years ago the company be-
gan operations in one building and
with 12 machines. Right here it
would be well to interpolate some
conception of these wonderful ma-
chines. To the mind of the bewspa-
per representative inspecting the
plant, they instantly suggested the
linellfie machine. In fact the bas-
ket-making machine was firm con-
eeived by the inventor of the lino-
type, Mr. Mergenthaler. .Mr. Emmet
Horton perfected the inechicniam,
which In taking the raw material at
one eud and turning out the finished
product at the other end with such
rapidity-, reminds one of the coun-
tryman's deseription of .the old Em-
pire State Express, "Here she comes
there she goes."
All the operator has, to do Is to
supply the material and'Inother as-
sistant taken off the finished product.
The first stage of the raw material
is the great gum logs which- are
floated in huge rafts down the riv-
ers. In the mill they are sawed into
_proper lengths and then tumbled in-
to a vat to be boiled. They are then
cut into wafer strips and out or
these strips. the sides to the baskets:
aro made..
Mode of Baskets.
Grape, berry and peach baskets
are made in different sizes. There
are specie: machines for making a
peculiar size of basket which is used
exclusively in England. The world is
the market place of this concern.
After the. baskets are mede, they are
dried in high temperature kilns.
There is no factory in the world
more modernly equipped in general
.acilities, and it is the only factory,
which uses these remarkable ma-
chines.
When Leslie's iVeekly staff corres-
pondent and photographer were
here securing data for an article
about this company for that periodi-
tat, he freely predicted In the two-
pallr/cle given the concern, thatniti 
a ely the basket making indus-
try of the world would be centered
in this company, and the most of It
here in Paducah. As an evidence of
the labor savigg efficiency of-- these
marhinett, 2.5011 baskets can be
made for exactly $T.In—lees than
by hand— the method used in all
the big eastern factories. Against
such efficiency, he did out believe
any opposition conk? survive.
In one itnmenee_remm there are
115 of these machines. At present
It is the dull season, but 240,01111-are
anefactured each day. The record
day Was 1,100,9110 baskets, and last
winter, they were turning out rege-
larly a million a day. They never
have been ahead of their orders.
Three hundred and seventy-five per-
sons were the force last winter
B. M'PHERSON
With a pay-roll of nearly $9,000 a
month. The engines running this
plant have 400 horse power.
Recently a $25,000 sprinkler sys-
tem for fire protection was installed
One reservoir holds 300.000 gal
Inns and the pump will pump 1,00it
gallon. of water a minute and is in-
dependent of the city water supply.
A 'ten-year lee on the property
of the Geneva Tool sommeny on the
north side and of the McCarty prop-
erty on the teeth side have been ef-
fected, part of which is In use and
the pleat now rover, ten acres -
more than two city tiocks. Improve-
ments are planned for, next spring
which largely will increase the ca-
pacity of the plant. Part of the plane
for next spring is to manufaituie
peach crates.
John L. Meyers was the genets.
Magner of the company and saw It
make Its largest development. At
present Mr, Wolter O. 81111th ii the
_ .




In St. Louis the big mercantile
houses carry their traveling men
over the city In order that they may
"boost" their city intellgently. Pa-
ducah has many enterprise's, which
are distinctive, and which it would
help the city to have talked around.
The Sun will "tour" these plants
with its readers Irons time to time.
Remember the Graves County fair!
October 3, 4, is and C, 1906, MAY-
field. Ky.
Reduced rates one tied one-third
fare, on railroads..
An attractive speed program for
each disc, with ;iberal porse.( offered,
and with the hest field of horses ever
Ken-brought together In western
lucky.
S. Alvarado, the high wire king,
performs twiee each day.
Balloon amensions! -Shot front a
cannon, the most daring act in the
world, beingoserfortsied only by Peof.
D. L. Bennie..
Tickets on sale at all drug stores
in Mee-field. Four days. $1.23, day
tickets 216 rents and elfildl 25 cinI..




326 S. Third Street






the standard of the world
$5.50 Per Pair
and glad to "Show You"
that Our Sales of .
Budweiser
for Six Months—from January 1st to
July 1st, 1906—were
75,097,810 Bottles
An increase of over 10 Million bottles
for the same period of 1905. 
BUDWEISER exceeds in sales all other bottled beers,
even though it commands the highest price, because it is
the purest, best and most wholesome bottled beer in all
the world.
We court the most rigid examination of our beers and
Malt-Nutrine by all Pure Food Commissions.
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Assin
St. Louis U.S.A.
III III • aila






She Looks Good to Father
At The Kentucky tonight.






John T. Powers Kentucky.
Friday KIK Sept. 28
THE FAVORITE'S HETI:1LN
11th annual Tour of Jacob Lites In-I
;emparabie Company in the Most!




5 BIG VAUDEVILLE ACTS 5
1
New songs, beautiful costumes
elaborate scenery. special clectri,1
tit effects. A show that will look I
good to von.
Priem 2:ke fele, Sr,eit 
Seale on hale weeintadai  9 a. in.
lathe RollickIng Comedy
,1a Eutirely Nevi $20,000 Production
Built Especially for This Tour—The
Couneesm-Famillar Entertaining Fes-





The Oreatent of All Horse'Races
The Famous Nett/enemy Brawn Band
Niarlge's Thrilling Marine Across the
Mighty Mountain Chaam.
Prices: 25c, Mk, 50e, 111e1 411.00.
Sems en sale Tbsitettitt 9 a, na.




I 11 1 'itoNES MS. Night,. Oct.
1




In a Ncv Play CI a-acItristic of Switzerland,
METZ IN THE ALPS
Management Sidney K. Ellis
A Welcome Ray of Alphine Sunshine.
Scenes of interest in Mr. Wilson new play: The Switzerland Valley,
The Rugged Peaks of Alps, the Mountaineer's Herne, The Icy Crevasse
and the great Snow Stotm. New tongs and yodels. "My H  is
In Your Ryes," "Wilson's Lullaby," "Swiss Mountain Bird Yodel,"
"Songs of Old Petters land," "Whispering Bret z es," "Switselbank,"
PRICES: First ta rows otchestra $1.5o balance of orchestra er.rxt.
AVM 3 roW111 01 balcony $4.044-111,A2 2 rows Of balcony 75e, balance of






OUR OWN ELECTRIC CARRIAGES
EXCLUSIVELY FOR PATRONS
Every few minutes between lintel, Depots,
Wharves and through Business District,
ThIROUGHOUT
EUROPEAN PLAN
51.50 per day sad sp.
GEORLE DVCNIICHERER
Prolartet,,y
HEALT1 AND VITALITYX•Nt. MILCair.r,11.manna. V illiet.I 26`73 Avrier..411The crest romed• for tier?", proltrit,100 sa4 all diseases of site seseratlesorrar.4 ,,f eitnei ael. Suet 14 Nervous Prestreatop..Failupg OT LOW ellasmoollirepeteeel. Niteel 1r-deselects. Youthful Erlrots, mvstal Mar , etteeave eeror TotAecil or (4.viuM, Whira lead Sr 1,Nigialial Oa Sid i221 evertAFTER gni. rh ,a,..rdee.rmvysioNotio. lasuzetr 0 crlgt TS 
kit.
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Mt4• ,1409-4131BR ORDWAY. &"iFttanZralitrr4sAOre*
For the Horse Show
And the Opening of Social Season, let Us Suggest the
Necessary Clothes for Which We Are Headquarters
PERHAPS your Dress Suit's a little rusty, or you need a Tuxedo.And how about a Cravenette Rain Coat---the best thing over
evening clothes? No! There's no use going to a tailor---that is
to one individual—to get. what you vOant. You can get it here. -Designed and made by the best tailors in America:, Ready to put on and wear. Entirely correct, according to the ac- .credited mode; entirely satisfactory as to fit; entirely worthy of the price. Dress suits, $25, $35 and $40; Tuxedo suits, $25and $35; coats and waistcoats and proportionate prices; the new Tuxedo silk waistcoats at $5; Cravenette raincoats, $10 to$35, etc. Full new stocks ready. Full Dress Furnishings in the leading high-class lines. Silk Hats $5. Opera Hats $6.The man who intends to go to the Horse Show just in his "every-days" will find everything at our store which Fashionsuggests for autumn wear. The form-fitting idea prevails in both suits and overcoats. Notable examples of it may beseen in our Canterberry, College Brand, The Washington and Henry J. Brock & Co.'s Union Label Clothing.
..01••••••••• 0.1••••
As to Clothes
In our efforts to *secure the best
clothing for the men of Paducah
we feel proud of the shecess• we
have achieved, and want every-
body to come in and inspeet what
we have on display.
In our 'store the t 'anterberey
leads, _as it does wherever it is
shown. Hand-sewed throughout,c •every garment male ou an indi-
vidual form, lio. effort or expenee
is spared to make theni worthy of •
the most discriminating custointy,
Prices range horn $25 to $45.
College Brand Clothes are not
like any other clothes—they're
special in every way—different,
sorts of coats and. vests and dif-
ferently shaped trousers—iu pat-
terns that you won't find anywhere
else. Priced from *15 to $35.
The Washington Clothes make
their first bow to Paducah this fall,
and we say without hesitation that
they are, in every way, worthy of
the distingushed company in
which they find themselves in our
store. The prices range from 1115'
to $30.
Henry Brock & Co.'s Union
Label Clothing need not be de-
seribed in detail, for it is tho.
toughly established inithe esteem
of the people of Padueith who
know what the union label stands




It's simply amazing how uncom-
fortable a little thing like a "bulge"
in a shirt bosom will make you and
duce. Any did tletind of a white shirt
how it will t from your appear
won't do for full dress if you like to
feel really well 'frogged. Th.. Ma,
iturdit is emineutly.correct.
Riding Clothes
Did you ever stop to consider how
difficult it must be to make good
riding clothes—loose in the proper
Om* and snug where they should be
snug, There is nut a single inhar-
4 4 s line in our Riding Clothes
and they nre made from the fabrics
that wear, and wear well, too. We
have the Khaki breeches in all sizes+
anti will tale pleasure in showing
them to you. When you come in'ask
to see the English riding crops which
we are showing.
How Show Fads
For the ,knowing ones we are al-
ways on the lookout for something
new and timely. We have a handsome
line of Crops, Horne Show Hat lianibi
and other "horsey" thugs.
Evening Clothes and Acces-
sories for Society. Functions
Probably that habit of yours or putting things off until "the lastminute" has done you a good turn this time, for if you waited too longbefore seeing your tailor about that new Drees Suit you may secure per-fect fitting foments at-from $15 to $25 less than he would charge )(on. Asociety man always hart use for a full dress suit—and particularly is theease during the fell and winter social season. Dinner, parties, weddings,balls and receptions bring your dress suit constantly into play. Ours are
absolutely correct in every detail of fabric, fit and finish.
For theless formal occasions, many men prefer the Tuxedo to the full
dress suit. Its so little trouble to "get into" and may be used so manytimes during the Reason that, viewed merely as an investment, it will payyou—pay in the coin of that pleasure which tames from the knowledge
that you are tastefully and appropriately dressed. When you buy eveningclothes from us there is no uncertainty about how they are going to look.We guaratee perfection.
Dress Youi Peet in Correct Shoes
In our Shoe Department the same high standard is mailitained as inthe rest of the store. We are exclusive agents in Paducah for the follow-ing well-known flue shoes: Stacy Adams and Nettleton, $5, $6, $7; theBarry and Weille Special at $3,511, and $4.•
Fall Overcoats
Overcoat weather is here, and to are the
handsome new overcoats. More beautiful or
luxurious gartneuts were never offered to the
Paducah public. While our variety is large
and prices eonfervative, we stand first, last
and all the time on the superiority of fabric,
style and workmanship..
The smart new ttranville bids most strongly
for favor this fall and only a glance is re-
to explain this popular • tendency.
Broad. manly loilitiog shoulders, close fitting
collar, back slightly form traciug.,It ist.one of
the most gracefully draped toppers intro-
dueed in years. There is a slight bell to the
skirts and the coat is itionewhat longer than
the styles which have prevailed in former
years.. It adapts itself tuarve ously well to
evening wear. The eolors are mostly gray or
bled: aud, take it all in all, we are confident
pf you approval.
The Louis XV. is anetther one of the new
favorites for 1906.It,loo, embodies the
form-Wing idea anti wilt have many ad-
herents. The fine niattateilds of which it is
fashioned bring out atiniiiably its harmonious
lines. Some of our patrons. may not realise
how well this style has stood the teat of time.
In the time of Ioip W,.it .ttfas the mode
affected by all the fashionable !teeth of the
period, and modern talkies hsve Modified and
improved it into a very swagger coat for the
!Mill of today. Be sure to see it when you
are passing our store.
Notwithstanding the many attractive ottylts
which are brought out, lots of men prefer the
regulation short box coat, and our stock is
well calculated to please them.
We Have Not
Ov er 1 oote-d tire
Boys in Our Plans
for Horse Show
In making our plans for theapproarli-
ing Horse Show we have not neglected
to provide for the boys. We realiz.t
full will that they, as well as their
elders, like to dress up on such bee/I-
sions. Ours is pre-eminently tliet place
to buy stylish children's clothing and
aecasnories. The country's best makers
sell their giants in Paducah through us.
An attractive novelty for those little
follows who are to take part in the chil-
dren's event, is the ROUGH RIDERS
'Sr-IT with hat to match, Don't fa.1
to see it.
We give ./.1-ee a pair 01 extension roller
skates !with each suit , purchased.
This does Aoti of costae, include the
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August 10..3896 August 27..3865
August 11..3951 August 38..3849
August 13..3/394 August 29..4337
August 14..3a85 August 30..4330
August 15..3904 August 31..4407
August 16..3598
Total 106,379
Average for August, 1906 sy 0
Average fur August, 1905,. 5
Increase  235
Personally appeared before me.
this September 1, 1906, E. J. Pae-
an, general manager of The St1n.
who affirms that the above statement
at the circulation of The Sun for the
month of August. lime, is true to the
lest of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR,
Notary Public.
My commission expire* January
if, 1908.
Daily Thought.
"Take care of your motives sod
your motives will take care of you."
- --
Place* ut aaltlizsgenenit, but, pertiapa, in-
t:Ideate of si lack of rerpect for the
uniform by this fellow inside it, has
Indliceea sinelay4 sentiment in the
breast of the clvIlLin. 'Undoubtedly.
the evade-re and the aseor'a mummy,
proverbially easy of extraction, is as
good in the eight of the dance &tot
musk hall peoprietur as that of 'any
other pereou. But moist likely ex-
Patience with Irrepressible spirtts,
who consider the uniform a disguise.
has taught the proprietors that the
best way to avoid trouble is to put
the ban on the elethes. Thus are the
just made to suffer with the unjust,
but it was ever so. Down deep In
our hearts we love the soldier and
the sailor and the uniforms they both
wear, and ae are inclined to permit
thee wearers more license than we
do out-delves. We believe the service
should be maintained at a standard
in ehich self-respect plays an im-
portant part. If our versatile and
energetic executive proves himself
equal to the accomplishment of this
reform as he has that of many an
other, we will rejoice; but we are ap-
prehensive that the remedy does not
lie In the directios of the civil pro-
COM.
CUBA LIBRE.
The thin Sen.-., it evilization, as
we understaad it. lee been scratched
from the susfa4e co( Cuban affairs
and we find the ialsod reeniblic. our
little foster dasighter, back on our
hand, once more This time we have
to mend truoie to awe the very
"patriots" for shine se sacrificed no
much of our young manhood in
Yet we do not regret the step.
Nothing hitt pureit chivalry prompt-
ed that war. 11:motions and mater-
ialists may look to the blowing up
of the Maine as the immediate casus
herd or peint to an hundred other
circumstances. but back, of it all the
moving cane. of the %pole campaign
was the i,r,s1-131...• pressure of the
American arid ,rle, against
which the aittioristrat.ou could not
stand. We even entered upon the
campaign but ill prepared, and that
was no fault of the admtalstration.
whiely sought by every honorable
means to delay the inevitable until
preparations were completed. We
freed Cuba and we set h. p81‘.11M0
keeping for hr-elf. She is a aril,
jade, of fickle temperament, The
Gem of the Antilles we called heel.
sod 'Tuba Lbw. became a favorite
enPreettion-sith is Here she Is
again. It 'At ath a great deal of
pomposity we withdrew our troops
from her •shore, lowered our flag and,
aisle a minister frord the -Irate de-
partment. Now the war department
is_dealirg -Stith she:- direct. This
time it is not the Cuban patriots but
good. American citizens  we are look-
ing after. And now, aebefore, there
is no one among the anti-adminiatra-
tionists Or in rprope, who can
trothfully say aught against the
stew mitaressinets the insurrection
commeneeti. Had we desisted from
:nterfert ace American property
would have been destreyed. and per-
imps. some homes of Europeans
planderisd, and international consell-
sellons ;eerie:fated. • •‘11 we can do
Is await developments. In the mean-
time we cite get is good line on Berm-
fury Taft in Administrative capacity.
RESPECTING UNIFORMS -
Pot its Tommy this an' Tommy that.
an' "Chuch him out, the brtitel"
But. It's "Saviour et his country"
when the guns begin to atingle
A popular chord has been ',track
by the OltelaretIon of the president
that the uniform of the United States
must he -respected, teen in thlteotin-
try. It seems grange that the Presi-
dent Melted feel (-elle& upon te
"chin in $14)0" toward protecting the
Jackles against ditierimisation; tteit
It Is a fact, that soldiers and sailors
!n the United States are fast coming
to be regarded--or glisten/riled, If
you please- -much as Is Tommy At-
Idaa In England, it Is unnyet to.lbe
./liert in blue, that, because of the lire-
.= they wear, they neat be re's-?. strictly sailor and soldier
Certainly the immigration move-
ment has every ear mark of 'tweeds
A solid representation from western
Kentucky and southern Illinois is
promised to begin with. Then, any
number of state officers, delegates
from other sections and members of
the board of egvicultoke will be here.
To crown all, Comfaissioner General
Sargent, of the bureau of immigra-
taibileatproruisted to come. Of what
ill be tee presence of one
thoroughly acquiduted with the sub-
ject of immigration in all its phases
AlitY4en be appreciated. His in-
formation will go far towards mak-
ing the results of the meeting prac-
tical, and it is practival results we
are seeking. It is to tlieNttainment
of this end, now, the promoters must
address t hetusel Yee rbct r pat lent
sacrifice of time and stotreY has been
rewarded by the promise of a multi-
tude to come; but If thee come and
lust talk and talk and do nothing,
nothing will have been achieved. WS
have faith in the ability, of 'those,
a ho have accomplished this much.
to finish their emit, and we believe
southwestern Kentucky will lead the
%hoe south in the benefits of immi-
gration, although other states, nota-
bly Tennessee, Stave been agitating
the Question longer.
When southern peopie, aroused to
a spirit of race hatred, by /some wan-
ton act, commit deeds of shameful
law:tisanes., the papers my the Peo-
ple acted like a northern Mob, and
when the same thing happens in the
north, the northern press is unani-
nyous in pronouncing the conduct
worthy of a motherly mob. The fact
is. men are pretty mach alike every-
where, and mob violence is a thing
to be ashamed of wherever it oc-
curs. Here in Kentucky we have set
an example to the rest of the states,
by quelling three mobs In eueeession.
and administering -Pealee with a dis-
patch that satisfied the molt ardent
spirits in the community. After all.
as the Atlanta Journal observes, the
question is not, what has the mob
wrought; but "What are we going
to do about it!"
Judge James Breathitt, of Honking-
allie, continues to occupy the minds
of western Kentucky Republicans as
the most available candidate for gov-





tone town that he will not run,
0 friends In this section hope
will consent to the use of his
He is an orator and a man
of stilletauenlike qualities. No other
man Just now high In parts coirmsels
possesses the qualifications for the
office that he does. Judge Breattett
would infuse new life int() the state
organization by a thorough speakieg
trees and he would he an, honor to
his party In the executive .hair. The
only way the Republican rt of
Kentucky can hope to gain the as-
ceudancy is by putting forth the best
men for offices,
We Ate lead to hear that Jerome
will stump the state of New York
against Hearst, but WP would he bet-
ter pleased if he would give a little
more consistent reason. When he
says that Hearst's nomination was
not made at the hands of a real
Detnocratic convention, he forgets
that, he was nominated for district
artorney as a bolter.
Ti,.'
It
speed with which Paul 0.
Stensland was disposed of in Chicago
csterday, leads to the suspicion
tflat the officers took him Into the
divorce court Instead of the climinal
court.
The Hearsi convention in New
York followed the example of the
Sullivan convention of Illinois In en-
dorsing Bryan.
r
Mayor McClellan. of New York:
"Put tne off at Buffalo "
Dr. E. te, elattyper and wit; left
for Cairo l'hla morning to attend tie;
nlarriage of f)r Cox and Mies Runlets




Gladys: "I thought you and Grace were intimate friends."
Virginia: "We wore at ono time, but are not now.
Gladys: "Ah. I am. What's the your" man's nansof"
lot in the rear of the Illinois Central
shops, until the bell calling them to
their studies was rung several times
after the regular hour. Even the
eiders stood by and watched the big-
WILL BE NEW BUILDING OF get city of tents ever seen in Padu-
FIRST NATIONAL. cell go up.
A Nick Perfumer,
At Eleventh street and Broadway
the stoPleng of the white ambulance
Paducah's Flee Siky Scraper to Be'
of Guy Nance & Soil attracted atten-
tiranitc and Brick—Modern
tion . School girls stopped to see theDetell.
sick man delivered to Riverside hos-
pital. hie is Fred Bradner. a bores-
Man, and I. to of appendicitip. Dr.
Horace T. livers is attending him
and will prubably have to resort to
an operation. ,
TEN STORIES
Ten stories and a basement are
the plea, for the new First Natimial
bank building and Padmah's first
sky scraper. From the pavement te
the roof will be 140 feet. The plans
arrived yesterday afternoon and will
be swiveled by the bank with a few
minor changes. They are drawn by
Barnett, Haynes. & Barnett of St
1.01.1111.
Tar frame work wilr be the regu-
lation steel work and special labor .
probably will have to be brought
here to construct it. It will be man-
ufactured in the east. The first two
stories will be of granite and the
other eight stories will be of red
brick and terra cotta. There will be
two entrances on Broadway. one for
the bank ane the other to the eleva-
tor hallway. There will be no en-
trance on Third street.
The typical floor plan calls for
eight Offices te a door and there will
be 811 offices 111 all. These offices will
have individual lavatories and ev-
ery other modern convenience. The
actnaroperation of building will be-
gin possibly before, but certainly by
spring. The building will be eight
months in construction. No location
for the bank In that interval has
been secured, The, approximate cost
will be $1nostitie
GREATEST SHOW
DEATHS OF A DAY
Mrs. Lbw., Rudolph.
Mrs. Uzzie Rudolele to years old,
died at her home, 1721 South Sixth
street, this morning at 1 o'clock of
tiphoid fever after an illness of five
weeks. she leaves a husband, Mr.
Finis Rudolph, gate tender for the
elestllesessile. L. railroad, at the depot.
on. sister and three brothers. Ref
children are Cleveland, IA-mar sod
Plourde Like and Ruble Rudolph.
The funers1 will be held tomorrow
at 10 o'clock. The burial will be In
Oak Grove cemetery The funeral
will be held at the house, Rev, W. Z
Cara officiating.
Ike Hill Dead.
Col. Isaac R. H,II. better known
as "Ike" Hill, of Ohio, and for thirty-
five years an em•pime almost contin-
uously of the, house of representa-
tives, died yesterday in Warbington
from a complication of kidney, liver
and heart trouble.
Taken to Benton. •
The heir- of C. Henson who
ON EARTH IS HERE died esterday at the railroad hos-. peal the result of an accidental
tel wound, was takes <hie morning
to Benton and will be burled tomor-
row afternoon.
(Continued From Page One.)
the ring this afternoon were appar-
ently races in reality, not .n name
alone. The menagerie drew thou-
sands. Here the wild animate to be
seen represented every clime. Many
of them have never been seen in Pa-
ducah before. Among the most note-
worthy of alt the strange beasts were
the four giraffes. Upon ShIs gnats
tette is set the value of 168.0114. The
monster elephants, of course, never
ceased to draw the crowd. The old
fellow in particular, who is reported
to have passed man's 'noted age
four years ago, was tee cynosure of
hundred of pairs of eyes. Of lions.
tigers, bears, monkeys, sea lions.
etc., there were many splendid spec-
imens,
Showmen complimented the Illinois
Central officials highly on the way
the cirrus we., handled. Yardmaster
(TM. Stonebresker persons:TS super-
intended the work. Supt. A. H Egan
and Roadtpastr F.-see Thompson, of
the Louisville division, were here.
The trains tie morning were la-
den with visitors to the "Greatest
Show on Earth." The accommoes-
tree trains carried many extra Ras-
avners and notwithstanding the Min
the gayest of colors were seen In
the deamessor the. lestaintas tvialteres
The weather Is unfavorable but the
shows are drawing hundreds, even
the old-time country wagon taking a
prominent part in the scenes of the
street.
School ehildreu watched the work





4. have the quality, appearance seri
wearem &banes ot Castel, Weds
garments. Whoa er roloideal fabrics.
On and of like a coat.
$1.50 and more
CLUETT, PEABODY A10.
Laneaultaaasiet Oda nand abelsaater Veele
L. P. Tanner, or Owensboro. ICY•
state agent at large, is is the city to-
day Oct business.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
Every dees takes yoe feel better. Lax Poe
kae,e "Orr whole leettlee tight. Sold fte II.,
aware-heck phis everywhere. Mee So,
While Americans take great pride
and pleasure In being called "a
strenuous people." It Is perhaps not
generally appreciated that a great
many injure themselves physically—
wreck nervous systems, invite pre-
mature wrinkles, gray hale( and in-
firmities by the hurry, worry way in
which they lire. neglecting In many
instances proper rare of the body and
Letting the real pleasures of life es-




and that means ineffieteney of the
body to carry on vital functioning.
Nerve centers lag; debility ensues:
listleainesis and fatigue reign. Pala
may be felt In the back; fullness or
Prelleare at the top eseetbe head; sleep
is brokeh and With:MU . refs
digestion notably is weak and lose of
appetite constipation and distress
after 'Chug are _the rule. The head-
s-WI-4 of neurasthenia is like a band
aronnd the heed; ordinarily is worse
it, the morning and better towards
the end of day, end Is probably the
most common of all headaches which
come for treatment.
Nowl, drugs do not help teems-
Ithenia; that is admitted: and phy-
I sielans have long been accustomed
to send their neurasthenics away
from the cities to the mountains, sea-
shore, abroad or anywhere to find
new scenes and enjoy tranquil rester
ation. But that Is expensive and
there is a surer, quicker and betber
well as less costly way--Ostere
pa th y.
te Osteopathy cures nearaathenta,—
which is but another name for ,nerv-
mistime by stimulation to the nerves
and the circulation.
I can show you to Four satisfac-
tion In a very few minutes why oste
opathy is the sane rational cure for
ALL diseases of the nerves.
Come to see me at any- time be-
tween the hours of e and 12 in the
forenoon and 2 and. 5 In the after-
noon. Dr. G. B. rroage. 616 Broad-
way. Phone 1407,
Theatrical X.M.




Looks Good to Father--Thursideer
In Oki Kentucky—Friday.
1 The Players.
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Powey, "the
Pieyers," and ctuia clever op ny of
artists, will be the attraction at
The Kentucky tonignt In S. W. Pee-
coe's latest and most successful mu-
sical farce comedY. "She Looks
Good to Father." The plot is neat
and unique and brings out a world oi
funny complications, peculiar situa-
tions and laugh-provoking climaxes.
There is an abundance of catchy mu-
sket numbers and bright up-to-date




"In Old Kentucky" was originally
pranced In St. Paul In 1892, has
been played every year since that
tint.' and still remains one of the
most successful offerings on the
American stage. Newer plays More
aroused enthusiastic patronage
since "In Old Kentucky': ,sterted on
Its career, but after a few emulous Oa
the road have been laid aside and
forgotten Not so with the slid favor-
ite. It is now In its fourteenth year
and memo to have taken a new leme
of life. Its last IWAII011.11 busiaess
was bigger than ever and it contin-
ue* to please the mamma wherever It
goes. It will be seen here again
shortly with a fine cast and a splen-
did new Scenic equipment, to my
nothing of the ever-amusing more
of pickaninnies that are part and
parcel of the entertainment. Miss
Marie Quinn is the new Madge and
she is said to have scored eniphatk•-
ally In the role. At 'The Kentucky to-
rnoi'row night.
Al. H. Wilson.
Al. H. Wilson, the golden-voiced
singer and German dialect comedian
who comes to The Keniticky on Moit
day night of next week in Sidney R.
Ellis' play of picturesque Switzer-
land "Metz in the Alps," said in
answer to the question. "le yodling
harder than ballad singtegt" "I
don't know just how to answer that
question. I'm like the little boy
when hie mother *seed tern if he'd
have peaches or pears, said, I like
them both s Thee breaking into his
inimitable German dialect continued:
"Ballad singing is made mit de ton-
sils turned outside inside and to .le
left, while you start de pump going
yids fioodse.the water up mit de
eyes. Den you throw your chest
oudt and let your stomach wiggle
a Ilddle which shakes the palate.
while mit yodling, yoq, as it was,
perfect de whole bigness by bolding
on to you ever-got-is and draw the
"To" from your heel, and the "del"
will then re-vie-l-cate so that the
tonsilitls will be in touch mit the ap-
pendecitus. and —There's my cue--
flood-bye." •
County Chairman.
Maclyn Arbuckle in "The County
Chairman" which will be presented
at The Kentucky on Tuesday night,
er heart interest than any other play She Looks Good to Father,has more genuine laughs and
before the American public today. It
Is a play you cannot afford to
Mr. Arbuckle's cast, which by the
way, Is the original one. Is a large
one, and there are forty-nine speak-
ing parts. Maelyn Arbuckle. the Ms 
W. Ratcliffe. against R. P. Stan-
IN THE COURTS Icy and John Bobo serompel the de-fertdants to vacate property belong-
ing to.the Ratcilfe estate.
THE intelligent shopper, tired
1 of the inaccurate claims or
inferior s oemakers, and know-
ing by experience the best
class o goods, buys La France
shoes only.
Harbour's Department Store
South 3d St. Hall Square from15'waY
Mrs. John 7. Powers
in the Itolloeking Musical Comely,
Af The Xeuttieh,v,ionight.
Prices -r .15P 35e, 54)c and 71uie
tinguished character actor,' as Jim
Heckler. is supported by Willis P.
S•weatman as Sassafras Livingston.
"The County Chairman" has been
given a, most sumptuous production.
Seats will be placed on stale tomor-
row.
JUST IN TIME,




Commander Stanworth, of the flag-
ship Minnespolls, In a letter from
Havana, tells of the rescue of a mate
of the schooner Turlight, which cap-
sized in the late storm. Six were
drowned. The mate was picked OP
lashed to two planks. He had been
without food or water several days.
St'RrEcr ARRESTED.
Theught to Be Henry suesenan, Wife
Sturderer.
41, I
,a( I Sept. 27 . —Joh n Bey-
er eel taken from a train at rRhIne-
lender, Wis., last night,on suspicion
of 8.eing Henry Sussman, sought by
the Minneapolis police for the mur-
der of his Wife at the Glenwood hotel.
The suspect answers Sussman's de-
scription.
Marriage Licensee.
Frank 'Bowman. 2% and Susie
Fitzgerald, 1S, colored, of this city.
---
Mr James Coleman, an atternev of
Murray, Is la the city.
It. Police Court.
Irene Clemons was this morning
held over in two castes for obtaining
money by false pretenses. -The-Twos
man great to A. V. Bauer, a grocer.
and represented that she had money
In the First National bank. She
wanted some money and asked Bauer
to write out two checks for her, one
for $2 and the second for $in. Bauer
wrote them and cashed them later for
the woman. It developed that she
had no money In the bank.
Other cases: Ed Wilson, disorder-
ly conduct, $2,5 and costs; John Hav-
erty, disorder's conflict: $6 arid
costa; L. M. Stepbon, selling cocaine
con6ary to law, two came, continued
until Saturday. Emmett Shoffner
and Tom lowere, malicious assault,
continued; Goon° Gravers, colored.
petty larceny, continued: Jim Sayer,
disorderly condoet.Coatenued; Padu-
cah Dilltilleriea company, selling
liquor without a license, four cases.
continued.
Sults Plied.
Suit has been filed in circuit court
1
- Short Lived Happiness.
Maude 'hoot( filed Kili t today
'through Attorneys Graseham and
Threlkeld for divorce from her hus-
band Edward Zook, alleging Mem-
Idonmest.They married June • 2,
1965 and separated September 24,
1905, one year.1
i.
i In manly court the Clark line
road from the intersection ' of' the
' GhoIson road to the Lovelaeeville
! road was today ordered discontin-
I ued.




J C. Ogden, et ui., to Christ Mer-
ger, property in the Tayitt.reMoqunt
;addition, $415.
, T. R. Chapin, et al.. tossJ. C.
,O'Bryan, property in the Jarrett ad-
ItIttlons. $I and other eonSideration.
John Herzog, et al.. to Ellen Col-
lier, property In the county. $125.
John T. Lane, power of attorney
Ito W. A. Perm
—
• s
You cannot possibly enjoy good health I!
Your L 
when the liver is inactive and the boval
ibTr constipated. You must kccp the liveractive. You must base daily action of
the bowels. Ask your dtictor if this is not ttue. Ask him at the same time if
he knows a better laxative than Ayer's Pills. All veettlitale, cu
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 A
If You Have Buying
to Do, Do it Friday.
BC CH se we will be clotel Satur-
day, on account of holiday.
There are some beautiful new
suits pub. Can't you be here








-For Dr. Peudley ring 416.
-C. L. Brunson & (2o. have mov-
ed their dower store to 529 Broad-
way.
-Authority for an examinatiost
for the position of scientific assistant.
departtuent of agriculture, was re-
ceived this morning. The elimina-
tion is t,ei for the 17-its of October.
--We guarantee to plea's, you
with Old Taylor, KY.. Lump coal.
Phone 339 Bradley Bros.
- The fire department was called
to Tenth and Norton streets yester-
day after)loon between 3 and 4
o'clock. A stable in the rear of a ne-
gro residence was burning Little
damage was done. The ft re occurred
while the departineut was working
at the -MeKinnie Veneer & Lnmber
company in Mechanicsburg.
--Don't tail to bring the children
to see the funny moving pictures at
Walleye park every night -this week.
--Because of the fact that the
Lottisville Illinois Central shops can
not do the class of heavy work done
here as assignment for supports for,
two street gate towers in Louisville
was made here and the work is be-
ing douc today in the _local black-
smith shops. The gate tower bourses
are to be placed at Main and Oak
streets on Fourteenth street in Lou-
isville.
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist, 200 Fra-
ternity buttelette.,,..
--C. K. Wheeler yesterday flied
suit in Magistrate Charles Emery's
court for $90- against Frank Steven-
54Th. An attachment was served on
Stevenson for a hone and buggy,
which It is alleged, bad been mort-
gaged for security.
--All trils,weete. Free moving pic-
tures at Wallace park.
-Cite Haebort and A3bury Has-
bon were yesterday lined Ii apd
coats by Magistrate Charles Emery
for breach of peace committed dur-
ing the repent carnival.
-The Sun oface is prepared be
furnish the very latest things in en-
graved or printed calling cards an!
Invitations of any sort, and 111 mak-
ing special prices now.
-The visit by a party of local
business men to the chamber of com-
merce in Metropolis in he Interests
of the immigration convention. halt
been postponed but will take plasm
before the convention The visit was
to have been made Friday night.
-Oar customers are our best ad-
vertisers. Ask your netghbor. Brad-
ley Bros. Phone 339.
--The Ladies' Mite society of the
First Baptist church will meet Fri-
day afternoon at 3 oslock with Mrs.
A L. Laseiter. Sixteenth and Madi-
son streets.
-Old Reliable Carterville,
washed nut, and egg coal Is the
cheapest. Beariley Bros. Phone 339.
VEL-DOR
A New, Fascinating Odor
The latent exquisite creation
of Matson Violet (pro" ounced
Ve-o-lay) of Paris It has re-
ceived the sanctlan of the
most fashionable In the
fashion cent es of Europe and
Is sure to he popular here.
It Is remarkable for if. per.







Night Bell at Side boor.
_4111.11111Mallmegammormosom
--Mr. P. M. Stephon vies called
to Henderson Ky., to attend the bed-
side of his father, Mr. Martin Ste-
phon, who is at the point of death,
as the result of blood poisoning set-
ting In a sore on his hand. Mr Ste-
phen is 80 years old.
-Something new-A clever Mag-
azine for the railroad man. 'Twill.
too, Interest everyone but has an
especial attraction for the railroad
man and his family. GM- the Brat
number, only lilc. R. D. Clements
& Co.
--Mr. J. W. Belisle, engineer of
the God machine, the ma-
p unloading ballast on
and Teoneesee divin-
e! the Illinois Central. was in
asefitty today. The machine is In the
shops for slight' repairs. It has been
working at Woodstock sod Obion,
Tenn.
-Do it be deceived,. Bradley
Brian are sole agents for Carterville.
Ill., washed coal. Phone 339.
- Lack of a quorum at the meet-
ing of the Democratic committee iset
night, called to canve •, the returns
or the city primary, prevented any ac-
tion last night. The committee will
meet at the city hall tomorrow night.
-Whieu you order a rig from us
you are talking to one of the pro-
prietors or capable clerks (not a
driver or hostler) ̀who writes Illes and
fills the order at appointed time. Pal-
mer Transfer company:
----The Missionary society of the
First Presbyterian church will meet
'Friday afternoon at 2:30 o'eSock in
the lecture room oi the church
-4816 feetelatiareller pletessie Setieweet
Walbsce park tonight.
-Harvey 1.ton and Pete Gelato
were arrested at noon for Getting.
Lieu claims that Grille attacked bile
In the Kentucky saloon without pros.
oeaLon.
-City subscriber: to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make their requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to such orders ekes given to
our carriers. Sun Pub. Co
-Warren Evitts. employed at the
King-Sherrillmill in Mechanicsburg.
crushed his left hand thie morning lz
a machine. The wound Wait dressed
by Dr, J. S. Troutman.
--Free moving picture show at
Wallace park all this week.
-E. W. Rudolph, of the city, 42
years old, and Birdie Jones. of the
county. IS years old, were this af-
ternoon married in the county
cleric's office.
--Dr. Oltbert..0sfeopath, 400 1-2
Broadway. Phone 196.
-One load of our coal will make
you an advertiser for us. Bradley
Bros. Phone 339.
EXTRA PRESSURE
cosmos pipe ta Captala Moores Res-
- Mein? to aisle.
••••••••••••=4.....
Becaufte of the-extra water pres-
sure on account of the Mechanics-
burg fire the wafer pipe in the resi-
dence of Detective T. J. Moorebrirst
and flooded his house about 8
O'clock last night. His wife was lin-
able to turn off the water atid had
to send for assistance. The carpets
in the building were 'slightly dam-
aged. The water spread from the
bath room, where the break occurs
red, to nearly every room In the
building. Captain Moore resides on
North Sixth street near Clay street.
WHAT IT COST.
No Show at 1Floptown hut Mills Came
In Just the Some
No show was given in HopkInsvilla
yeseterday by flarnuni & Bailey, be-
reuse in making the long Jump front
Louisville one section did not gel In
until 6 o'clock In the evening. It
was expensive, but the show puts up
without murmuring.
"What did you do!" the manage-
ment was asked.
"We Just paid our bills and Milled
out " was the reply.
/ That Krems a simple thing to do,
but it stayers us when we reflect
that. "our bills'' atnounted to over
$10,000. That Was a dead loss, but




Parties sending In accounts of so-
cial entertainments wilt please alga
them, as The Sea wet uot publish
communitatitout sent La that are not
Maned.
Reeeptiow Tonight,
Mrs. James M. Buckner will re-
ceive tonight in compliment to Dr.
A. H. Flowers, of Boston, who is via-
Oleg at the Buckner home. Dr.
Flower is a brother. of the Rev,
George A. Flowers, who, at one time,
was pastor of the First Christian
church.
Musical Drill Rehearsal.
lf the weatber permits, there will
he a full rehearsal for the musical
drill, with the band, at Wellace park
tomorrow night at 7 o'clock, and all
cooples who are to tak• part are
urged to attend.
Registered at the Palmer today
are: M. T. Esker, Paris, Tenn,: 'J. G.
Hoary, Loulselee; E. K. Higgins, St.
Lents; H. D. Thompson, Gas City,
Ind.; A. H. Egan, Louisville; J, E.
Gun. Florence, Ala.; F. L. Thomp-
soe, Louisville: Chas. Amiens, Chica-
go; M. B. Gatewood, Nashville; W.
if. Wilson. Chicago: R. L. Hamilton.
Savannah, Tenn ; S. C. Duryee, Chi-
cago; L. P. Lanner, Gwenaboro; N.
H. Anderson, New York.
Belvedere: F. D. Carr, Corning. N.
Y.; H. D. Mercer. St. Louis; J. E.
Sirens, Onion, Tenn.; P. W DeDD•
Iliddyville; .1. M. Hodges, Endicott,
N. V. 0. D. Chanute. Chicago; J. K.
Rotimals, Baton Rouge, La.; Charles
A. lee, Milwaukee; J F. Walker,
Cleveland. Ohio.
lir Leslie M. Stephon, the well-
knOwn sou of Mr. P. M. Stephon, is
ill of fever at his home on Broad
street.
Supt. C. M. Leib, of the public
schools, Is out today after a two
days' illness.
-Mr, W. A, Carter, coach Inspector
for the Illinois Central has returned
after a visit In Louisville,
Messrs. Use* Crass B. P. Cetion
and 3. A. Barlar went to Princeton
this morning to attend crtirt.
Mr. Al Foreman returned this
morning from Kansas City, where
be visited relatives.
Judge Lawrence Anderson. of May-
field, Is in the city
Mr. Grant Thompson the I. C. ma-
elieslat, went to Central City this
F.morning to do contract work,
.7siilpeetal Agent Dick ?Tolbert, of the
I. C., is in Mernetis oh business.
Mr. R. E. Pike, engineer at the I.
C. shops, is in Memphis on a week's
vacation, and Mr. B. R. Hayes is act-
lag In his place
Master Mechanic B. J. Tie-abuti
has returned front Chicago, where he
bas been on business, •
Mr. J. D. King, special agent of
the Louisville division of the Illinois
Central, was In the city today look-
lag after the interests of the Illinois
Central.
Mrs. W. P Gallia and Miss Elisa-
beth Parker, of Murray, -are in Pa-
ducah for a couple or days on a shop-
ping trip.
Mrs. W. C. Gray has refereed from
Hopkinsvitle, where she has been on
a visit.
Mr. Patin° Kirk, special agent for
the Illinois Central, is out today after
a several days' Ileneis of malaria,
Mr. D. Gholson of Fulton, is In the
ritYoisus leaLvuisdit.M  Lewis, of Greenville.
is visiting her brother, Mr. Harmon
Lewis.
Mrs. T. C. Baskette, of Clarksville,
Tenn., has returned home.
Mrs, J. B. Garber Is visiting tier
parents In Hopkinaville,
Mies Hattie Wallace, of Grand
Rivers, Is visiting Mrs. John Yancey.
of North Fifth street. -
Mr. and Mrs. 0. H. Love, of New
York, will arrive Sunday to visit Mr.
and Mrs. Robert B. MILD&
Mr. J. F. Rogers went to Union
Cite. Tenet, today on- bustoees.
Mr. and Mrs, James Tagg, of Bet-
tie Creek. Mich., ere elates( Mrs.
George at, Team, -
Mrs. W. P. Gatlin acid Miss Eliza-
beth Parker, of Murraf, are visiting
Mrs. C. L. Acme.
Mrs. Elliott Mitchell and daughter
Elizabeth, of Moberly, Mo., have
returned home after •Isiling the
former's sister, Miss Zula Cobb..
Miss Viola Ullman returned home
from visiting her sister, Mrs. Henry
Strolls, of Louisville.
Mrs. "A. L. C. Achlin, of Huntsville,
Ala., la -visiting her daughter. Mrs. J.
W. Tyler. of 333 North Eighth street.
Mire Flora Pendley left yesterday
for Nashville to re-enter Ward's setn-
leery.
Mr. George Powell, the whisky
sale:mate has returned from a tour
through the northern states.
Or, J. D. -Smith went to Central
City, Ky., this morning to attend the
Louisville conferenee of the Metho-
dist church.
The &tee: P. H. Fields left today
to attend the Louisville conference in
Central' City.
Ms's. F. L. -Edmonds and little
daughter, who .have bees !flitting
I88 Ill :„103.111eibil.t..estents; ier-,Wereree.
HEARST IS NAMED
TO HEAD TICKET
Democrats Choose The Yellow
Journalist For Leader.
Jerome Says He Will stump the
Stale it Republicans Name
Gummi %fun.
110014IfVELT IS NOW REJOICING.
Regales, N. Y., Sept 27.-At 2
o'clock this Mbrning the Deniocratle
state convention nominated William
Randolph Hearst feir governor after
a session which began early in the
evening. ills nomination was reach-
ed on the first hal-lot and ended one of
the bitterest contests ever waged In
a Democratic convention in this state.
Speeches noefillnating rongreriernan
Sillier and John A. Dix were extreme-
ly bitter In the denunciation of
Hearst, who was vehentrutly de-
nounced as inconsistent in his De-
mocracy.
The erosion was marked by ex
trent. bitterness. Hearst being ar
reigned and denounced by a number
of speakers
Concerning Bryan the platform
mays: "In common with the Demo-
crats of all the melee and expressing
the sentiment of high minded citizen-
ship of the republic without party
feeling, we view with pride and satis-
faction the hospitality and deserving
esteem which has been secorded at
home and abroad to that great Dem-
ocratic Iteeler and typical American,
William J Bryan. to whom the Dem-
ocrats of 'New York exteod the most
cordial and sincere fteicitatona."
R.oueievelt Rejoices.
Oyster Bay, Sept. 27.-Presklent
Roosevelt sent the following to
Charles C. Hughes. the Republican
nominee for governor: '"I rejoice for
the sake of the cause and good citi-
zenship in your Domination "
Mike Williams, returnee to their
home In Denver tode.
- -
Lets Rig feted Contract.
Washington, Sept. 27 A
tract has been awarded by the
mien canal commission to the





patty, which does all the export bus-
iness of the United States Steel cor-
poration, for live thousand tom of
70-pound steel rails for IJAP On the
filfnInnA The pert, paid was $29 per
ton.
The reason misery loves company
Is so as to be able to tell about It
TODAY'S MARKETS
Wheel- Opee Close
Dec. ,  76%
May  79% 79%
Cerra-
Dec,  43% 43%
May  43% • e-43 1111,1
Omer-
Doc.  34% 34%
Pork--
Jan  13.25 13.22
Dec.  9.16 9.22
Jan,  9 24 9 30
Mar  9.39 9.45
Ibtocke-.
I. C.  1,734 1.72%
L. & N.  1.47% 1.47
U. P.  1.36 1 .83 %
Rdg.  1.4.6irei 1.46%
St. P.  Lite% • 1.73%
Mo. P.  97% 96%
Penna.  1.41% 1.40%
Cop,  1.13- 1.11
Smell  1.44
Lead. 76
C, F. I.  56'4 53%
C. S. P.  1.06 % 1.06
11, 3,  45 it
Local Ma rkets.
Dressed Chickens- 20c to 35c.
Eggs-20e doz.
Butter-20c M
Irish Potatoes--Por be. 70c.
Sweet Potatoes--Per bit, 75c.
Country Hams- 1Gc.






Beater I Oc. gallon.
Needing Ears-10c dozen.






Hay--From jobbers to wall deal-',
ers-Strfet grades. Choice Tim ,
$17; No. 1 Tien., $16.50 No, 2 Tine,
$16. Fancy northern clover $10.
From Country wagons at public'qual-
lte tutelinfrt to very Poor. 69 _to 211
ter tau for Salons nil/Muriel
TIPS.
NOW 18 THE accepted (line for
you to look about your fire and toms-
do insurance, as fall and winter are
coming. Remember the old and re-
liable Friedman Insurance Agency.
Office No. 128 South Third street. Of
flee telephone No. 940. Residence
phone NeesP581. We represent rollie
of She oldest and beat insurance tom-
parries, which are paying their losses
promptly. We protect your Interests,
and you better be safe than goer.
Give us a call.
ferASITEG--- Boarder:, at The inn
HEATING and stove wood, Frank
Levin, both phones 437.
FOR RENT-One aide Ofstore
4211 Broadway. Phones 16111.
FOR RENT- Oue large front
room at The Inn.
WANTED-- Rooni-tuate ftp a re
fined young man at The !nu.
FOR SALE- Thirteen-room house,
EnOdern 0041,4111141110011. Old phone 464
FOR REN"T-LNice furnished rooms
488 Washington, old phone 2500.
-CLEANING and pressing neatly
done. James Duffey. old Phone 7I8-r.
WANTED-Posittun as stenog-
rapher. Address. C., bare Sun.
WANTSD---PosItIon In doctor",
office. Address 0, care Sun.
FOR RE*r -Furnished Fooms
416 South Sixth. Old Phooe 1786.
COOK WANTED- 320 Kentucky
avenue.
FOR RENT-- Best business cor-
ner in Brookport, Ill. Address Jas.
R. Hull, Brookport, 111.
FOR SALE-- ACZ bargain. Four
room cottage, 1222 North Thirteenth
street Apply on premises.
-17̀OR HAMBURGERS and got Ta-
males go to "Shorty's" 111% South
Third or 127 North Fourth. •
HICKORY WOOD -Phones, did
442, New 59e. Delivered promptly.
E. E. Bell & Sons,
FOR RENT-se Three unfurnished
rooms for housekeeping. Apply at
1107 Monroe street.
HOUSE AND LOT for sale- Lot
40x168, tour room house 420 South
12th. Price 1500. For particulars set
Mrs. Liget Ray, 420 South 12th.
FOR Ritlet -rp-to-Ciate five room
cottage, 633 North Fourth. Inside
of house should be seen to appreciate
It. I. R. Dutt, or J. W. Lockwood.
LOST-Whlte setter bird dug.
Both ears lemon. Any Isformation
leading to his recovery will be re-
warded Fred RodY.
FOR SALK-- GoOe-firoerry stand.
Stock and fixtures. Extra good bar-
gain. Must be sold at once. Rea-
seas given on application. Address
T., care Sun.
LOST- Small, Nagle & Meyer
Jewelry box containing watch fob
with Dueler. Left on postoMee desk
Saturday. Finder return to Carnegie
library and receive reward.
--Wkktiftij-litan and- wife or two
gentlemen for comfortable room,
with or without board. on West Broad
way. References exchanged. Ad-
dress "P." Sun ollice.
A MODERN HOME for gale. Sls
rooms, bath, furnace hardwood
floors, up-'o-date In every particu-
lar. Apply on premises at 416 North
Fifth street.
J. E. MORGAN, blaexamille 409
S. Third. 91d phone 467. Superior
work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
for !lore stone side wire tires, the
best rubber tires made.
- GASOLINE BOATS FOR SALE---
15-horse power. Fairbanks Morse en-
gine. Site 12153, stern wheel. Will
exchange for real estate. James It.
Hull, Brookport, Ill.
-CONTRACTOR WEIKEL--Mason
ry and concrete work a specialty.
Office 126 South Fourth, Phone 190
Residence Rhona 1237. Prompt at-
tention to all -estimates.
NIGHT SCHOOL-- Bookkeeping
Shorthand, Typewriting etc., only
$4 a month. Draughon's Practical
Business College, 314 1-2 Broadway.
Phone 1756. Call, phone or write for
catalogue. It will cotivince you that
Draugbon's is the best.
WANTED ?OR. ties. 'ARMY -
Able-bodied unmarried men betweea
ages of 21 and 35: citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For Information
apply to Recruiting Office, New Rieh-
mond House, Paducah, Ky.!
_ -
'filE NEW VETERINARY Hospi-
tal, Farley & Fisher, veterinary tine
sterna and dentists. Special facilities
have been provided for In constructing
our mitt at witchen' h ables us to
termat all of -berme and dogs
In the viola modern manner. We have
a clean, airy, sanitary rnd up-to-date
place and one that is corap:eteln meg
detail. We invite you to call anti, w
spot our. place. Office and hospital,
429 South Third street. Office phone
1345: new, 153; residence, old
phone 1316.
WHAT DO YDU think of this:
The prices !Vow will be made till
December 3t, 1906:
00.14) a1ettl:-‘111,tiiisr. me*




That the heat units in a HEATING
STOVE is what counts in heating
cold air? A stove may put forth its
best efforts to serve, but 'lacking in
heat, units, can only heat a little
HART'S HEATERS'
space around it.
Arc made with heat units everywhere.
The larger stoves have very power-
ful circulation features also, making
it easy for HART'S STOVES to do
the work, which is the reason they
use so LITTLE FUEL and LAST
so LONG.





PLATE FILLINGS   .76
Bridge work a specialty. • All
grades of plate work that will stilt
you. Painless extraction of teeth. All
work guaranteed, and of best mate-
rial.




A fourteemseareed boy from (Mis-
lay county, charged with retailing
liquor, condrieted his own defense in
the United StaiStss district court at
Frankfort yesterday, examtaing the
witnesses himself. He was convicted,
with a recommendation of merry,
To Hunt Imitative
Two Paint Lick boys, aged ten and
twelve )ears, who ran away to be
cOwt•oya, were found asleep In
la Si. Louis. Each had a pipe, to
co, knife, roller skates and a Package
of cakes and the elder of the two
carried a rifle,
(kmirrti Ray Captured.
Henderson. Ky.. Sept. 27.--God-
trey Ray, a negro, who Is charged
with the murder of Marshal John C
Dtekemon,' of Trenton Ker.
(ember 8, was arrested here
night hy Patrointan A. H. Posey
identified this morning by Mar
Charier' Sellers, of Morgautteid,
cialms to have !seen the negro be
fore. There is a reward of $750 for
the negro, and it Is thought that
mob will make quick work of him if
he is taken back to Trenton. The ne-
gro denies he is the man wanted,
giving his name as James Polk.
Given Chloroform by Brother.
The infant child of Phi; H.
Thompson, 01-Benton, was given
chloroform-yesterday afternoon hy
mistake by his 6-year-old brothei
Tuesday Night, Oct. 2
THE EVENT WE'VE ALL BEEN
WAITING FOR:
MACIAN ARBUCLE
Supported by many of the original




The hew play of ft. kind er pro.
(90•141.
See nights In Nest Vork II seek.
In (Tecate.




. Frame Be. Me. 50c. Ver, 111,111.M
1 1$1.150. Swat% on .le Monday if am
One or two office MOLDS with tiffs.
Of my reception room. Suitable for
physidan or dentist. Reasonable,
Mt N. IlliltilO - 6 q Drools-iv
and for a tent- the infant was in a
serious conditten Physicians were
successful in saving the child's lit..
- -





Announce that they have re-
moved to
113 S. Third Street





Sell on installments and
take ott instruments in
exchange.
DISTRIBUTING OFFICE
5 1 8 BROADWAY
W. T. MILLER & BRO.
Phone 104 I-a
Nelson  & Mason
She Looks flood to Father
At the Kentnelry tonight: -






From Lists Submitted By the
Chairmen of Conlin Metes.
Fit- item Board Meets in AdJoureed
ses.em, alga Makes .411 Arrange.
lowerts.
REGISTRATION NEXT TUESDAY.
, J. S. Ross, Wilt Farley sad Sheriff
Jelin Ogilvie, election commissioners,
lalt night M. Itierd the following o•
con to sfrve during the registration
nest Tuesday:
Precinct No. I.
Butier's-J, It Berryman ID)
Judge; W. C. Rickman (RI Judge;
To Goodman t Do clerk, 44 F
Ramie (R) sheriff.
Precinct No. IL
Chatkoo-Peter Berger. (RI Judge;
Lon Farrar, (D) Judge; C. 8. Riddle,
(R) clerk; Pete Smith. (D) eheriff.
Precinct No. 3,
Deigers- Joe Lockwood, ID)
Judge John Murrat. 111- Judge:
J. Q Thompson. I It, ,t,eIL; John
Backer, I 111 sheriff
Prechart No. 4.
South Side Court House-Chrie
Liaised, (ft) Judge: J M. hart. (
Judge; if J lellenbrook, (RI el





B B Overetreet. (1)1' - fflerk, B.
Wheeler, (R) sheriff.
Preciane No, S.
North Aide Court House--H. I..
Elderktord. IR) Judge; Joe UlIelbeL
(D) judge, John nipple. (R) eterk;
H. F. Lyon. ID) sheriff.
Precinct No. 7.
TChgers--H B Phillips, (DI Judge:
Abe Nelson. IR) Judge; Ben Billings.
(27) clerk; John Clark; tit) sheriff.
Precinct No. S.
Plow r Factory-- E. W. Berry, (ft)
Judge. M W. Clark. (D) Judge: J.
W. Tkomss, RI clerk; Walter
Ingrain, olio sheriff.
Perclart No. IL
liennelserger's-- Jim Brown, Di
Judge, W. J. White, (RI Judge;
Sam 'readies. (Do clerk. Jim Noose-
bolder. leo eberoff.
Preciact No. 10. r
it:Dauber's Kph Ballowe. (R1
'Jag*: W111 Thompson, Judge:
Henry Kamleiter, II) g B.
Richardson. trio) sheriff
Precinet No. II.
Warehouee- -Clem . Francloia, (D)
Judge; Frank Kirctroff Jr . tRa
judge; D. I. Levy, iDo clerk; K. C,
Wolf, I RI sheriff
Preeloct No. 12.
Clark's River -Rounders Brooks
(Do Judge; Rally Culp. (IR) Judge:
Stokes Harkey. (DI sheriff; C. C.
Dysou, I III clerk
Prechirt No. IS.
Florence Station-W. H. Vander-
graft. I R ) Judge. Dank Derrlogtou
(D) Judge: J. H. Ballartee, (K) cleft
W. W. Gardner, im sheriff.
Precinct No. 14.
Melber-J. W. Nance, (D) Judge:
J. H Holder. (R) Judge: J. S. Pryor.
DI clerk , S. M S lin aloes. R
sheriff.
Pr-disci No. 15.
klaseic Jame* Hines 1E( Italge:
Phil Newman, ID) Judge: J. C












Woodville-2,T B Flogrees, (RI
}mice I S Ton)11),44-, 1D1 Judge:
COAL
COMFORT
Yon will be conatintably
situated, too, this winter if
you let us fill your coal house.
Our coal is as good as money
can buy. We can furnish you
nice bundled kindling, too,






B. . L. Lander, (RI teeth: Hugh
1114PP. ID) sheriff.
Precinct No. Is,
Graharnville- It. J. Baldry. (D)
Judge: H H. Cavanaugh 4k) Judge.
F. B. rortson. (1)) clerk: Willis
II) sheriff
, Precinct No. 10.
Ragland-Clarence Brane, (R1
Judge, Will Covington. ID) Judge;
A. F. ()Ivens. (RI clerk; A. J.
Reesor, ID) sheriff.
Precinct No. 90.
Mazola's Mi)l--Lon Greenwell, (13)
Judge; J. 8. Curs', (R) Judge; Mur
Reeves, tD) eigelt; A. F. Miller, (ft)
sheriff.
Precleet Nu. kW'
Hoverkaulp's- Will Husbands ID)
Judge, W. T. Harrisoe, (R) Judge;
C. E. Black, (RI clerk; Dick Peon.
(D) sheriff.
Precinct Nu. 112.
Harpetex-Tony Poet, II» Judge,
W. H. Duseway, (ft) Judge: Joe
Robteson, ID) clerk; Mogroe Lewis,
(RI sheriff.
Precinct No. ble.
Thoinpsolt'ot Mill-L. L. Downey,
(RI Judge; R. W. Jacobs. (D) Judge;
C. C. Thompsoe, tit) clerk; Dick--
Hayes, ID) sheriff,
Preeinet No. 94.
Lamont-Jtie Hall, DI Judge.
Reno Harting. IR) Judge; W. N.
bryan, II)) clerk; Rimer Wilkins,
(RI sheriff.
Precinct No. 25.
New flope--Bud Coleman. (RI
Judge. W K Hecker. D) Judge.
J. P. geQueea. (ft) clerk: Say Trice
(co sheriff.
Preeisact No, Ps.
Mien- Duncan 14olland, ID)
kedge; Hulbert Jett (It) Judge; Clint
CiVortitroot, DI clerk. Frank gimp-
sia, (RI sheriff.
Pr/testi No. 27.
Schmidt's-46meg] BM) W II, (DI
Judge; Will 'Rowers, (RI Judge;
Rob Wilkins, (D) clerk, S
ton, (R) sheriff,
Precinct No. M.
Gallinan's--8. N. Joliet (R) Judge
F. W. Rottgeriort. (D) Sidle; B. H.
Thomas. illo clerk; W. Y. GrIllIth.
(1)) sheriff.
Precinct No. 911.
South Side Piro stirton - 3, P.
McCarthy. (D) Judge. Rohl. Broad-
foot, oft) Judge. John Thielmon.
(D) clerk: C J. Kolb, (R) sheriff.
Precinct No. $e.
South 8Ide Court Hoene-- No. 2--
John Cook. (RI judge; Joe Wood.
(D) Judge; G. A. ft.-halloo. (R)
clerk: F. G. Rudolph, ID) sheriff.
Perebiet No. 31.
Berry's -- Gus SIngletee, (1)1
Jedge. A. A. flahley. (It) intifte.
Walter Bettie, (I)) clerk; J. K.
Boadurant, '(R) sheriff.
r Precinct No. M.
Tanetty---Joe Ferd. (R) Judge: J.
B. Gilbert, It)) judge: W. N. Clark;




Judge. Allen Ashcroft,(RI Judge,
W. C Brodie). (D) clerk. J. E.
Baker. ollo sheriff.
Precise( No. $4.
Lang's School flouse--N B. Tap-
'rote (R) Judge, Lee Potter, ID)
Judge; Ed Weather-Moon. (RI clerk;
Rab Noble, (Di sheriff.
Precinct No. Mi.
RossIngtoo-D. A. Lockett, (D)
Judge; John Starks. (R1 judge; John
Spence. ID) clerk; M. B. Tattp.
sheriff
In these days of rush and hurry
courtesy is often forgotten. In the
mad, pall mell rush of our life littls
things are done to offend that we
rather remained undone. A hastily
eaten meal and its resultant head-
hette may cause us social or Meowed
loft. The wise man or woman Is the
one who relieves little Ills of thla
sort by a little dose of KoJol for
Dyspepsia. It digests what you eat.
Sold by Lang Bros.
Notice to Coal Dealer's,
Paducah, Ky.. Sept. II, 1906.
Bids will be received at the may-
or's office, until 2 o'clock. October 1,
1906, for the furnishing Of coal, nut-
1uruu, and Click, for the different
city departments, for the winter,
1906 and 1907.
The city reserves the right to re-
ject any and all bids.
D. A. YE1SER, Mayor.
Good for the cough, removes the
cold, the cause of the cough That's
the work of Kennedy's Laxative
Honey and Tar-- the original laxa-
tive cough syrup. Contatns no opt-
ales gold by Lang tiros
NlyfICE.
Th annual Meeting of the stock -
holds Of the Wagstaff-Orme Marou-
factor ng aompaay, will be held at
their office at Paducah, Ky. on the
19th day of October. 1911;.
it W. RANKIN, Sec. and Tress
DeWttre Little Early Risers.
Pleasant little pills that do not gripe
or sicken gold by Lang Bros.
New Shanties Gallery.
I will open a uew shooting gallery
902 Broadway, September 29, 1906.
WM. BOUGENO.
It doesn't satisfy a man's hunger








Young Nan iii tit. Logaiei Gives tram-
ph. of Work Whictsti1.041119011
de- kart Less Ism.
PROMISES TO DO 14TILL MORE
St. Louts, Sept. 211.-Ou Wednes.
day afternoon some remarkabie de-
monstrations were gives in public
by T. L. Cooper, or the "Great
Cooper," as he is called, who is in-
troducing for the first time in 8).
Louts the preparations which creat-
ed a sensation in "mem cities.
The demonstrations took plats at
Mr. Cooper's headquarters and were
witnessed by several hundred Peo-
ple. As nearly as could be learned
the facts were these:
At 3 o'clock in the afternoon the
young man agreed to show what one
of his remedies would do for deaf-
ness, and agreed to make any one
present who was afflicted with deaf-,
ness hear again in less than three
minutes.
There were many deaf people pre-
sen( and about a dozen of these were
given the demonstration of one of
a single appileatiou of one of the
Cooper prepa rat ioas.
The hearing of these people was
then tested after an Interval of be-
tween two and three minutes, The
test consioted of questions put to
them in an ordinary conversational
tone at distances varying front nye
to thirty feel.
The results were remarkahle In
the extreme. Some of these people
who were treated had been deaf for
e number of years. When the first
question was asked a look of amass-
tnetit would spread over their faces
and they wou:d forget to answer the
question. As the questions were re-
prated the surprised look would give
eily to one of delight. Many were so
affected Iglu they burst tato tears
and were scarcely able to answer the
question
In no single instance, so fax as
could be learned would an individ-
ual fall to hear Many were able to
hear a finger snap at a distance of
thirty feat. 'At the request of Mr.
Cooper questions were putt to them
by their friends or by various spec-
tators in an ordinary tone of voice
and the questions were. readily ans-
wered.
In givieg an account of these de
monstrations, Mr. Cooper said:
.1%. Preparation used Is not the
one with whoch I accomplished most
as my Now Discovery, ats it is called.
and to which I owe my success is
for the treatment of all forms of
stomach troub:e and the general
breaking down- of the system that
fo:lows in the wake of diseases of
this character.
"The stomach is the seat of a
great many tronbles, for Inotance.my
remedy will relieve thousands of
people of rheumatism In this city,
simply by getting the stomach in
working order."
Many people seen who were 'pres-
ent at this demonstration assert pod-
it I vely that Cooper undoubtedly
made these deaf people hear again.
When two strong men come to
blows, even if they are well-matched,
it Is not a pleasing sight, but If the
mart who gets the worst of It will
use DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve, be
oral look bitter and feel better is
short order. Be sure -r.ou get_ De-
W,itt'a. Good for everything a salve
Is used for, including piles. Sold by
Lang Bros,
The Tress Wonder
Cureviii kidney, bladder and rheti-
manc*trotiblife sold by J. II, Oat-
schlaeger, 601 Broadway, Qr. E. W.





-    -
Our new woolens are a
choice selection from the best
foreign and domestic looms.
We show many hantisotne
and exclusive patterns.




Quit paying rent Let Its build the I; use; you pay for it as yen
pay rent Vacant lots in all parts Yt uhI city, Nice la's on ihe
proposed car extension on Broad to union depot art! on Allen
streets from $5o to $350 each. Buy now On installment plan
while cheap This is the highest ground in the city. Property
is advancing rapidly.
McCracken Real Estate (4 Mortgage Co




Save 40 Per Cent
of Your G)al Bill
6 he WILSON HEATER
with thT. jiel,cbrate4d, I lot Blast
DOWn-Vraft 'is the heater
which actually burns all of the
fuel put into it. The I lot Blast
Down-Draft creates perfect
combustion and the fumes
Which rise from the fuel, ordi-
narily escaping unburned id
other stoves, are all con-
and turned into heat in the Wilson.
been ascertained that the fumes
which arise from the fuel constitutes 40
per cent of the entire, heating power of
the fuel. Bo) a Wilson and get all
the heat you are paying for
Hank Bros.
LUZENNE COAL 
WE are sole agents for thc best Kentucky Coalsold on the market. Why send your money
out of the state when you can buy a Kentucky pro-
duct for less money and get as good fuel for any
domestic purpose as money can buy?
When you buy Kentucky coal you are fostering
-home and state enterprises, and when you buy
LUZERNE you are getting the best that Ken-
tucky produces. Get our prices. 
Allsizes of Lehigh Anthritite $9 a ton,
Barry & Henneberger
BOTH PHONES 70
Owing to the great success of
- the ascension last Sunday, "Dare
-Devil Dennis" will make another _
ascension next Sunday. _
1










TO COLORADO. Very low roun3 triprcducti-tu Sept uSer 23rtaote;) sisvarer.
TO CALIFORNIA
Special
Very low round trip rates all summer. Special
reductions September 3 to 14 mcitssove. Out way
"Colonist" tickets will be on sak September IS to Qztubyy 31.
TO HOT SPRINOS ARK Very low round trip r,.tes allSUM
Illustrated. Booklets and Full information Regard-
ing Rates, Routes, Etc., on Request.
ock Island
Syst,e1
GEO. H. LEE, P. S. WEEVER,
Gen. Pass Tray. Pass. Art.,
Little Rode, Ark. Nashville, Tenn.
Shirt Bosoms Starched Right
Ever have your shirts returned from the laundry
with the bosom stlt:hed only in spots and with starch
daubed all around the neckband and sides of the
bosom?
We have a machine which 'Ayes you from such
annoyances.
No chance- to daUb starch all over the rest of the
shirt with this machine.
Let ui demonstrate its value to you.
THE UP-TO-DATE STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
W.F. Ferran, R. Know, P Roavssfte -
President. Colette( Assistant Cashier
Citizen's Saving.s Bank
Capital $ 1 00,000
son!  50 000
Stock holders liability  100,000
Total security to deixetttors. $250,000
Accounts of individuals and firms solicited. We -appreciate
small as well as large depositors and atc0rd to all the same
courteous treatment.
Interest Patel on Time Deposits
Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'clodi
Third and Broadway
TO LET
Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices--




Witeti dwelling on the Plumbing or Heating question Is )
Who's the best to see? Ask your neighbor. Oftener than not
he will refer you to
E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Gas Fitting
132 Surstfit/()urth 335 Kulrstuaky Ave.
Si Ali Phonier& 2111
Fans! Fans!
- 
CEILINfi AND BUZZ FANS
-
oreman Bros. Novelty ('o,
Inemporsted.,
121-123 N. frourth St. 11:bhorteas 7147
5111WWWIWONIM AMID
Opposite Preternity 
13rondsvisy 1Subscribe for THE SUN and get the nws816 
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6he Bath Comedy
•
By AGNES and EGERTON CASTLE
Arthete. aJ "The Pride of Jenniette
COPYRIGHT. 1506, SY EGI5ItToft CAST1.111
Itemediatelyer
"If I may make so bold, my lady."
i d Lydia, edicing gracefully with
the conviction of a well accomplished
errand, "don't forget to take Lady
Marta with you, if you can. The _gee-
tlemen have such a way of Merles
tables on us poor women- -at least."
said the damsel demurely, "so I've
beard said. .eud els a long, lonely
reed, nty lady"
CHAPTER XIX.
ISTRF:SS lit:LLAMA took her
departure Party. Attired in
unusually sober colors, Meting
in an atmosphere of (-hastened
matronly dignity, she had 'shown her-
self this eveuing. thought Lord Verney,
Quite worthy to be his mother's dough-
ter-In law.
"Monstrous dull," Lady Flyte called
the pretty witiones demeanor.
Beyond • gavot with Lord Verney
sbe bad not danced, but sat for half
an hour on the chair next to Lady
Marls, who presented her with the
Vision of a shoulder blade which had
Men better days and an impenetra-
bility of hearing which baffled even
Kitty's nueloanted euergye
When Verney had turkeil her up li r
her 'edam, he Inmate.' upon the young
peer allowing her to proceed home on•
tweeted.
"Indeed," said she. "I peso—nay. I
order you. People talk as In Ma giddy
seer. sod have you net your aged
Mot to wait upon? I am Mee." said
Kistrese Kitty pimetly. "Met yaw dear
mother wenill wish ft thus."
Be submitted. Me had uo donik- that
ill mother would Indeed entirely con-
nu with met sentltnents. and blessed
JOB/ for her av_cet _Inealionaltitucea.
—"amid night, then," she said, thrust-
• her pretty face out of the window
tellh a very tender and gentle smile.
"Good night," he replied, weth
Nang, gracefully awkward bow.
elhe frilly expected to bear hisefoot-
seep pursue the chairmen, for she had
ale bees able to refrain from $browtle-
1* utmost tawhiation into tint part-
egg leek. But nothing broke the 811race
eatirparade save the measuredtramp of the bearer's
At enc. ,disappointed and relieved,
lb" threw henieff hack In her meat
"Attile
'"Whitt,,,,Aet a aaaieft." said el*.
'So eael: to kin
• 1,,,n,1 ft quite natural to ',errata,
die the. morning" 'Tie the very type
of the odious Britnit husband. Let
him he but sure of you, and the crea-
Mee struts its confident of his nuistery
as the cock atuoug his hens. Lord,"
she shuddered. "whet an eat-ape I bare
bad! We women are apt to fancy that
very young men ere like very young
Peas. the greener, the teuderer, the
better: ertierese" said tile lady, with
a sigh, "they are but like young wine,
crude where we look for strenalb, all
heed and uo body and vastly_ poor
upon the pelate.e
!the Meted again itml clotted her eyes.
wilting for the moment of the impend-_
lag catastrophe with a delicate eom-
menet*. In truth. Mr. (Mare eondeet-
ed the perforinsuce with so witch brio
as to convince Mistress Bellaire that
be had had prevent* experflinre of the
kind.
At the dirk appointed corner the two
waffled Indlridusis, each selecting his
own netonished chairman and enlacing
Mtn with overwhelming brotherly affec-
tion, seemed such thorelegb peeled rur-
alise in the dim light that Mistress
Kitty found It finite natbral to scream
—and Oren hart home difficulty In keep-
ing bet dietreettel 'note &tern to the,
plteh of neremarr discretion.
And her heart fluttered with a men-
elation of retie convincing enough to
produce mete a delightful ilinsion,
elite she found herself bodily lifted
Mt of her next and rapidly carried
through tbe darkness in an irresistibly
close and *trout embrace.
"Oh, oh, oh!" cried the lady in a
modulated sequence of little shrieks.
"Merciful benvene," she thought to
herself, 'with a greet thump of the
hteert. aetonislied at her abtinetor's
ellenee, "what if it tdioniel be some one
else after all?"
But the nest instant the rieh brogue
of a tender whisper in bar oar dis-
pelled all dotibt.
"You've forgotten (he licratches, nil
darling," said O'Hara as he laid her
prieeeitely meet the CAWIlielle
c Leileo.
Iheet Mr Mahoney and We comrade
ME1101111101111•111111111111111111111111111MElle
ea.
—which latter Serer a -Feirrota
Nance in build end gett to one of the
sporting marquis' own celebrated glad-
iators—came running up to take their
seats. In leaped O'Hara. the coach-
man lifted his whip, and the team that
Phoebus might heirs levied started up
the length of Wilma 'beet in Style.
• • • •
The chairmen, &awing their breath
with smne dilhettite after their spell of
stranindatioe, stared In aruasenteut at
the clattering shadow as it retreated
up the steep street, and then hack end
In fresh aneseteitwat at the yellow
guineas which hail been pressed and
now glinted In their palms
Presently a .0121Ititabftee smile over-
spread their honest conntenances.
"A queer go," Kalil the Bret, easing
anti readjosting his necklace. ••Lud,
the Mlle madam did squeak!"
-lel let Meat all squeak at the same
price," said the other, pocketing his
Man and teeming his plar'c In rear of
the sedan. "But moue, Bill; Se must
go report this 'orrifile crime. Rabbit
me, what's that"
A Mend curdling wall had risen out
ot the Welt, from his very elbow, it
ratimed. It circled in frightful (*.fence
ell Illesd'away in ghostlike fashion.
-..va but a sick cat. I hope." slam -
mired the first chairman, and dived
for the 'quer poles in marked hurry.
-"Stletrobr moaned the voice "Oh,
int liddeeets!'"There was a Butter, a
palter, end. "Merciful heavens, yell
eirealebee!" (Tied Mistreat Bellaire* de-
voteli ablgpu, emerging like a gust of
mitio ihmai the blackest shaduw of
Bond Street and falling upon the near-
est (-batman with a wen aimed sap
Of her shawl, followed up by a couple
irronettee elleretelitte. -nielleffeel-
tou've tri 111.r mistress 110 ell Riad
away! Oh, heavens, my unhappy mis-
tress!" cried Lydia, and rent the night
with her edge.
• • • •
Mistress Kitty's chair had no sooner
lef the precincts `of the assembly
rooms when my Lady Ptatiellsles post
chaise rains clattering round the tea-
l:WT.
Lord Verney,, who was just about to
go in agaiu, arrested by extremity,
filmed to wonder at a visitor who Cr-
r1N 'el in an nnwonted ii aillt•PI once
Reeeetutititer Mile - *modish, he was
somewbat abashed and somewhat dia-
.-toe-pried, hut felt he could de no less
than advance through the crowd of
foot and chair men and offer his band.
-Oh. pray, Lord Verney." said she In
a strenuous whisper. "rooduet we to
your aunt. for I have greet need of
her help and counsel. Take me to her
at once," said the POOT lady in ever
increasing agitation.
They passed thornen the elegant
throng, she uneenscioue Alike of reeve-
MOW AMMAN' I or toter, hi, feeling
M his boy's marrow tbeseneatton ore-
ated by her frneellne seer and dile-
tnieght rippenrance.
No need if an ear trumpet for Lady
Marla now. The detrager recovered
her powers of bearing with almost mi-
met ti nue celeri ty
"Ob. Lady Marts," said Lady Stand-
ish, holding out Math her hands, aad
Incontinently she burst into tears.
"Oh, Lady Maria. ew Jasper Yee left
am ha end trouble. I'm told be
has gaue to Devisee. I must follow
eke. Ton are my motber's oldest
Will you glee vie the support
of your company and protection?"
There we* quite a bun in the Inter-
estedirlAlit Lady Marla nodded reend,
charmed with the situation. Bristling
with delighted curiosity, she was more
like Mistretta Kitty's cockatoo than
Peer.
"Poor young thing, poor young
thing," she said, patting Lady Stand'
lab's honer -Tour mother's oldest
friend, quite so—quite right nnd proper
to Come to me. And so Sir Jaitper's
left oestreee Sly-Jasper's gone; and with
whom, my Mare'
Lady Mar-in fondly believed that she
spoke these last words In a gentle
aside, hut never had her orpuichral
bass resounded more renteronsly. Lady
Standisb's faint cry of shocked dis-
claimer was, however, completely
drowned in the fresh rumor, lacerated
by shrill ferniniue shrieks, which now
arose In the vestilmie of the alisetnbly
rooms sod rapidly advanced.
-My Lord Verney'. My mistress!
\There is my Lord A-entitle' wailed the
dist-might Lydia, who thoroughly en-
joyed her role.
A hundred voices took up the cry;
the astotinding Detre passed tram
=to group: "The pretty widow hasretried off! Mlatrese Rellatre has
been abdueted!" .tnd then, In counter
eternal And -antiphon!. "And my Lady
Stentlish Is looking for Sir Jasper."
Nlenewhile. beettee Lord Verney,
dumb and suffocative* tinder a variety
of emotions. Lydia. wrineing her hands
and with tbe moat thrilling notes of
tragic woe (as tweitty envied frets Mis-
tress Susannah (7111ber emehe could re-
member), narrated her trtstful tale.
"Ile flung my unhappy mistress,
swooning and ehrleking, into the chalet'.
And 'drive like the devil.' cries he In
a voice of thunder to the coachmen.
'I'll flay you with your own whip and
bang you to your own shaft,' says he.









Iills Pretilisyl *Vela Bankers That the
Boards Must Do Whet Law
Directs Them.
HIM ti,PIKKCH AT PHILADULPHIA
Philadelphia. Pa , Sept. 27.—At
the meeting of the Pennsylvania
Bankers' ageociatIon In this city to-
day William Fiarret Ridgelv, comp-
troller of the currency, made the fol-
lowing address, in part:
"Except from very rare and excep-
tional causes, such as sudden panics
or runs due to false rumors, there is
never any reasonable excuse for the
failure of a bank or trust companY.
It Is almost always the result of in-
excusable folly and incompetence or
dishonest)- and fraud, and often due'
to all of these combined When a
bank does Sail, it is thhe fault of the
board of directors, Marry others may
be to blame, perhaps more than the
directors, but the final responsibility
of bank management rests upon thy
directors, and they are to blame, that
ia, the wepole beard as a board sod
the members as Individuals are to
blame if they allow the officers or
Perhaps only a few of the directors,
to so manage the business of the bank
as to Well on Insolvency. It ma) be -
the presidest or cashier who commits
In detail the acts or crimes which
wreck a bask, the directors ma) be
eetirely ignorant of what Is being
done, but it Is their fault, If they al-
low thetrwelves to he kept in igno-
rance or to be deceived and thus roo-
tlet It to be dorm. It is the duty of
the directors of a hank to keep them-
selves Informed shout its business
sad to so direct Its affairs as to pre-
vent its failure.
"TM laws under which most Joint
stock banks ere organised define the
duties and responsibilities or direct
ors Is practically the same terms
The !rationsi bank set provides that
'The affairs of each association shall
be managed by not leas than five di-
rectors.' and that 'each director when
appointed or elected, shall take an
oath that he will, so far as the duty
devolves on him, diligently. and hon-
estly admialater the affairs of such
association, and will not knowingly
violate, or pilliagly permit to be v.o-
lated, any of the provisioes of this
title.'
"In many cases the federal courts
have dPetared that a director's duty
is not discharged by merely electing'
otteers of good reputation, ability
and integrity to manage • bank and
then 'eating its buitineea In their
kends. The board of directors, the
courts have held, is bound to main-
tain supervision of the affairs of
Abelr association, and to have a em-
eriti knowledge of the character of
Its business and the manner in which
It is conducted,oad to know at least
upon what security its larger lines of
credit are given."
Detail& Est Necessary.
It Is net necessary to go into de-
tails as to how this shall be done to
you who Sr. bankers. The main
thing for the directors le to require
complete reports from all officers and
to have them verified by director's wko
are not officers, aced to make frequent
and complete examinations. These
should be made by the directors in-
dependently of the officersar and
when possible, competent outside ac-
countants should be employed to do
the work thoroughly. Every hank
whom, business is large enough to
afford It should have a regular audi-
tor or aua,it department constantly at
work cheektne up first one man and
Chen -another. Title will pay In -the
Improvement in methods it brings.
*about regard to the probability of
the discovery of fraud or wrong do-
ing. Any reasonable cost for such
work is a most proper charge on the
expense accottut of a bank. The mon-
ey of the sbareholders cannot he bet-
ter spent than in making the business
safe and sure. In some large cities
special examinations are being con-
ducted by clearing house organisa-
tions, which is a most excellent plan.
It hos so Many advantages that ;red
good is hoped for from its trial.
Above all, the directors of a bank
should most closely scrutinise the
loons to °Moire and other directors,
and see that they are kept down to
not only legal hut sate amounts.
Far the most frequent cause of
bank troubles. In feet, the 'almost. In-
variable cause of.itank faletres. Is the
granting of credits far beyond the le-
gal and prudent limits to the otbmws
or to one concern or group of allied
concerns, generally owned add man-
aged by the otlIcers or dtreetors of the
bank, or in which they have dieeetlY
or Indirect:ye some large pecuilary
Interest,
When a batik Is In tantalite ap-
proat bine this condition, it is in
gleve delrger, Mr, Its entire safety
^peed% on the Seeress of outside ell-
terprisea, and the man who should
protect the hank hea, perhaps, a guest
er interest in protecting the other
concern. It Is probably the most
common, serious dereliction of duty
on the part of directors to allow such
a condition as this to gradually ob-
tain in • bank. It may sometimes be
done housatle as the result of bad
Judgment, only. but in my easier-
fent* It is the mote frequent cause of
dishonesty and fraud among bank
°Beers.
Any man who accepts a place on a
hank board accepts ties responsibility,
and twice an oath be will diligently
Asa honestly manage the affairs of
the association. tie thus adde a
moral to his legal obligation, and Is
bound. In all honor and good faith,
to observe his oath and obey the law
The highest courts have decided
and confirmed what is the Inevitable
conclusion from any thouohtful con-
sideration of the eubnct. that direc-
tors must actually direct the affairs
of their bank, and for a director to
fail to do so is to vtolate his oath and
disobey the law In a manner for
which he is sot only morally but le-
aser rospoesfhle
in a great many cases directors
conscietaltnetly and effi-
ciently perform their dutIee. I be-
lieve the cases of this kind increase in
somber every year. „It is beeornisi
more and more common to find direc-
tors making or causing to be made
thorough examinations and audits of
the bank books, and check.ng up Dot
*My the clerks and minor officials,
but 0140 the preekients, (ash ers and
managing officers.
One Mal Management.
There is Much to be said In favor
of one mas management of any busi-
ness, and especially of a bank, ellen
You have the right man lu the right
plat*. It is apt to be vigorous, effi-
cient and successful. Man) of the
great banks of the world. as well as
the most successful railways, lndue-
trial and commercial enterprieme, owe
their commanditig success to the
genius of one strong man who, by
his force and high (tweeter, has
completely dominated their •ffairs.
When a board of directors finds
Such a man, or when he finds himself
and chooses a board of his own to
Support him, it makes a great bank.
In mmt cases even -where a great
genius is not chosen, 'the directors
elect to office men of high character
sod sufficient ability. American
banks, certainly eiaee the civil war,
have been very successful. The record
of the national banks Is remarkable
in the small number of failures and
the comparatively smaU amount lost
to depositors of the
dollars on telelloos:t e-T




have highly satisfactory and com-
mendable records. Theme records
have been largely made ,by banks run
entirely by their officers, with tittle
real supervision by the directors, for
such mankgement has been the rule
totter than the exception.
The success gained la a tribute
nudely to the Judgmeot of directors
in choosing their officers and the
honesty and ability of the Americas
bank ()Beer. The results are better
than one might have supposed, but
they are not as good as the should
be. TM iseeknesti and shame of
American badking is that more often
than it sisouid happen, there are
scandalous failures of 'banks which
have been robbed and looted by offi-
cers who had so gained the confi-
dence of their shareholders and direc-
tors as to he given absolute control
of the business with little or no so-
Peverisloa, check or examination on
the part of the directors.
There is no excuse for such rob-
bery of • bank. Irene not happen
where the director, are honest and
doing their duty. It is no answer for
the directors to say they bad confi-
dence in their officers and did not
know the real condition. It is their
business and their Sawn duty, to
-know the condition and to prevent
such stealing.
It is no anewor, either, ta blame
the bank examiner or the supervising
autbeelty. The examiner and the
booking department may or may not
be to blame. Somearnes they are at
fault in not having discovered con-
ditions sooner. But the examiner
ran ant and should not be expected
to entIrefe prevent wrolg doing in a
bank except 80 far as fear of detec-
tion may do no The examiner does
his duty if he discovers dishonesty
tied crime after it Is committed. He
can do nothing until some, perhaps
all, the harm Is done; until the loan
Is made, the forged note is In the
batik, the fraudulent entry made, and
,the money gone. It Is for the exam-
iner to discover fraud. It Is the de
rectone loneness to prevent it. If
they do dot, they are cony of
Rai
 erirn-
Intent or almost criminal neglect
Na officer tutu rob and ruin a bank,
unless the directors are his confeder-
ate", or his dupe*.
No man who Is in charge of a bank
and intends to temduct its business
honmely and legally, can resent any
ettiount of supervision or examina-
tion by his board of dirertnrs. 1 do
not mean by this offireotts Interfer-
ence or meddling with this smaller
details of the daily blueness, Any
Man who le lit to rile a hank At all
Amid be given eit(heient anthor;tv




Tales of Extravagance and
Brutality Told
Sitar W new,. Wiwi's.% to (kr Ilefslcs"
.otict Mad Testify l'Ilder (huh
—4 It her% Vest
•
JOHNSON'S 114)01 MUTILATED.
Lexington. KY., Sept. 27.—A sen-
sation was created by J. Franklyn
Wallace, the resigned attendant, re-
fusing to testify before the board of
control. He questioned the right of
the board to administer the oath,
and declared he wanted the evidence
given before et proper tribunal,
where the oath wouli be binding.
Wallace claims ninny arts of violence
have been committee in the institu-
tion_ Oilier witnesses who testified
this morning are Dave Ketterer anit
Anton Sehmork, who described the
1Ari0118 wounds on the body when It
reached A sh I and.
Wellare elsims an attempt will be
made to whitewash the Inetitittlon
lie (-Minus that a number of lateens
have received Inhuman treat watt
and sortie of them wounds that wee
sufficient to cause death. He claims
to be in possession of facts concern-
ing the death of Whitley. Johnson, of
Athol, during the holidays that are
seesatiomii Johnson's family has
written here and asked ior an Invest-
igation. lie claims that J. C. Day.
was beaten and bruited, and that a
young man named Jones had his Jaw
'broke' by an attendant who kicked
him He pays the attendants were
told by certain doctors that it took
rough handling to deal with the pa-
tients, and that they must "kill them
off." The members of the board of
control came over the Interurbae
from Georgetown, and were enter
Mined during the day by. Dr. Redwinr,
Wallace also charges that the highest
rates are paid political friends for
coal and for clothing for the Inmate'
He says the !restitution pays $1 75 a
pair for trousers that 'Mould not
wholes** at more than Te cents.
Ketterer. Drelant and Eaton and
Undertaker Hull-futon and his 'VIP
all of Ashland, took the witness stand
and told of the horrible condition of,
the body of Ketterer when it reahed
Ashland The timitere holding the
postenortem gave it as their opinion
that either of three wounds on 1(et
terer's head would have been snit
cleat to have killedhlm. His nor.
wait also broken and the skin wa •
loose from the top of his head.
Mrs. Bil!Ington told of a co 
(Ion over the long distance telephone
with Dr. Redwine. who told her that
a wound would be found oyez the
eye, which was caused by his strik-
ing hls head against a sharp edge
J. P. Malloy, coroner of Fayette
county, was next celled, lie told Of
holding an inquest at which only eme
ploy-es of the asylum were called as
Jurymen and witnesses. Several who
said they would tell sensational stor-
ies if called as witnesses were not
caned, and some who said they rout! I
not serve on the litte because
knew too much were excused.
Fred Paris who is accused with
having struck the patient, Fred Ken
terer. In the asylum here. was ar-
rested there this afternoon charged





in meat eases are direct results of
WEAK KIDNEYS and INFLAM-
MATION OP THE BLADDER.
The strain on the Kidneys and in
lamed membranes lining the net4






Two doses give relief, aid one box
will cure any ordinary ease of &W-
ee, or Bladder trouble. Removes
Gravel, cures DiA Wes, Seminal
Emissions, Weak and lame Back,
Rheumatism and all irregularities
of the Kidneys and Bladder in both
men and wionre. Sold at 60 rents
• box on tbe No Cure No Pay basis
by McPherson's drug store, Fourth
gad Broadway, sole agents for Pa-
ducah, or sent by mail time receipt
of pries to Lark Medicine Lou-
isville, Ky.
MEN AND WOMER.
, Melba • her itenatidel
rh toeseelellases.tiesa1.1 at o 
trillteUes• et elaseetImar
4.,.) sea.,, es'- of as awmatrramo.empaara• tinmsrank— Pataleell, asA we' rads
ca , P•113C1Rataltill east or pal....,sis
IntraliNAR a OaSd la livaasisaa
'La.'. ft! •••••1 IS genie wearer
• 14. la/ It'll. id" Patva •• 'ow V IS r
etitegia.. Ode
M()TTISIPENNTROYAL PILLS
Safe lend roll.% ble. they
overoerrt• week kneel. In.
Crlitilleill Hear, banish petrolh
No remedy seta% la DR.), air Motrs More IMY A I- P11.1.3
r Soil? Cenaglass and tic. At o.ts







To stilt you, Ste *H&J*













Ens St. Less et Ileophis
Tbrougu tourist sleepers Greatly
reduced round trip bottles. ek. rs'
ratee to the west and southwest
first and third Tattdayll each
month. Liberal limits ond stop
over pcivileges.
For :ales, map folders, etc., see
retiree t itcket agent, ii address
1 1.1 illeTTIElft T f I Is Pit






R.thrn t•st ri•t..11 foraisatarl tree
If ,I•s,ra.t • f,s• • ,•o• tr.at. Steady 1110,11.
iralarinill•••1 c• rtti ol..nt Triorbsal,•
OPEN SHOPS
Amour so either the • ,l/ontarg
Maitaes
J. D. atTlit WI %AUDI Env tat.
murals 114/41MIN.11114,1 &
mOsa r meths. Mal.. eft.




asn CURE ma LUNGS
New Discovery
WITH Dr .King'sic.
FOR °04uLuraTilid" (Or lb $1.00
LDS Free Trial.
Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUB-
LES, or MONEY BACK.
NEW STATE 11OTE1
D. A. Balky, Plop,
METROPOLIS. ILL.
— -
Newest and beet hotel hi the cit)
Rates $2.00. Two large sample
rooms, Beth rooms Rlectrli
lIgnte The only centrally locatof
hotel in the city.
Cosseenial Patrssage
1111111 L. WEIL & CO
CAMPBELL BLOCK
Telephones: Office, efee ffesidenes, yld
INSUKANCIE.
the ehlton, a mollusk, has 11,000
operate eyes
NOTICIL.
telse of new imitscrIbere added by the
Seat Tennessee Telephone Com-
papy Today:
F, 120 South Twelfth.
2534—Gordon. Capt. E., 44)3 South
Firm
203—Detto, Jesse, 928 Husbands
599-a--Vogel, H. T., 121 Ken-
titelry avenue.
773--fn A. J., R F. T) No I
•••••••••••.......•
Like other commodities telephone
service should ,be paid for according
to Its worth and value.
We have In the city over 3,000
subscribers or flee times as many as
the Independent company; outside
the city and within the county we
have 63 times as many subscribers as
the Independent company. Yet we
will place • telephone In your resi-
dence at the same rate the Independ-
ent company, is supposed to charge,
and provide In addition, long dist-
ince facilities which Well enable you
to reach fifty nall1101 people from
rout home .
Call 300 for further Informatiao—















We need our room I
Wall Paper and Pit.-ti:e
Frames
Sanderson & co.





ON THE GREAT LAKES
Traveling vie to C Pitesoseta
means the enjeryameat (es all the ad





L.Teeeae 1.4..nda,•  *Satosser, 2. V, A lo
•T.e.oleyea TIvaidays4.0•P H.
L. 00''", Mondale &natant*. S P I/
•We.lneeeleral • Iname11.30 If.
Four Trips par week seassm,...,„„
Jurist'
Demi etemertierie et WWI haute .
eldra.he Ilentabee. ra..ae-- • •
At eatierni...... • • -
deA...111 I, Ile *A. 4W So. 1,1••
•• 5enge0410. MISMS.r.Sis ..4peat. tn.i.
CoarilOir • C 
csiviesoN
Leona Detroit ee. yiS it P
Maw* CI...lend trey S.iS • LA
Los.. r 5.55 It I I,
eetly Sits I/
Lag Wipe 1.0...a Irian& aid/ Illeadamias
Wahl, .ea Aare&
C • T,Loare
use& Naar %WSW. Irtierre Cleeeitad. Pvt,
• 15-5•7 sae T.
5...e .t.s ent Owes Ism Ineatrusa •
Pmnonet. Adder: '
A • WHAM. Own ONO era P. T
ft....11. Leh.
MUM& CLEVMAIIDNAY co
IIIVANS% D.Lit. PADUCAH A % n
(241110 LINN.
(Incorporated.)
Evastsville and Padiecah Packets.
(Daily Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and Jobs B.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Mesas-
vine and war landings at 11 a. to.
Special exeursion rate DOW In ef-
fect from Paducah to E ills and
return, $4.00 Elegant magic on the
boat. Table unsurpassed.
BTRAMER DICK FOWLER
leaves Peiteah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a in. sharp, daily ex-
cept Sunday Special mettelon rates
now -In effect from Paducah to ('airs
and return, with or withwit nese*
and room. Good music and table un-
surpassed.
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Pass Agent. or
Given Fewler, City Page. Agent, at
Fowlereeeteunbaugh & Co's Once.





Leave Paducah MT Tenneearse Ririe
Every Weslneeday at 4 p„
A. W. WRIGHT Mgarici
ET'OENIC HORINSON tee*
'This company le not responsible
for Invoice charges tibiaes oollected
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Henry Mammen, Jr.
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THIO PADUCAH EVENING- SUN TRIMSDAT, sarrionilms r.
WE ANNOUNCE OUR SECOND FRIDAY BARGAIN SALE TOMORROWIt will he a half price sale of lots of Dress Fabrics, Garments, Suits, Notions, Shoes, etc. There'll be dozens of opportunities to save money. If you are trying to economizedon't fail to come tomorrow. Read the items below and make your selections.
GER ofa-AING DISPLAY OF FALL
AND WINTER MILLINERY WILL
CONTINUE FRIDAY AND SA T--
URDAV.
Friday prices 21c
Boys' Caps, regular 25c, Fraley
price. Sc.s
Men's Union Sults, regular $1.00.
Friday prices •48c.
Boys' Sansitke Hats, regular $1.00,
Friday prices 48c.
Men's Sample Hats. regular $3.00,
day prices $7.4a.
Men's Suits regular $15.00, Fri-
day prices $9.98
Wool. DRESS GOODS.
half price 37 1Si a yam).
3 pieces of Silk Sublime. a pkurn,
a blue gray •and a dark green, one
navy blue London cord and a tan
a yard.
26 Walken Skirts. Regular Price
from aa,e0 to $8.50. Choice of this
lot Friday for $2,541 each.
It is a bale•rt) show of all that is Friday prices 78c. is Friday prleee $1.48. The Followleg Wool Deno Goods mixed setting. Regular price SLOW.
9 Sample Skirt's, ouledialf
lovely, exquistie, dainty and *mart in ' Salt Cases, regular $1.50, Friday Msn's Corduroy Pants, regular Will Be Run Out at OtsieReif Friday's half price 54k% '
. Friday. Regular prices marked I
Pattern Hats made of floe materiels. prices 1181.. • $1.50. Friday Prices 9ke• Price to Make This Friday Bar- 4 pieces of el.bs) Drees Goods at
$5.50, $7.50 and $9.00. Thy
being reproductions of the best Ideas Suit Cases, regplar $4.50, Friday Boys' Long Corduroy Pants, regu- gain Mir a Hummer. halt price for this sale. One Piece of
,6.541,
Friday price., $2.50, $2.70, $.: 7
of the world's leading milliners prices $2.98. tar $1.50. Friday prices ekc. .5 piers* 4 assorted kind§ of dream Black Satin Barber. one piece of
and $4.50 each.
We are now eonducting a great Men's lien, regular 5oc, Friday Men's Fine Worsted Pants, regu- goods, reedier prk* 25c, Frigay's Black Null Suiting, one piece of
sale of Hats fur the Horse Show at prices 24c. tar $4.50, Friday prices $3.24.
.
halt price, 12',4e a yard. Black Fancy Voile and one piece of a 12 Coat Snits half price Friday'
prices not possible in Broadway stores
with Broadway expenses.
Men's Suspenders, regular 2uc.
Friday prices 14c.
Boy.' Knee Pant Suits, regular
$1.54. Friday prices 98c.
9 pieces of Serge. Cashtnere, Yen-
Man Mohair, etc. The regular
pretty Silk Voile In an evening shade
of green. Regular price $1.50 a
!Regular price $10,00. Friday price,
only $5,0(0 each.
FRIDAY RARGAINM'- IN THE Men's Knit Underwear, regular Boys' Knee Pant Suits, regular price 50c. Friday's half price 25c a yard. Friday's half price only 75e. 50 White Mercerised Waists, ail
CIA/THING DEPARTMENT.
HOW Tit,, regular loc, Friday
25c, Friday prices 19c,
Men's Shirts, regular Slott. Friday
13.50, Friday prices $2.48.
Men's Sults regular $7.50, Friday
yard.
8 pieces of Crepe de Chin, Prunella
Half a dozen pieces of slightly
soiled Percaling and a Span Glass
sizes, $1.00 salutes. Friday price i!'!•




Men's Sample Gloves. reguier The,
prices $4.48.
Men's Suits regular $1240, Frl-
Poplin, Shark Skin and Mixed Suit
logs. Regular price 7 -it Friday a
Lining, regular prices 10c and 15c a
yard. Friday's half price and less, Sc
50c. $1.00 and $2.00 kinds, Frida
ti,i-es 10c, 2.54 and .....es U
Harbour's Department Store North Third StreetHALF SQUARE FROM BROADWAY
-assemeerwimme..a idatimesage
COLE'S HOT BLAST
Wonderful Neater and Fuel Saver
" For Soft Coal, Lignite or Hard Coal
alAt5
Cost of Stove Saved in Fuel
As you know ore. half of loft coal is gas th,i entire gm supply for many clue,and towns being made from ttes same kamppi soft coal you we using
The extent of unbar oed gams in hard coal is sbmvu by opining the magazine OrIVOt
of a base biareer when the ea tr a oa ygen sepphed Ails the °stirs Move viiith Seminar's
Other salvos allow this gas, which is the bet pert of the coal also a largepert of the boa% so pee up the elieney; lids waste will average from 11000 to950 nn • year fer every tarsi ly and militions ol dollars in fuel are thus wasted annually
The Original Cole's Hot Blast Stove
Saves All Wasted with Other Stoves
Cole's Ong-bud Hot Blest, by means of the Patented Hot Blmt draft IISP,t
in connection with other patented features, distills this gas from the upper Maface of the coal, utilizing it as a heat producer along with the flied carbon or
coke in the co.,
i in account a the patented air tight and gas tight constrection giving perfectcontrol over the drafts, it also saws the heat muially wasted up the chimney
Sri 00 worth of hard onal.ssoft coal or lignite, or all 50 toe of slack or coalintones is thus made to do the work of tertre the amoust el fuel is other stoves and
till* cost et the stove Is store than saved la teal each wider. 17 50 worthof slack will heat your Amur all winter, hen tons at $1 50 a ton does the work
Build only One Fire a Winter
Cole's Hot Blast is on perfect in constructinn that fire hoops all ...Tight.and when he draft is opened in the morning will burn two or thi-ee boars 4with the hard coal or soft coal put in the night before No other stove does
this Fire, therefore, never goes out, kindling fires as dispensed with, and
the rooms are kept at an even temperature all the One
Rawl the Osteraates. We are the exclusive agents for Cole's
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lately sir -tight al lose
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woo bent day mai abibt
with gen awl, nal& addt•
Inge. tee bard caed.
W5 guarantee t Set
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teem Mt to two (Wars
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We guarantee Can'.
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tit mods with it.. Undet-
Med las that it.. stove
be operated according to
&remains. sad eat up
with a good Mow
Imitations of this Original Hot Blast are many. None of them has the absolutely air-tight and gas-tight con -truction through-out which Cole's fiot Blast has by reason of its numerous patents. A Patented Steel Collar connects the elbow draft to the stovebody and cannot open by action of the fiercest heat. The Patented Compound Hinge on the lower draft cannot warp, and thedraft door closes air-tight by its own weight. The guaranteed Smoke-proof Feed Door prevents smoke, dust or gas escaping whenWel is put in the stove
imitations !open seams and cracks which spoil them for keeping fire and cause the gas half of the coal and much of theheat to escape up I kimnev.
Sc the name "Cole's tint filaut from Chicago"
Ask to see the patented (*.tics% ash croser for removing slates. Our method is the only clews way.
on the feed door of our stove. None genuine without it.
F. N. GARDNER, JR. CO., 114-116 South Third Street.
kJ 1' P. li' . VS WS
Raver Stage..
4;r0 1.ti
Chattanooga . . . 7.41 0.7
Ciacitinat 4.6 0.1
ittatisr::itt . s 0.5
Plorenee . . 6.4 0.5
itenronvihr . 11.1 .. .
;r9 0.1
Nit. Carmel . 1.2 4.1
liSshvlite 12 4
Pittsburg  . 6.0 ...
Davis Island Dam 3.0 ...-
St Louis  11.5 0.3
Mt. ‘'ertion  • 6. 0.3















The gauge registered a stage of
10 1 this morning, a rise of 0.6 In
the last 24 hours Weather threaten-
ing with intermittent rains.. Rain-
fall was 68 inch, since yesterday.
The John A Wood arrived from
New (Olean. this morning wah a
big tow of emplis-A and will Ile up
at be island until there is sufficient
wafer to get to Louisville. At the
ratui the river now is going up. that
will not he long
The Dunbar was delayed starting
for Evansville front going up the
"Tennessee /0 tow the John Hopkins
- /out of danger from the Melanote
eueer company's are. The Dunbar
and the tient) law ley are not mak-
ing the schedule time made by the
Joe Fowlee-and the John Hopkins.
Otie reasee is that the withdrawal of
the Royal front the trade betweee
Paducah and Golconda. throws .addi-
Lionel business on these boats. Most
of the business out of Paducah Is
between this city and Golcooda
Operations around the wharf arc
still lessened from the continued
rain. Boats on the docks and ways
will he delayed several days in com-
pletion.
SPIV week wIll see both the Speed
and the Harvester let off the ways
The Speed probably will be corgi:et-
lied Tuesday and the Harvester Fri-
day. The Speed will go back to Mir-
sissIppl. No new boats will be taken
out there till these two are let bff.
Captain C. L. Smith, of Cairo, was
Di, the city on huFiness today.
The Dice Fowler had a good trip
to Cairo In the passenger business
this morning. The -Happy. Hooli-
gan- company went down to the sun-
ken city.
The Kentucky will arrive out of
the Tennessee river tonight and
lie over till Saturday evening.
The Saltillo did not get in from
the Tennessee river until this morn-
the country a p; tesperay. Definite
this *qua the dullest season. Mist-
nese has held up well. This. Of
course, partly is due to the good wa-
ter. All the boats have Matta more
moue) for their owners than in any
prii-Viotta slimmer season.
Another of the Lew Line steamers,
the Sun, is en her-way up the river
from Memphis bound for Mound
City to go on the ways for repairs.
The Lee Line boats are all being put
In first-class condition for the fall
business and will resume their trade
between Memphis and Cincinnati in
a little while. The Cincinnati boats
will he the Peters Lee and the Geor-
gia Lee. the former commanded by
Capt. Sam Bryant arta the latter by
Capt Stapleton, both well-known
and popular.
One of the ifentnres of the propos-
ed improvement of the Ohio river is
the construction of a loretng dele At
Mound City, Ill,, forty-four Mlles be-
low Paducah and six miles above
Cairo. This dant will create a chan-
nel with a guaranteed depth of
lwaire feet at low water mark, all
the way from Paducah tcl the Miss-
issippi river. It would also mean the
Uninterrupted navigation of the
Ohio river for the largegt boats. evenIns on the return trip to St. Louis Under extreme low water conditions.The round-trip-a-week schedule for front Cairo to the mouth' of the Wa-this boat has been knocked sky-high hash. It would mean the eilintInnousthis trip. navigation of the Tennessee river toThe river Is ratite Its share off Waterloo tied the foot of the shOals.
tied the navigation of the Cumber-













Commencing Friday morning at 9 o'clock we will offer
YOU this handsomely finished Cuspidor for
15 CENTS EACH
This is an article that is very useful, and well worth
three times the price asked. Only one to a custonier,





EVElliertitN‘TO Ittl THE H014 
Salesroom* 112-114-116 North Fourth Street
•
A 'rho Si 00 bone ennteies 7t4 anus Ii. Mel glee. which min fee 10 sawn Ott, V AT TOO LASORATOWV OP
11, C. DeWITT Is COMPANY, CHICAGO. n.z.,lamp NY LANG BROW
DYSPEPSIA CURE
DIGESTS WHAT YOU EAT
Christ, laefield and Att.
Boston
Official Perweitate. St. Louie 6 11 1
The Ohio from Evansville to Cal-
_
Batteries- Cameron, Dolan and 1
to, will probably continue rising dui.- I 0141fill: McOlyn_n and Noonan
ing the next .several days. Present
conditions indicate a *lade of be-
tween la and 19 feet for Cairo.
The Tennessee from Florence to
below Johnnonville, no decided
change during the next 24 Ileum Bresnahan; Hall and Schlei
R 14 E'
'Me MitislasIppl from Chester to
Cairo, will eontintte rifting during






New York  6 8 2
Cincinnati  - 4 9 2




Chicago . .2 5 0
Boston  0 6 1




New York  0 la fi
R •flt !g faatteries-- Rulings Payne and
7 ito 'Rentitelt: Hogg, Doyle. McGuire and
R H. E
12 22 2 Klein"-
H E
Philadelphia 6 Ifyi
Pittsburg  3 9 2
Batteries-- Richey, Docile and.
Christ; Willis and Phelps.
Second game:
H E
Philadelphia 0 0 2
PitUtburg .5 A
Batteries--e jalorse, Dooln and
2 7 0
R H
Cleveland b 9 2
Philadelphia  1 4 2.
Batteries Joss, Clark end Bemis;




 5 9 0
 1 6 2




About Your Winter supply of
-COAL-
Sole agents for the old reliable Cartersville, Ill







Lee Nance, Jr, 74. Nance, litnh•Im rAmlustane• Girt Sten•nd letfured Only-
NANCE ec SON
Makers and Etrantimers
334. Old Phone 699
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IS NO CONSPIRACY
* SAYS MR. THOMPSON
Refutes Allegations of Credit-
ors of Kehkopf Concern.
Says Money Was Limited on Proper-
Is Signed Warehouse Receipts
of O'Bilen.
BANK IS HONK AN- INJUSTICE
-All the truth•in the assignment
of the E. Rettkopf Saddlery molesay is hound to come out at the tri-
als." said George C. Thompson. pres-
ident of the American-German bank,
"but In the meantime the publica-
tiontif all these viltrioac charges inthe petitions of suing creditors re-
flects on the bask.. We are not en-
gaged in a conspiracy, and a little
thought will demonstrate bow fool-lab would be such conduct on ourpart Moreover, the bank is securedfor every dollar's worth the Reh-
hop( Saddlery company is indebtedto it.•
'The creditors, who are trying toinvolve us. simply extended crealtiat their own risk and lost. The coti-
pany bought leather on time and
placed the leather in a warehouse.O'Brien is a warehouseman ofknown reputation, and when the E
Rehkopf Saddlery company borrow-ed money of this bank, pledging his
warehouse receipts for the loather
stored in his house, the hank had noreason' to doubt the ownership ofthe property. The Jobbers let theleather go without retaining controlover it. The warehouse mot ions wereIn the name of the E. Rebkopf Sad-dlery- company, are the bank ac-
cepted them as security*' Now, can
you imagine what reason the bank
would have for entering into a con-
spiracy to lend a man money onwarehouse receipts, taking a (-basteof losing not only the money but thesecurity?
.'I did not intend to say anything
Until the trials, but 'he daily publi-cation of suits, charging us with a world power and have to do aconspiracy, imposes on me the dutY world power's work," said Adm - ralO esiting this larafltullon- Heist ha- p parki tta. LAMM f Vat - saran oat tars;fore the public. Admiral Dewey has followed the
developments in the Cuban situa-
tent witb the closest attention. Pro=
bably better equipped than any oth-
er man to pane Judgment upon the
course puruued by this country, he
has given his unqualified indorse-
ment to the course the president has
takes. "I heartily approve the cau-
tious policy the administration is
pursuing," he said thoughtfully. But
while the admiral didn't allow httn-
self to go so far, it was evident he
believed that the only satisfactory
solution of the Cuban tangle is the
annexatiop of the island.
RISKS LIFE FOR PET BULLDOG.
Milwaukee Man Then .terested on
Charge of Attempted Suicide.
Kenolaut, Wis., Sept. 28.—In an ef-
fort to save the. life of a ,pet bulldog
William Sheehan, of Milwaukee, lase
night leaped tram a train running
at the rate of forty miles an hour.
He fell by the side of the track and
escaped with *light bruises. Sheehan
bed brought the dog front Milwaukee
and was on his way to Chicago. Just
after the train pulled out of Kenosha
the dog leaped from the platform
and Sheehan followed suit. In the
excitement the dog escaped Sheehan




Over the Palace of the Cuban
President Tonight.
Palma le Scheduled I10 Itesigu To4a7and Let Taft Become Governor
in Fact..
04.1341104 AND NIAIRINES GUARD.
Havana, Sept. Vt.-- Secretary Taft
Is expected to proclaim himself gov-ernor of Cuba today before nightfall,
anti it fie believed the stars and stripes
all again float over the palace.
American marines and 'allots hold
the town and only Palma's reeonsid-
eration of his decision to resign is re-
garded as likely to stay this Program.If paima, will resign as head of the
governmeet more time will he al-
lowed in which to effect • settlemeut,
It is not likely that Taft will consent
to the electios f a suceesetior to
Palma by congress IT there is to be
a provisional government it will be
of American maaufacture.
"It Is mailmen practice for mer-
chants te purchase goods on six
months' time and borrow ntoney on
the goods for a short time, payingthe Jobber out of the profits et sales.
Them was _1(9111114 io the conduct ofthe E. Rehkopf Saddlery company
to cease suspicion.-
Yeeterdiay afternoon • "materiatlien was filed by the H. V. Bretney
company of Springfield. 0., againstthe It &Haupt Saddlery companyfor $3.111.84. It Is for goods allegedto have been sold to the defendantonly a few weeks prior to the Sling
of his deed of assignment.
FINDER OF ORE IN POORHOUSE
"Carle" Dick Langford. Discovered
of 0°Irehle Range, is Pauper.
Bessemer, Mich, Sept. 24.— "Un-
cle" Dick Langford. who Is reeditedwith being the discoverer of the &rat
iron ore on the Oogebic range, hasgone to the poortionse. Lastgford
83 years old For years he has lived
in an old shack on the west shore ofLake Gogebic, receiving remittances
now and then from mining nolo who
had known him in former times.
Now he is so old that he could notlive longer alone.
BECAUSE HE WAS STINGY i
Tashjian Killed His Mother and
(-arced Body.
New York, Sept. 28.— Arms
Tashjian. the Armenian who was ar-
rested and charged with the murder
of his brother, Marker Markarian.
confeseed to the police that he killsd
his brother.
Tathjian said to Police Inspector
McLaughlin that he killed his broth-
er becauee he eras the "meanest and






Registration day is next Tun;
dig. 00Iuher 2. tot that flay 'all
voters dediring to participate hi
the coming municipal election
must register. The regietration
will Ise held in e114.11 precinct at
the regular voting Piave he-
twee the hours of ft a, ne. and 9
p. m. It is the duty of every vo-
ter to metiers' a certificate. No
, citizen can excuse hintwelf, if
I
the election gore contrary to hi.
opinion. if he does. not perform,
this an of cithenahip. There
will be a full P.epubiteast ticket
le the field in Paducah this fall.
- which will appeal te the better
element of both partiee and will
win. If every voter qualms'. liv
registering next Tuesday in his
pnicinet..
tabstettleatillialsNenianereel*Isielelatelsn•=aeildi
We Are World Power.
Washington, Sept 2/.-- "In
spite of ourselves we have become
Full Staff Allatitiag.
Washington. Sept. 28.— The army
general staff is now holding Its first
full session presided over by General
Bell to discuss the Cuban military
planer.
ARRA WEN IRS AN AUTO WRECK
011eers Slightly [aimed to Accident
at evillOretie Sprheillt,
Colorado Springs, Col., Sept. 28.
—IP. W. Downs, a eontractor, was
fatally injured and several army of-
Seers slightly hurt last night when
an _auto driven by Downs was over-
turned while going sown a steep
grade. Lieutenant Eugene Crowne of
the Twenty-ninth Infantry, Lieuten-
ant William Wheatley, Lieutenant
G. B. Rodney, Captain Willaarris and
Dr. J. L. Lawrence, all of the Pitch
Cavalry, were slightly injured.
GHOST WALKED
AND ('IR(114 EMPLOYES KEPT
POSTOFFICE BINA".
Money Order Receipts leaped Frett1
$IM to 111,000 Yesterday—
Not Spendthrifts
The ghost walked In Barnum', eir-
cus yesterday and the Padureh Post-
office had its record breaking day.
Money order receipts were swelled
$1.350 at the postoitice yesterdaay by
the circus employee. The average
day's sale is $800, but the total yes-
terday was $1,110.0. It was pay-day
for the circus employes, and the mou-
e,' orders indicate that many of them
are not spendthrifts as reputed
The money orders were sent home
some to beaks, others to pay debts,
some to the old folks.
PADUCAH, KY.. FRIDAY EVENING. SEPTEMBER 2s. 1906.
TWO PRISONERS
DIG OUT OF 4A114
J. M. Wilson and John Evans
Escape From City Prison.
Use Poker and File to it e the
Bricks and Threaten Cell Mates
With Death.
FINIf4H JUST BEFORE DAWN.
By clever work two prisoners broke
out of the city jail last night by dig-
ging through the walls and are still
at large.
The men who escaped are J. H.
Million and John Evans, both of
whont. were charged with minor of-
fensea. Two other prisoners were in
the same cell but they refused to
leave. They were threatened with
death if they made an outcry during
the progress of the tunneling through
the wall. The two men had a tee
and a poker. The wall is a foot
thick and it took several hours to
get through it. The bricks taken
from the wall were piled in the cell
Annatapt City Jeller Joe Purchase
this morning said that in his opinion
the prisoners got out shortly, before
daylight. Hs said that before retir-
ing he went through the prison and
found everything all right at that
Lime,
When inspection was made by Joe
Purchase, assistant jailer, there was
not a semblance of anything wrong.
He tend that he was not surprised as
he suspected Evans. He does not
know where they *got the Le or the
poker. In tb• private room of the
Jailer he has some tools but they
were all there this morning. It is
probable that the instruments were
'dipped through the open window
from Fourth street.
Both men were charged with being
drunk and dieorderly. J. hi Mason
was serving out a fine of WI •nd
the coats and Evans was serving it
• fine of $75 and costs.. Evans left
the prison with shackele He had
served five years In the Eddyville
penitentiary for bate blowing. and
Meg a ba4 ass was loser Is fro",
In leaving the prison the men had to
climb a high ranee and Meson left
his hat, which evkleatly dropped off
while be was going over.
Nilson' and Evans claim to be
printers. but they have not estab-
lished this assertioo. When Placed
In prison they were to serve a fine of
13 each. but after they were locked
up. they get bad and were presented
again before Judge E. H. Puryear
and given the heavy fines.
Pm night watch is held by Lieut.
Thomas Potter. He says he did not
hear a noise during the night and in
his otrnion the tile was covered with
a piece of cloth which would deaden
thgeound.
• reward will be offered for the
capture at the men.
LAWS FOR WARRING rowEtts
Prescribed for Wireless' Telegraphy
and submarine Mines.
Ghent, Belgium, Sept. 3/4.—Ftegn-
1atIons governing wireless telegraphy
submarine mints aad automatic tor-
pedoes" were adopted today by the in-
stitute of international law. The reg-
ulations governing wireless; tele-
graphy in times of peace are made
applicable in principle in tine's of
war, It is forbidden to place fixed or
hidden mines in the (Men sea. Bel-
ligerents may plae.i mines within
their own waters and the waters of
the mieniy. Neutral states cannot
place- mine* ecthe neighborhood of
straits leading to-The open sea.
Gen. Stoessiel Has Resigned.
St. Petersburg, Sept. Gen.
Stoeseel has tendered his resignation
This will possibly be accepted and.
thus a trial kW the Watroatior of
-Port Arthur to darlapasese will be;
voided' "
OUTBREAK IN MEXICO
Special Train Loaded With Troops
Hurriedly Seat P. Dias.
--
- Montarey, Mexico. Sept. 28.—An
outbreak is reported at C. P. Diaz.
Mexico, opposite Eagle Pass. A spec-
ial train has been chartered by the
Mexican authorities to convey a body
of 200 cavalrymen from Seidl's) to
C P. Diaz. The railroad hap beent
required to move the troops with the
greatest haste.
"POET LAUREATE" DEAD, .
•
Bloodgood H. Cutter, I ,, realised
by Mark Twain.
New York. Sept. 28 —Bloodgood
H. Cutter, immortalised by Mark
Twain as the "Poet banreate" in In-
nocents Abroad, tiled at his Leng
land home today
It Is the daily average
!Minn of a newspaper that the
shrewd adtprtiscr Investigates—
"High Water" days don't count.





10 CENTS PER WEEK
STORM BOUND NORTHWARD
IS BRINGING DESTRUCTION.
DAMAGE DONE BY THE STORM
Whole of eastern gulf coast swept by tierce trolitcal hurricanemeowed to center at Mobile, Ala. Mires" are doeu and detail-ed information of complete damage, done is lacking..it 'New ()retina comaiderahle property has been destroyed, butno leas. Mee. M'orst damage was cround bake l'ontchartraisa. *heresurrounding country was submerged by tive-f.sa rise' of the lak...Heavy Paw of life is feared at l'enaacola, alter.. from three toIi,,' million sheila,. in property eras destroyed. Storm fearful At thispoint and hig free steamer% have been numbed high up into the city.1.. & N. grain elevator and railroad *ham., k,'%% n to hats e beene'uiLirs-ly dtastroyetL RC fah agellsNo communication with, froin any point ha.. been had intwent.y-four hours Wet the gray ewe fears are entertained of a eats.-trophe, as It *am there that thee full force of the storm *an center-ed.
No communication within tile last tecnty-four hours has beenhad with Ruluti, Itsy St. 1.ouls, Passe Christian, otean springs. MowsPoint, l'assmoula and Sensate., all noon, .n golf vela.* east Of 7N1•14Orleans*. .411 of theme places fare )4b11.11•Iippi MINI. AVM.% 101 Well thehurricane weuld have a clean toweep. lllll • of them extend to thebrink id' the. mound anti are ouly from ,,is to ten reel nisei.- *Ca II'S O.Storm ley new sueeping northward and will paw. throligh %W-ham*, Tennessee and Kentucky. Birmingham, Alonta. lllll -ry and 4t-lant*i have felt the effevls of the storm, hut no wertolley darning.- ham!Wen done at these points,
itemirted from 'McComb lily. Mite., tine heel was Menu downand two people killed.





YUM KIPPUR MANY DEMOCRATS
DAY 01' c NT, Hol.,Itisff
IN JEWIsH CALENDAR.
URGE JUDGE RAGBY TO .%N.
\OUNCE FOR ('ITT JUDGE.
-Tomorrow Will Br reit-foaled by All He Will Himself In a FewJew. in Paducah—liegins at fitty•, It Is l'escierstood--GoodSunset. 
Outlook,
Vow Kippur or the day- of atone-
ment, is the holiest day of the Jew.
1s)% eszlendar, and is 'inserted. by a'J
larwaiites 4o sawiltattoit and ir5es110.4,
It deals with the sublime thernee of
lift. and immortality and endeavor.
to obtain reconciliation of man to
his fellowmen and to his God. Al-
most the entire day is spent in the
temples and synagogues, and all
work and pleasure is suspended for
the time being. Tempre Israel con-
gregation will observe the day which
begins at sunset this evening and
lasts until tomorrow evening by bol-
ding the following services:. Tonight
7:3o, Saturday 9:lo a. ne




Big Ships Stranded High in
City of Pensacola.
Mobile and 11,ther Cul 1 Off fee
Tvventy-Four Hours and the
orxt Is Feered.
I WIND IS INURE.% si SG HERM
Judge E. W Salary appareetlY isin the positing' of a titan who ie Solair
.t to be forted into the mow Paret the ponce rourt, Demorrate sad
HPIIU bl ('arial are urging him Co an-
nounce himself, and he probably will
decide in a few days.
A eommittee of leading Democrats
waited on him yesterday and talkedfor over a half hour, assuring him of
their support, and, it is said, tellinghim just what he can expect from
members of their party who are not
satisfied with action of the primary.
Both Jndge Rugby and President
McBroom, of the lower board of the
general council, have been mentioned
frequently in tonneetion with the
once.
PATROL HORSE HEAVY ON GREEK
RAM snuE SHOULDER AND Err.
MANE OFFIcER INTERFERES.
Rough Collar Cause's Injury and An-
imal Is Sent to eterinery
A rough seam on a collar of the
harness of the Paducah police patrol
wagon was the cause of the city re-
ceiving hurry up orders from the
Humane society. The city lost no
time In obeying.
As the patrol wagon straightened-
out Fourth street today with the sew
driver, Henry ffeamoa at the belTa,the clang of the gond caused Tom
Sanders, official humane ofileer, with
the rank of patrolman, to take no-
tice. As the wagon flashed by Pa-
trolman Sanders' eye, caught a
glimpse of a sore on the shoulder of
one of the horses. He awaited the
wagon's rrturn to heedquarters and
an investigation resulted in the
horse, "Slowday," being ordered to
the veterinary' hospital. The sera
was caused front the collar's constant
rubbing.
Steneland Broom Maker.
Joliet, Ill., Sept- 28.— Paul C.
Stensland, the Chicago bank convict,
was assigned to cell 22, in the east
wing of the penitentiary, today. and
was put to work in the sorting room
of- ths broom factory, where he will
labor alongside of John A. Linn, the
ex-clerk of the superior court of ,
Chicago, under senience for embez-
zlement.
WEATHER — Rain sod brisk
northeast wind, this afternoon
and probably tonight. smut--
day fair and cooler. The high-
est temperature reached yester-
day was 72 and live lower.* today
was el'.
MORMON NOT ARRESTED.
court Hold-, That tkampinint I.. Too
!needn't'. foe a Warrant.
Salt Lake City, Sept. 2n.—DiserittJudge Armstrong decided- today that
County AttOruey Perley P. Christen-
sen could not be compelled to issue a
warrant for the arrest of Presid.ut
Joseph Smith, head of the Mormon
church, bolding that the complaint
sworn to by Charles M. Owen was in-definite and did not shoe that Mate
Schwartz Smith, whose relations
with the president fortued,the ground
of the complaint, was not his lege.wife. Mr. Owen trays he will take




Pabst Fitzgerald Tells About
Enthumias111.
Talking Over the shoe ill ewe.. and
PuNk Places of (ley Arenas
the River.
ALL PLANS ARE ( 'OM PI. ETED.
"It the intereilt that Cairo horse-
men and Cairo apommea are taking Is
any Indicatioa. Gm Paducah horse
show will be a Menem from start to
finish," said "Pabst" Fitzgerald, a
prominent Cairo Mita and true hors'
lover, who was in Paducah last night
"I was here last efee00 and think
so much of it that I am coming back
again. Others trout my town tare
coming, too, and I believe that be-
tween 19 and 20 steppers and sad-
dlers will be lu the 'ring, when the
bell tape next Wednesday. I knots
that Ed Burke and Chem Charles are
going to bring their strings and I
am com.ng with tow or five good
ones. Other mien of Cairo wise love
the horses will be here even if they
do not enter Ike Pro. tint. but Iwould not be sigrprised to see repre-
sentations from a half dosell or more
Cairo stable.,.', b too, they. pre
lathing show' at the
clubs arid cafes over there and a Pa-
ducalmn wout be wired-el if he
eouid see the al interest shown by
i
the fellows over the river."
Mr Fitagerald's string carried
away several blue and red ribbon's
last season and it is a good tip that
he will be as successful ibis time. He
was greatly plefteed with the selec-
tions for the Judged this year.
All the errangementa for the horse
thew are being rapidly completed
and the promoters are pleased at the
prospects for a successful show.
If the weather is only favorable
there Is no doubt of Its succe.s, and
the promotere are imploring the
weather man to send all of his rains,
a generous supply of which has fallen
this week to the dismay of the dry
goods stores and milliners who have
been holding their fall evenings th;
week, so he will have ren out by re.xt
week.
Report.' from the surrounding cit-
ies are that, the show will be liberal-
ly patronised
SEVEN RAI114 REM TED.
Effort Made te Ditch Passenger
Train in South Carolina.
Columbia, S. C.. Sept. 28.—Train
wreckers removed seven rails from
the Southern railroad at Barton, S.
C., this morning. aeralling passenger
train No. 3 front SamtAlish for Co-
lumbia. No one was killed. Blood-





Growers Send in Care of Express
C°IlaPanY to Sell at Any Price
It Can Get.
The peach crop in southern Illi-
nois this year is a record breaker
and peaches are being sold, by whole
sale, at low prices. The-American
press company is a large distributor
of these peaches without seeking the
business. The big growers in OceOna.
simply send a load of peaches to
, this city in care of the express corn-
pany with orders to sell them for
what it can get and refund them all
over the express charges. The ex-
press cothpany sells them to the In
cal wholesale dealers at whatever
prices It can get. Yesterday a con-
signment of peaches contifining 19%
baskets, were received on the' ba-
sis. Such a policy only is pursued by
the growers when the crop is so
large that ti Is preferahha to gorge
thp marine tre-artnerfee them to Set
on the tree.,
IS RESULT OF HIS MOST RECENT
VIOLATION.
se ,
Mum Ir'tne eel $751) list° county
Court cm an ()Id suapentled
.indgntent
Whes William Greek' was fined
$1.000 and cone In ("Minty court sev-
eral months ago for selling intoxi-
cating liquor without a- ITinnse, -he
was let off with a fine of 1254 with
the understanding that he Pa?' the
1-750 fine in event be-was found.
guilty- of duplicating hit act. Yes-
terday in Magistrate C. W. Emery's
court he pleaded guilty to sellingliquor without a license and was
fined $50. county Judge R T. Light-
foot announced his decision to com-
pel Greek to pay the $760 in his
court yesterday' after the Plea of
guilty was entered. Greek keeps a
refreshment stand at Wallace park.
Middleeport, 0., Sept. 28.— The
Sliddleport bank, with deposits of
$150,0410. mostly small accounts,
failed to open its doors this mortising
No explanation has yet been made
Pensacola, Fla., Sept. 211 The
worst sea storm and hurricane the
gulf coast has experiences since the
village of Pensacola, on San tio•s,
Island, was swept away, 107 yeah
ago, began Wednesday night and it
sell raging.
it is reported that ma lives he
tween the city and the navy yard,
l'have been lost, butt as many rumors
of this character have been curtest
Ian day the report does not obtain ere
Ideas's It is known, however; thee
many towns In that section are U•
I tier from five to ten feet of water and
many *omen were taken fro meworal
I story a Joiows, and carried to safety
in boats.
The estimated property damage IS
placed tonight at three millom dole
lars.
Every home in Pensacola suffered
damage and many roofs were blown
off.
The water front is strewn with
wreckage for miles on ether side of
the city, and vessels are piled on the
wharves, or where the wharves once
Were,
In utter ruin big iron steamers and
many lighter sailing 'ships are :eying
high and dry p 111 the city where the
Mints, tievorjoas known to ••-sistearf-iar adios orianni 4.5
been swept away or is damaged be-
yond repair.
Communication with the. outset..
world is practically cut off. This Ada
patch, with other telegraphic matter
is being carried to Folmaton. Ala.. by
train. It is feared that greet havoc
and loss of life will be shown wile'
reports from the entire faction aim:-
the coast can be gathered.
Long ago realizing the imporr'T
of deep water ports on the gulf
ewer a canal could be built scros•
Isthmus of Panama. the L. & N. rat
road secured extensive and no*
pr4celeas coneeeeions at Pensacola,
Fla. Already the exports lied im-
ports through that port are import-
ant and the L. & N. railroad has
built one wharf extending near!,
three blocks out into the bay, whet -
the largest ocean going Teasel eau
dock. This wharf cost $1,eise.'000.
Pensocola bay has thirty feet of wa-
tee---the deepest on the guIf (-nest,
au' gliimato:Y *sported to be the me-
tropons of the Gulf of Mexico. The
harbor le entirely landlocked, and a
storm capable of doing the damage
done there must have been of stu-
pendous force. The United States
has toted Pensacola bay As a winter
harbor for the Atlantic fleets for
many years. The big hattleiships
-which cannot turn around ref-The
river at New Orleans, find ample wa-
ter there. No port In the United
States is better protected by land bat-
teries. The goverment has a larger
navy yard and-fir—sernal near the
The-cit y itself. whine .not prowess-.
in.g the gentle winter climate of the
east coast of Florida. still is semi-
tropical. Palms and ferns grow to a
great height and in profusion. This
view over the hay from the high
country is magnificent. The city Is
cosmopolitan in Ita population and is
the second oldest city in the Visaed
states. The population is near 16.-
Mee
Paducah.
Paducah Is beginning to feel the
(Continued on Page Five.)
Stubborn Fire Still Smoldering In
McKinnie Veneer Company Plant
In spite of the rains that startedl
two days ahead and have been fall-
ing contleously since, the fire which
• eonsumed the greater portion of the
McKinnle Veneer & Lumber compa-
ny's plant on Myers street, Mechan-
ic/there, has been one of the most
stubborn that the Paducah fire de-
partment has eyer fought,
' The Are started Wednesday after-
noon shortly after It o'clock, and at
that hour this afternoon a squad of
Bremen under Chief Wood were
dragging long lines of wrier-Hog
he** from one end of the Mg plant
to the other in efforts to smother
Out the fires, that have eaten deep
down into the ruins and "bark"
made gronnd on the river bank
Chief Wood is saving hia men as
Much as possible and is writ:kin*
them in relays. They have suffered
both front tn,t• rain and from the
Musty smoke that comes from the
bark anct sawdust in stifling %olivine'.
The men are changed every fete
hours but nearly all of the clothin
in the station lockers has been soft
fel over and over.......
Chief Wood In hopeful that by












Arbitration Hoard Heady to
Give I p.
Three Ale-tubers Wen. Absent Istrist
Night 4114 Other. Oh.e11%*ell
the sometime.
MONDAY NIGHT IS MEETING
lug in their efforta to Ii.
to the iiebool board :1
r the English pobition ri
nab schoo.. the board of arbitr,,
probably will formally resign its
reigatives hack to the school boarti
Modever. this will not be done .
GI ft is apparent that their ert
are traltleas.
Seven members Met in Inform,
eallipa last night but no bu-
rrsting was•beld In the 
abseil..
ee members. The members pry-
ing Were Farley, Brooks. Doriaii.
Marble, Cole, Patterson and Potter.
The absent members were Garrison,
Sutherland and Winstead. While the
ineers were waiting. Messrs. Win-
stead and Oar:loon were beard from
saying that 'they- could not come.
Mr. Miller suggested that it be
understood. that any members ab-
use" at the next meeting, Monday
eireifing, should have their places
tilled by substitutes, so that the
beard could go on in its work. Mr.
Beekenbach suggested that it be
understood that in the event no un4
,naderstending multi be readied hr
the board of arbltraU011. the QIIee-
ties should revert to the es boo'
board. The school board meet.. Tues-
day even.ng after next Monday.
Neither of these gent:eaten are mem-
bers of the board of arbitratIon.but
made their suggo,tions as spectators.
The euggestious met the humor et
the board.
Torture by Savages.
"Speaking of the torture to which
some of the savage tribes in the Phil-
ippines buhject their captives, re-
minds me of the intense suffering I
endured for throe months from tn-
animation of the K.:1mM" saYs W.
M. Sherman. 6! Cii.hing, Me.. "Noth-
ing helped me until I tried Electric
Mors three 1,1! lea of which corn-
sly cured me." Cures Liver Com-
“nt, Dyspepsia. Blood disorders
and Malaria; and restores the weak
aod serious to..mabasi..hislil. Our-
aotood by all drugg!sta. Price 50c.
Illidarla Hakes Pale Mood.
The Old Standard Grove's Taste-
Mee Chill Tonic drives out malaria
rid builds up the system. Sold by all
dealers tor 27 roars. Trio 60 cools.
Danderirie





2725 N. 42d Court, Chicago,
Doinddrond pro4s. sd inalattalri fee
Sado amok 05 or health roil iwtivity ohm
perniai. jiriorili.dkii, %re, billable, mane&
and wary F F. in Mc halt and scalp.
It 'boas rdault• fro, I • s Trrst application.
IL on) )41,. tn.° ,otwt.le bottle will, in
muoy 1..,,t T6. prc'lts rate ape-
critic r rt.+, 4. is Ft Ort..twOt‘. three nue.
.250, 50c...A $1.00 iw.rbnttiw.iP
litNott t.Trrs 1ira'vD1r/LINE CO.. Chien/on
WE ARE 1/01Nt, THE BUSINESS.
Why? Rectice.,, the clothes are
made up to date and I give •
lam fitting snit.
Don't lake my word for it. just
give me n trial; Doti omit for yourself.
UI cork guaranleed.
I 'leaning mid ',looking done in up-
untied fur and delis--
801.41MON.
113 Smith Third.
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In a Net. Play Characteristic of Switzerland
METZ IN THE ALPS
Management Sidney R. Ellis
A Welcome Ray of Alphlne Sunshine.
Scenes of interest in Mr. Wilson new Oily: Ile Switzerland Valley,
The Rugged Peaks of Alps, the Mountaineeni Benne, The Icy Ctairtast
and the great Snow Storm. New sung. and yodels: "My Heaven is
In Your Eyes,” "Wilson's Lullaby," -Swiss Mountain Bira Yodel,"
"Songs of Old Ptitherland," "Whispering Breezes," "Switzelbank."
ICl4nrstAmmt.pchrtf. $i 50..,41-44 qIOtrillPHOL$1.99;
first 3 rows of Nikon, ni.00, next 2 rows of tialcouy 75c, balance of




T..,„,...., P.4111.1".til SN MEl) JUST
AS WIFE MD.
&awe II. Houser, Tinuer, Who Left
' Here Sic Veins .toro. Pained
Assay at Hopkinaville.
HopkinsvIlle, Sept. 25.— Jar -
M. Hooser, a highly respected
estimable citizen, died suddenly Im••
night at the residence of Mrs.. I.
Hezmier.,whers he made his h.,
Mr. Hooser had not been very as
for several days, but. was Ole to b-
ill, and after supper was sitting it.
his chair In Abe family circle, con-
versing with his nieces. He had just
spoken to Miss Jennie Hooser when
he fell hauls in his chair and expired.
A heart affection caused death.
Twenty-three yelars ago IVA. beloved
wife died under similar circumstan-
ces. She was sewing and talking to a
member of the family when without
warning she died in her chair. Mr.
Hooser was a' native of Todd 'Coun-
ty, and nearly 11.4_ years of age. He
was a tipper by trade until forced
by the infirmities of advanced years
to retire from business activities. He
lived for many years In Elkton, and
about twelve years ago moved to
Paducah, where he made his home
until be came to Hopkinsvlile to re-
side seven years ago. He was a con-
secrated Christian. Funeral sert
will be held this afternoon at
o'c'ssek at the residence of Mr*. A
D. Hooser. and will be conducted by
Rev. H. D. Smith, of the Christian





14th annual Tour of Jacob I-Itt's In-
(temperable bolnpany In the Mau
Popular American Play Ever Written.
In Old
Kentucky.
rit torn by C. T. Dewy
1.IGGER. HRIGHTER, BETTER
THAN EVER
An Entirely New $20,4410 Production
Built rApeCtill1)% for This 'Tour The
Countless Familiar Entertaining Fea-
tures Presented Better Than Ever
Before.
50 Rollicking. Frollit king Veiniest
l'ickersinniee,
0 Kentucky Tiu.risaglibeed Horses
The 1;renloidt or All Horse Raves
The Finienis pii•kaninny Brass Bernd
Madge'. Thrilling Swing ArrLsoo the
Nliglity NInuntain Chasm.
Priced • Lti-w. , ilk, Tic $1,951.
Seal. tin wide Thursday • a. m
Tuesday Night, Oct. 2
THI. WI I it I RI Li
ii 11TiNt. lull
THE BIG LEAGUES i MA CLYN A RB UC LE
1•0011•1 Unwise.
Brookin 4; Chicago 0; batteries
Taterius and Ritter; Lundgren and
Kling.
New York-Cincinnati, DO game.
wt grounds.
Philadelphia 9. Pittsburg 3: hat,
teries, Mielosky and Doolln; Phil-
NA find Peitz. .
Bostoft-St. Louis, wet grounds.
American League.
Chicago 5, Washington 2: batter-
ies, Owen and Sullirall; Patten and
Warner.
Cleveland 10, New York 1; bat-
teries. Barnard and Clark: Chesbro,
Griffith and Thomas.
--second game.
Ceveland 2, New York,l; bitter-
ly.. Rhodes and Clark: Doyle and
Thomas. "
Detroit.  3., Philadelphia 0: batter-
ies,. Mu-lien and Schmidt; Waddell
and Berry. •
St. Lola; 2. Stieti on 1 hatteries 
Jacobsen, turkey and Spencer:
Young, Formstead and Armbruster.
STANLEY- MILLER.
May Be Engaged is.. Assistant City
Engineer.
Stanley. Miller, of Baton Rouge,
lat.. has been employed as assistant
to City Engineer L. A. Washington.
He has been with the Mexico Light
& Power company, of the city of
Mester), and is an efficient engineer.
His employment is the result of
much correspondence on the part of
the city englneetr Tha salary is to be
$125 per month. Engineer Miller
will have charge of the work on
sewer district, No. 2.
— — 
Princes and Marquis.
In a dispatch from Tokio the cor-
respondent of the hoodoo Telegraph
says that In connection with the war
honors Marquis Ito and Field Mar-
shals Yamagala and °yam& have
been created princes and Vice Admi-
ral Togo • marquis.
Plot in Ecuador.
An alleged conspiracy At° ove
!hum Preaideet Altaro and proclaim





Stipiddried I)) many of the original




The 114,4 iday of its kind ever pro-
duced.
31In nights in New York. 11 weeks
in (*finite°.




Prices 25e, 35e, 110e, itir,
-4-1,54h-tiente- wer-swir Monday
Carries the most com-
plete line of







Visitors in the city are ,
Especially
Invited to visit our
Store am/












Long gloves for evening wear in both
silk or kid; 12 or 16 button lengths.
Gauntlet tan kid gloves for riding or
driving, $1.50.
Riding crops for ladies or gentlemen.
Hose
Silk hose for evening wear in all the
most delicate shades, $2 pair.






Ready-to-LP ear Garments of High Quality
In our Suit Department we are showing the smartest line of, Tailored Suits onthe market, in the most sought-for styles and cloths. In.all co!ors, you can see thenew styles in strictly hand tailored garments that fit in every respect and give the as-surance of marked individuality.
— We are showing many handsome evening wraps in all shades of cloths in thisdepartment which, by all means, should be seen by all.anticipant buyers, likewise byall who love to.see the beautiful. •
Evening dresses and party gowns are shown by us this fall, the like of whichhave never been displayed in this city before, and 6rery woman should see them, andwe cordially invite you to see these magnificent models.
Fall coats and skirts.
Silk waists in all colors for every day and evening design, from
$5.00 to $15.00.
Exquisite Millinery Creations
Special creations have been brought out by us for the coming
Horse Show, in our Millinery Department. Besides the many
imported and domestic models that we are now giving their first
display for the fall demand and invite you to be one of the first to
select that hat which imost becoming to you.
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For Full Dress Accessories
consult
Ii' "ii Ilerstt'in
Correct Apparel for the Horse Show
THE Horse Show---the event that marks the opening of the social functions for the fall and winter season, requires all ofthe Full Dress articles---and we call special attention to our extensive array of these accessories: Full Dress Suits with
Tuxedo coats to match, Shirts, Gloves, Ties, Waistcoats, Links and Studs, in a goodly range of qualities. So vast is our
assortment that the most exacting gehtleman can .be pleased. At this season of the year, with the Horse Show and its at-
tendatli feptivities here, you want to Join in the spirit with the rest of us and show up to your best advantage in one of our
new Engli'sh Walking Frocks, shown for the first time in Paducah by a men's outfitter, pr one, of our snappy sack suits,
during the day,, and our evening clothes after 6 o'clock Procure your outfit in time for the show and be prepared all season.
Overcoats and Cravanettes by Foremost Artists
There is a wealth of sir:wart-prides this fall from whieh the well-groomed man
m*yehoosu his Overeeire-:- •TH-E-154WIS XV. THE BROADWAY, THE PADDOCK
have been designated by the foremost clothing ilesiguers as most eminegatoorrect. ,
No hard, unyielding lines in these coats; theY are exceedingly becoming to almost
everyone:for, being slightly form fitting, they throw into high relief the admirable
features of a manly fignre. For those who prefer the conventional short top eoat, we
have a magnificent showing—Coverts, Whip-eords, Black Vicunas and Black Thibets.
All the shape-retaining, wear-resisting materials are used. The values otTered are
simply amazing. Not the least attractive feature of our display is e Cravaneted Black
Vicuna Coat, which is especially designed for wear with evening clothes.
Full Dress Furnishings That Will Please You
It surely will please you to see the array of furnishings which we have "twilight
on" for the Horse Show and its attendant soeiat functions. We have to show you
the E. & W., Star and Cluett full dress shirts, ,Tade te conform to the lines of the
body; Theitaiii not "hulge'I.: aud you do not realize youilkave 'on a dives shirt.
Lawn hews and club ties in all the conventional widths and shapeit. Full dress links
and studs of the proper kind. Our line is oomplette and it will be a pleasure to show
them.
A Little Horse. Sense About Our Fill Hats
On this one of-elision we all try to look our best. And in order to be properly
itressiei we must be well head-geared. We are showing for headwesr in full dress the
very latest in silks and operas For semi-dress the Alpine Tuxedo, for street or busi-
ness the black stiff hat, also the Alpine Anil Telescope in pearls,- black and maple.
1Vhen in doubt wear a Knox Hat. , •
1 A Little Horse
Sense A.13-out
Neckwear'
There is no nrticle of
luau's apparel Moat
adds so much- to his
appearance as his neck




and you. could not
treat yourself nicer I
than to make yourself
.resent of oue or
more of these hand-
:mite scarf to swear
.tug HoRe Show
we0. It is veo true
that, these ties cost a
little more than thy
, ordinary kind, yet
there is an air of indi-
vidiudity about them. ,
net to be found in
other makes.
Full Dress Suits and Tuxedos for All Occasions,
Our evening clothes oouform futly to the styles sanctioned by _guoiLW—E—amI the
well-defined rides-of fashion. They are models of eleganee, superbly tailored-, with
not a singlt. freak feature to offend by reason of its over-isinspieuousness. however,
Wessell* fume noteworthy new features embodied in hart. Schaffner & Marx's Full
Dress and Tuxedos, which we handle. They are lined throughout with the best.
totality of body silk and are faced to the edges of the lapel with Barathea Silk, its
richness contrasting strikingly with the dead black of the suiting. In some of the
evening suits a sty Is of by-gone days is btieg revived—trousers trimmed with blitek
braid. Now as a business may and Its one who has social duties to fulfill, would it
not seem the proper thing to see what we have to offer before keying your measure-
ments with a tailor I He in-1y disappoint yon both in delivery and tit. You know
we won't disappoint you in either. Aud, besides, it means a saving to you of from
$20.00 to 00.00 to act on this hint.
Something Attractive in Waistcoats for Full Dress
Without fear of contradiction, we state to the publie that we have on display in
our waist eoat department the handsomest and most complete line of Fancy Vests
ever shown in Western ifentneky. The designs and fahries whit+ we are showing
are entirely exclusive with us and tailored by Parket & Finn and w . Cane, New
York. We guarantee an absolutely perfect tit. We wish to call your special atten-
tion to the white corded silk, silk lined, full. dress Waist Coat in our Horse Show
window.
41,







AY THE SUN PUBLISHING CO.
INCOMP06•11I0
1' NI I -Hie, eresideat.
_Rama .1. Psze.as 41.u.eser
SU BSC N I PT 10 N :
'Katmai WI the posiorsoc at Paducah, Zy, as
socood claw rustier
THE DAILY SUN
By eanicw, per weet. .... 30
My mall. per mewl, is advance.- .40
well. per year. In &dyes*. ..... 4.10
THE WEEKLY SUN
e.u. year, by mall. postage paid  111.110
Address. Via MUM, Paducah Ky.
Orrics, ilk South Tatra Tat-arsons MI
.eyne Young Mange sad New York rep-
Aleeclatleta.
THE MUM aga los Mead IN the following
places;





FRID %I , et PTENIREtt It.
ClietyLieTION STATEMEN"T.
'outpost 1..3836 August 17.3888
.August 2..3848 August 18..3874
August 3..3883 August 20..3852
August 4..3864 August 21..3811
August 6..3863 August 22..3834
August 7..3)579. August :3..3833
August 8..3916 August 24..384i
August 9..3927 Auguot 25..4220
August 10..3996 August 27..1165
August 11..3951 August 28.. 31143
August 13..3894 August 29..4327
August 14..3885 August 30..4330
August 15..3904 August 31..4407
August
Total  106,379
Average for August. 1906 3940
Average for August, 1905  31
Increase  235
Personally appeared before me,
Ibis September I, 19116. E J Pax-
eon, general manager of The Sun,
stielyeeffirms that the above statement
af the circutatiou of The Sun for the
month of August. 194)C, i true to the
best' of hie knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR,
Notary Public.
My commission expires January
$? 1508.
Dully Thought.
"You have hut ohe life to live.
ou cannot afford to make a mis-
take In liveng nor et to-lee it half-
..e we were complaining yes-
because the rains of two
iy$, Compelled us to tramp In shoe-
d) Mad to see circus. New Orleaas,
l'elltellella and Mobile were cut off
DIMS ellnuounkation with the world.
while the itorm sported with life and
property. We often speak of the ad-
vantages Paducah possesses. because
of her location. Some times It would
be well.to consider how fortunate we
are &bat the city is not located some.
where else. While we are tiling and
dm:MU a few of umlaute have chills;
but that is less disastrous than an
earthquake. The river gets low oc-
casionaliy. but compared with a ti-
dal wave It is nothing. If we had
hills we might get on a volcano.
Those thing,' we have, which we
Ought not have, we will in time get
rid of, and tboee things we need we
can acquire. Meantime we are thank-
ful , per .1mat.on offers vantage
ground for a fi•-ld dist of the ele-
ments.
Register net! early. Do
not put Ii Off iinelIi' liiPIPiniIt'â'l
regietration day You miss', show Sit
excuse for dela% on that day and
„you mill put the storra en managers
ipetreuble ;hat no.cht et. expended
119.other mated-. of nieieiame. Be-
elike. you may ite o. nnavoida-
tee absent 05 the ale) , mental reit-
eration day. It teq -1 ..-. the mill-
'Met' time to reg`•-•'. • man could
fiord to tnl-o a ti' *he right of
iiffrage. Our all" ..Ised their
ves for the p- ' If the right
%pie ja not a .1 t. tO
I' It, of the
trench -4.
a
French Cure, for Who... seeteet eves-441` of 'ha% 't;• ' '• • • in orroot- Made.ball design-
ed to el t... ; It rrati
11, 11: 'n v.etlm was 
Pada, Sept. 2$.-- Abbe de la0 
Rue cure of Chatenay, who disap-
Play. His , peared two months ago, was letund1 e
today alive and well. living in Brus-
sels with a teacher, formerly a nun
of the same town, with whom, it
appears he elaped..The Paris news-
papers made freat efforts to discov-
er his body. one of them employing
a hyena for the purpose. As late as
yeeterday the cures of the surround-
ing towns met at Chatenay and held
a funeral service for the colleague
they thought dead.
.)ppo. ng
.1 it leffries /la, a light to retire
fr,,,I) • 1, F. raiize ring As- many times
as rat ll retire. front !he stage.
GlI1414.1 Nellalin111 I ieclare. jeleonse.
flak,Bu N Y. e .• District
Attotney el ,ler(nlie. of
New York, is or,) ne eet the Hearst
convention and eerie tee ...n and, atontp
the state for the Hook an candi-
date ter gorettior. 1v1i ii Mr. Joerome
was informed of the lentil-nation t4
Mr. Hughes is. *ail enthileiastically:
"Thera good. I'm tie him, heart
and soul. It is ii,.... tine," he coo-
Hutted. "It will put the fear of God
In the hearts of SOliir teen. I shall
he very glad to stump the slate for
Mr. Hughes."
Med Ily Calf fuel Serenest; Injured.
ie'rah Orchard. Ky , Sept. 2. -for Mot rear-lied here that William
Ten miss. a prominent citizen of
out re:Prevent, 'this etiunty, received
nful Riflery Ia. a !keener manner 
' While walking among self.
`e• esittle he was betted by a calf, trunk and threw it over a _limb, Lawrenceville cloven, was kicked in
d dolen ariellefiratetn broken. pumped off and broke his neck. Ithe bead. He died an hour later.
DISHONORED PAPER
OF BANK AT BOSTON
Causes Examiner to Investi-
gate The Concern.
Drafts of Lumber C pally, in Which
• W. B. Smith Is footorested.
tas4 te Light.
Hitt Et le ARS W IIA. COVIOR Lte4S.
Louisville, Sept. 28.--Drafts rep-
resenting, aila all tit the capitalEt
stock of the ton ,Banking com-
pany, of Bost o, KY., made out in
favor of form lor Cashier Ray Smith
and his brothN. W. B. Riettfh, have
been dishonor* and, as a result of
the trouble, 'State Hank Examiner
Scott Mays. of lipriegfield. Is now en-
gaged in examtniug the books of the
bank.
The drafts 'fere made out by MS-
;sissippi lumbe companies with which
W. B. Smith said to be connected,
and aggregatev it is said. $11,000.
They, were -indorsed by his brother,
Roy Smith. between September 3 and
September 8. Smith was succeeded
as cashier pf the bank by E. H. Smith
04 tbe forger ste, but held on until
Septethberike , en E. H. Sin:th, wko
is not relaled , 0 him, became the
cashier. it t
The paid us ietpital of the bank
is II 5,4l14 .out $4.000 was invest
ed In a building and furniture. W.
B. Smith and Rn Smith were noti-
fied that .Lbe Myer bad been dishon-
ored, aid Made out new paper, which
is now in the hands of a Louisville
bank for collection Tins Dallier has
not been acted upon, but directors of
tbe bank express the belief that it
sell be honored, as does the Louis-
ville bank.
W. B. Sasaitti In Mobile,
W. B. Smith is now in Mobile. The
bank °Meted's are helm-taut to make
a statement, but William Dougherty.
one of the directors said this morn-
ing that the dishonored paper, made
out in favor of the Smiths, will
amount to $11.00e, but he was con-
vinced that at least $1-alite worth of
paper whirl was made out by Item
will be bonored.
No action has been taken agalate
the Smiths bp the bank. President
C. S. Arnett, of the Boston bank, re-
certify gained control of the lustitu-
teen.
Paper on Porto Rican Bask,
It Is said that one of the dishon-
ored drafts was for $7,5010 on a 'bank
In Porto Rico.
The director of the beek bald •
meeting and signed .a paper In which
they pledged ther private fortunes
to protect all depositors in case the
last paper signed by the Smiths is
not honored.
TO UNITE CATHOIJC YOUNG MEN
Inetitate Suggested by President Fu-
ssily se Nucleus,
-----
Indianapoill. Sept. 28. - -Tho re-
port of Supreme President William
M. Fogarty to the suprema conven-
tion of the Young Men's Institute.
today favors the establishment of a
Young Men's Catholic amocietion
modeled after the general pladeof the
Young Men's Christian Association.
Mr. Fogarty says the matter has been
under consideration by the National
Federation of Catholic sioeletiell and
that he has suggested to the latter
body that the Y. ef. I. be chosen as
the nereois of the new organitsaltion.
-
YALE BEGINS HER 311MTH YEAR.
Total Attendance in all Branches May
Reach 4,05).
New listen, (Senn., Sept. 28. --
Yale opened her doors today for her
206th year. Indications are that the
attendance w1,1 be about 3,400 or
3.5(00, outside of the summer school
of forestry, the summer school of
arts and sciences and the courses for
teachers. These will bring the total_
up to about.4.000. The facility num-
bers about 420. Substantial inereas
es In the fresholan deletes of the ac-
ademic and scientific departments
are reeordedi
FARM PRODUCT/4 AT HIGH POINT
Balmer, of Trade in Their Favor
Reaches Walteteiti4,000.
TWO 11.0114 END THEIR LIVES.
- -
Youth in New Hegira Usee Re-
volver. the Other a Rope.
!.as Vegas, N 111., Sept. 28.-
Charles 3Alt I hell. the 14-year-old
son of Mr. aad Mrs. J. B. Mitchell,
committed salcide last night by
shooting himself with a revolver.
Mitchell iluiehed his lessons, went
to the home tor a boy friend and
killed Dimwit
Tesique, N. M., Sept. 211.--e- The
,6-year-old son of A. Mueller com-
mitted suicide here by hanging him-
 The boy tied a rope to a tree 
BRIDE sUES FOR WEDDING GlIel
Says Muds/Had Deserted Her and Is
Tryiug to Sell Prreent.
South Rend. Ind.. Sept. 28- - Al-
leging her husband, George H. Mayr,
deserted her sad Is rettining much
of her personal property,. Mrs. Helen
C. Mayo formerly of Cincinnati, fil-
ed suit today against the ehtire
Mayr tastily, one of the best known
In this city, asking for a- receiver
pending the outcome of the Mtge-
itou. Mrs. Mayr alleges part of the
properly is In the window of the
Frank Mayr A Sons pr store in
Use shape of a chest leY silver which
Is being offered for sale. She says it
was presented to her among her
wedding presents while she was In
Cincinnati, and was afterward trans-
(erred to the Mayr resideete here
following the wedding. The actual
value is claimed tod be $2,500. Mrs.
Mayr is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph B. Kelley of Cincinnati.
The wedding took place June 5 last
in Cincinnati. According to ttre com-
plaint the sepaaratiou took place
July 15.
GREAT .IRTIST'S tiON IN PRISON
Arthur .teton Sentenced for Robbing
San Diego Matteis.
San Diego, Cal., Sept. H.- Ar-
thur Acton, who has been sentenced
to three years in San Quentin for the
robbery of a saloon, proves to be
the son of John Adams Acton, one
of England's 'most famous sculptors,
chile his mother la LadyieArry toe-
Ise Douglas Hatiolitoirottorelstlye of
the Duke of Hamilton. His father
has toren the winner of numerous
gold tooseniessa41 dpapeedistinocons,
  and his work is scattered throagh-
out the United Kingdom, India and
the c mai in the form of nutner-ig
u f the lete llama teeter.
pr t kInsetGlodstone. DM-
and ether public characters.
BRIBEItV CHAIRlitreri UPHELD.
Editor lictlure, of Plieadelphia. Kays
ti.)or weaver Spoke Truth.
- - -
Phi itrael phla, Sept. 28.--Colope4
Alexander K. McClure. the veteran
etleor and political leader, today, af-
ter a king conference with Mayor
Weaver, declared the charges of cor-
ruption at the City party convevtion
made 10 the mayor were true Mr.
Mt-Chirp raid the chatges would he
Proved and that the corruption St the
tonvention Was worst than at •ny
time tinder the old organisation This
statement has led to the belief that
Mayor Wee v er has strowger prone to
submit to the investimiting commit-
tee than any he has yet presented.
.etiltEtee WEDS A MINING MAN.
Mbar (Meek Munroe Marrero Relelded
lam Angeles, Sept. els.-elles Car-
He Munroe. a former member of
Weber AL Fields' Nies York coin-
loony. was married today at the Hotel
Lankershint to Thomas Swope Smith.
of Bullfrog. Net , reputed to 'be a
mileoua.re. M is Munroe met Mr.
Smith while etre ass playing with The
Red Feather company In San Fran-
(grey, and he follueed her across the
continent to induce her to marry him.
She resigned from the New York
company last May audsioce then has
been with her mother at tho Hotel
Lankerehine
CONVICTED FOR RISK SWINDLE.
Flour in Fraud Against Insurance
teomieuoiret Sent to Prison.
Mexlep _City. Sept 28.--Of twenty
ticfindeeete charged with swindlingheate**-Yhrk Life. Mutual and &quit
able inisittektice companies, 'four were
coovIcted last night The sentences
were: leranees•o ('ere-w, four tears'
Imprisonment and a fine of 31.0114.4:
Fernando Pins and Ponce 41- e Leos
Cerezo's acconsple es, two years and
a fine of $700; Jose Solovens, eleven
month,' in prism and a tine of $400:
Jesus Campos Mendes. two years and
a fine of 31,4041. The trends involved
aPProximolely $34040.004t. though not
ail the fraudulent policies wete paid
LoNG MISSING MIRE.
tley( f u ' ,tt illS 11511118
WashIngedn. Sept. 2S. --Although
the importstof farm products were
larger In 19415 than soy year since
1890, says a report of the depart-
ment of agriculture on exports of
farm and forest products, the value
of the exports excelled that of,, the
itnports by more th.an one-half and
there was a balance of trade of $285.-
0epo.n4P41 In favor of the farm pro-
dint...
it it
Dlemitosed Cadets Get New Chinoce.
washington. Sept. 24.-- Former
Cadets Linton and Bowiey, who were
dleinised from West Point on charg-
es of hating, have been designated
for examination to become secondlleu
tenant.. It is explainedat the war
department that such dismissal puts
them on the same plane as civilians.
-
First Death Voider New Rules.
Princeton, N. J., Sept. 28.-- In a
practice game of football at Law-
renceville today, John P *Kensedy.
captain sad right half back of the
IN THE COURTS
In Police Court.
The quartette of times against the
Paducah Distilleries axotnpany. char-
ged with having sold whisky without
a city license, was continued today
let the police court until Moudee•
The company Is owned by Morris,
ike and J. F. Friednaan was ratified
a eipeese by the general council sea-
'geretit ieeks ag,p, but the company is
ht. 'of selling, whisky by George
Lelinhard, city license inspector. He
alleges that whisky has been ship-
ped to cities in the southern states.
Bob eicedrmick, *Ilan "SU:" Mc-
Cormick, was fined 425 and costs
for disorderly conduct,
The trial of Edwin Wood, accused
of petty larceny, was continued un-
til Monday on account of witnesses
for the commonweeith being absent.
This caused Judge B. H. tPuryear to
losees goodly portion of his tem-
per. Amotig the witnesses, who did
not reach the court were a Police-
man or two, and the judge hauled
them up on the carpet, They apolo-
gised and promised to be on the
11110i next time.
The trial of Sam Banter, a negro,
charged with breach of peace, was
continued until Siturday.
Auditor's Agent Sues,
I., P. Tanner, agent for the state
auditor, yesterday filed several suits
eleulnst Paducah firms fur taxes al-
leged due the state. The firms ano
11110U Will are Paducah Commission
company. $25, National Credit com-
pany, $200: Paducah Loan compa-
ny, $200, Moss A company, 0200:
Anbeeser-Humeh company, $225; T.
Cohen, 4200. County Judge R. T.
Lightfoot will today rett the date for
trial for the delarnesats. Theme an:
the first sults filed by an auditor's
agent in this section in some time.
Iv Haalumpaty.
In the matter of Will Harris
company, bankrupt*, an order was
made yesterday by the court sustain-
ing the truotee's exceptions to the
claims of the Cslloway Times and
Baker and Morris, and directed that
the claim, be reduced by set-offs in
favor of ttie bankrupt estate
In the matter of the bankruptcy
Proceedings of Walter Duncan and
Colvin L. Duncan. separate proceed-
ings, Referee Bagby has Issued notice
'of a meeting of creditors at Murray,
Oetobsr 8, to Meet a fid`rTeP
etl
Parcielccte Mortgage.
For a forecawure of a mortgage
Constable C. 1, Shelton today levied
on a horse, harness wagon. and crop
of corn to satisfy a debt of $90 In
favor of former Congresninso -Charles
K. Whebler. Frank titeavoimpa was
defeedapt aad the case was flied
le Jutitiee C W Ewen 'o comet.
Marriage Ekes/tea
Charlie Towers, 35, of. Heron.
and Homey Renty, 35, Of the same
plate. Teey are first eopsins.
Typhoon Still Busy. ,
Manila Sept 38.- -Tee typhoon
which begat) yesterday, continues
today. Communication north and
south is cut off. Ample warning of
the porno was given and no damage
was done In the city harbor
_
YOU DON'T HIVE TO VinIT
livery gest stakes eon feel better. La. Poo
hem ',Oar whote wade. v.gbt. Sold nu the
raessir-hock p5as ev••rywbere. Price Is. nit..




and that means Inefficiency of the
body' to carry on vital functioning.
Nerve centers lag: debility ensues:
Itstlemoness and fatigue reign. Pain
may be felt In the back; fulhoons or
pressure at the top of the bead: sleep
Is broken and without refreshment;
digestion aestably is weak and loss of
appetite const 1 pa t to n and distress
attar eating are the rele, The head-
ache of neurasthenia Is like a band
around the bead; ordinarily is worse
In the morning and better towards
the mot of day, and is probably the
most common of all headaches which
con, tot treatment.
Now, drugs do not help neuras-
thenia; that H admitted; and ph)-"
Melons have long been acciestomed
to seed their neurasthenics away
from the cities to the mountains, sea-
shore, abroad or anywhere to find
new scenes and enjoy tranquil newer
Due thee Is expensive and
there le a surMilquieker and bettor
as well as less costly way--Osteo-
pathy.
Osteopathy cures netirafehenla.-
white! is but another name for eery-
pushes*, by stinfulatIon to the serves
and the circulation.
can show you to your satisfac-
tion In a very few minutes why mote
°path,' is the vane rational cure rot
ALL disease* of the nerves.
Corn, to *Pe MP at any time be-
tween the Sours of 9 and 12 in the
forenoon mid .2 and 5 in the after-
libos Dr. 'O. From $14Broad-1
say Phone 1407.
While Americans take great pride
and pleasure In being called "a
strenuous people," it Is perhaps not
generally appreciated that a great
many lujure themselves physically-
wreck nervous systems, Invite pre-
matnna wrinkles, gray hairs and in-
firmities by the hurts, worry way in
which they live, neglecting in many
tnatatiem proper care of the body end
letting the teal pleasures of life es-
forfeit. Unrestrained
means neu rest heel a
PET CANARV
Warbled When House Was On Flee
and Saved the Family.
-----
Cleveland. 0., Sept.'2111.- -The faro
ily of Henry J. Hester. No. 263
()rain avenue, was saved from pr-oh -
able death teat night by a pet oanai
bird. About midnight the occupant
of the house were aroused by the
loud tritlinr of the canary. No attain-
earn was paid to it tiult) all the mem-
bers of the family had been awaken-
ed Thee Glep. discovered that the




Heart or Cleveland Visited By Stub-
born Blaze,
Cleveland, Sept. 28.-- The build-
ing of the Pittsburg Plate Glass com-
pany, in the settler of the badness
listrict, was practically' destroyed I..
fire this morning. The Wage u
stubborn, owing to the W.
material. Firemen worked
save adjoining business blocks. 'I!
front of the building collapsed at.
slightly damaged the Cleveland Pre -
building Several were rut by ale-
M4THASTEIHS
Meet at Jefferson Hotel, M. Louis,
Next Week.
Postmaster F. M. Fisher will go
to St. Louis next week to attend the
National Association of Pestle • -..
of ogees of the first clam, en.
Meets it the Jefferson hotel in tl•
ritebctobet 3, 4 and 5. Postneast•
Fisher is the only Kentucktan on a
comrnttter, Ge!ng a member of the
committee on topics. This list in-
cludes, all the !urges clues of the
l'nion.
SAILORS SEE Ptil'E.
Listen to Sermon and Receive Sa..
ered Medals.
Rome, Sept. 28.- Fifty American
sailors from the squadron author.
at Naoles, were received in audiee
today by the pdpe. and Introdto•
by the rector of the American stone
nary. The pope preached a short
won in Italian and presented
sailors With meted medals
WNICH AND HIM NARY
ser-
the
We will he cime-d tomorrow
SATI'llliAle SEPTEMBER 99TH
on account of the holiday. However,
we will itc open from a to 10 in the
evening,
D'ALLEFLSTEIN BROTHERS.
The Great Southern Tea & Coffee Co.
Both Phones 805. 113 S. Second Si.
Step iuside our big store Saturday and sue the prices drop'
It's- Wonderful.
Sugar, finest granulated. 10 Ibit 55C
Sugar, nice yellow N. O., classified, 10 lbs 55C
Flour, fancy northern wheat patent, 24 lbs 65C
Flour, fancy northern wheat, second grade 55C
Potatoes, fancy new and mealy, peck 2 0 C
Salmon, fancy Chinook. tall can. 1 0 C
Teas, Tetley's high grades, all grades, 1 lb . ...... 60C
Meal, fresh bolted, peck 20c
New Pickles, appetising, dozen .___
Coffee, Santos' fresh roasted, 3 lbs_.......- 50C
coffee, Java and Moths: blended, 4 Yi lbs._   $1.00
Kraut, new, fresh and' white, ;jiiiirt 5C
10 bars U. S. Mail Soap 25C
Soap, 10 bare Moon. _ 25c
JO tote
Sere-410a, oil, 3 boxes _ • _ 1 OC
eic
l'uffed Rice, Quaker, pkg......._ _ 10C
Broom, 34 oz., special 25C
Milchner Herring, new eateh, 3 for _ 1 OC
Bacon, boiling anti frying.  _ .... __...._10C and 12 1 2C
()lives, big 12 oz. bottle,...,.,._ 1 Sc
Lipton Tea, big Iv lb. basket__ 25C
Were Killed by all Explosion hi a,
Fireworks Factory.
• -
New Orleans, Sept. 28,-Two live 
were lost in an explosion in. Picot. !
fireworks factory, situated at
ly road and Mariggy sereet,
outskirto of this city this aftereootaii
reset Picone, the nroprietor. and !I
his bah?. were the victims A number;
of 'girls employed in the place ascap- •
ed without Injury. '
ELM WILL8 SUM TO (101.1.E4o
Fortner Ofrovernor of Michigan hi
Institution at Alms, Mick.
Alma, Mich_ Sept. 28 --Word was
received here today that the e '
former Governor Bliss, of el
trot kiss for a gift of $10,000 to .k.
college. The en4.erest is to be ti
each year In paying the salary of •
director of physical training for e
men. During the last three years
this salary has been paid by Mr. Bliss.
At 169 Years Leaves 1,100,0011.
New York, Sept. 28.- In the sur-
rogate's court at White Plains yes-
terday, the will of Mrs. Leans Lov-
ett, drawn after she had passed the
age of 1.02 years, was offered for Pro-
bate. Mrs Lovett, who led a life of
great frugalite, left an estate valued
at $1040,000, consisting of mort-
gages and ten bank accounts. Her
husbaod was the village blacitemite
of Tarrytown.
-Dr. V. A. Steley and Mr. E. A.
Strew of Benton. spent the day
the city.
, The Race Scene in "In Old' 'Kentucky" at
The Kentucist tonight.
in SUBSCRIBE FOR TiiE SUN-TEN CENTS A WEEK





ME PADUCAH EVTININC RUN
If You Have Buying
to Do, Do it Friday.
Because We will be closed Salt1r-
dr, on account of holiday.
'There are some beautiful new










--For Dr. Pendiey ring 416.
-C. L. Brunson & Co. have mov-
ed their lower store to 529 Broad-
way.
-Mrs. Edna Brown, who came
here to find her Wet brother, is hap-
py today as yesterday the secured
her trunk from the boarding house,
where she had been living. The wo-
men Is destitute and came here to
Woe for a brother who left Trenton,
K>., a few weeks ahead of her ad-
vent Into Paducah presumably to
come hems men in the sheriff's AliceI made up the purse. The woman's
husband was killed near Chattanooga
Fenn., Is June and ahe came here In
.1.tler to live with her brother whom
' :he cannot locate:
B -We guarantee to plesee you
with Old Taylor, Ky., Lump coal.
Phone 339 Bradley Bros.
--Holes have been cut in the new
ridge over Cross creek near the I.
c. depot, and Street Inspector Aloava
Elliott is filling in dirt through the
iioles. He hopes to finish the work
n three weeks.
-Don't fall to bring the children
to see the funny moving pictures at
Wallace park every night this week.
-Luther Morris, of 1703 Broad
street, found a 'bundle of woman's
clothes smeared with blood yesterday
while coming to town. The garments
were left alongside the road about
one mile outside the rtty limits west
of Mechanicsburg. Mr. Morris sus-
pected that some crime bad been com-
mitted sad the police are invertigeme
.ng the ease.
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist. 200 Fra-
ternity building.
-An extra fretght train running
in two section. edilided With the
drat section yesterday afternoou and
was ditched near Gravel Switch on
the Tennessee division of the 'road.
N:43 one was lottwed. but the wreck
auger, a delay to all passenger
• rains.
-All this WM( . Free moving pic-
tures at Warece park.
--Constable C. E. Shelton yester-
day arrested Hooey Morgan, who re-
sides in Littlevilie, on the charge of
disorderly conduct. The accused is
charged with cursing and abusing
TOM Lowery. The ease will twine up
for :trial tomorrow in Magostrate C.
W. Emery's court at 10 o'clock.
-The Sun oak* is prepared lie
furnish the very latest Woes in en-
graved or printed calling cards mg;
invitations of any sort, and is mah•
lug special prices now. •
-Undo Murphy,tbe alleged boot-
legger, who was brought here yes-
terday. is trying to give bond. His
bail it fixed at $1,000 and It is
thought that he will be able to give
It.
-Old Reliable Carterville.
washed nut, and egg coal is the
cheapest. Bradley Bros. Phone 339.
-On the fourth Saturday in Oc-
.'etober the county teachers will hold
d a meeting at Grahanwille.
-Something new-A clever mag-
azine for the ralireed, man. 'Twill,
1
VEL-DOR
A  New,, Felcioatki Odor
The latest exquisite creation
of Matson Violet (proicienced
Ve-o-layj of Paris It has re-
c-Iveri the sanctian of the
most fashionable In the
fashion cantles of litorope and
I. sure to be popular here.
It is remarimble 41tor its per
sisteee. N. Iodise its sweet,
refined bouquet
VEL-DOR
R. W. WALKER CO.
incorpookiel
012i/04318TM
1111 NI &New NO films I/1
Night Bell at Bide Door.
-
intec,t everyone but has an
especial attraction for the railroad
man and his family. Get the first
number, only 10c. R. D. Clements
& Co.
-Miss Virile Hudson, of Mintier:
has been compelled to dismiss her
school owing to illness.
-Do Hot be deceived,: Bradley
Bros. are sole agents for Carterville,
(11., washed coal. Phone 339
-Stoddard Robertson. the well-
known flagman for the Illinois Cen-
tral. and Bob Richardson, aa assist-
ant to the city engineer, will tomor-
row try their patent switch on the
Louisville division of the Illinois
Central railroad. •
-Wheel you order a rig from us
you are talking to one of the pro-
prietors or capable clerks knot a
driver or hostler) who writes files and
fills the order at appointed time. Pal-
mer Transfer company.
-Big free moving picture show at
Wallace park tonight.
-City subscribers to the *Daily
Sun who wish the delivery -of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make their requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given to
our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
-Free moting picture show at
Wallace park all this week.
--Dr. Gilbert. Osteopath, 406 1-
Broadway. Phone 196.
-One load of our roll will make
you an advertiser (Or W. Bradley
Bros. Phone 339.
-Our customers are oar best ad-
vertisers. Asa your. neighbor. Brad-
ley Bros Phone $29.
-
ANN ARMOR AGMS molt": MONEY
Univereity Regents Will Review ed.
dittoes' Appewerlatese.
Aun Arbor, Mich., Sept. 214-- At
the regents' meeting today it was
decided to ask the next legislature
for an Increased appropriation. Jus-
tice Grant reported that $106,000 of
the required $175,000 for the alum-
ni memorial building had been sub-
scribed and the piens for the build-
ing were adopted.
Takes Case to Supreme Court.
Washington. Sept 25 -The ap-
peal of the Spanish Countess of
Buena Vista In her damage suit
against Major-General John B
Brooke. which was recently decided
against her by the federal district
court of New York, has been docket-
e44in dye supreme court of the Unit-
ed 'States. The New York court held
that while 3hft ,countess had cause
for action against the United States
or against Cuba, she had none
against Mniral Brooke, and it is
asserted in the appeal that this rul-
ing is erroneous. The origin of the
suit is found in the abolitloia by
General Brooks, while he was gover-
nor-general of Cuba In 1899, of the
countess' right to slaughter all the
cattle killed_in Havana.
Pray for DeTlillt Chwe a Month.
Topeka Kan., Sept. 28.-- The
will of the late Charles J. Dereitethe
millionaire coal operator, drawn
April 30, 190S, In which he declares
himself a citizen of Spring Valley,
III., was filed for probate todllY• It
le provided that after the payment
of all debts the remainder of the es-
tate be bequeathed to his wife, Mary
A. J. Devlin. A request Is made that
mass for the repose of his soul be
offered at Spring or To-
peka by Ills widow on the first Fri-
day of every month during her life
Commit Thefts at Vatican.
Rome, Sept. 28.- The police ens-
pact that recent thefts at the vatican
have been committed or instigated by
foreign visitors who desired to carry
home remembrances of Rome. The
suspicion is strengthened 
the 
. the tactmks
that some of object* -have
been traced abroad. He ' , e strict-
est watch will he kept of all who en-
ter the precincts of the vatlean. Sen-
tries will be posted at the doors and
detectives scattered throughout the
Palace, museums, galleries and gar-
dens
WEEKLY TOBACCO REPORT.
The following Is tite report In hogs-
heads for the week of Ed R. Miller,
local tobacco Inspector:
Receipts, week  4
Offerings, year  2,7,71
Rejections . 
Pr. sampling  lilt









Parties seadeag in accounts of so.
entc•rtaJatnente 55111 pleases Ingo
as The Sun will uot publish
sent in that are not
Reception to De. Flowers,
Mrs. J. M. Buckner gave a recep-
tion at her home on Jefferson street
last evening to introduce Dr. A. H.
Flowers, of Boston, to the church
members of the Christian church,
who anew his brother, the Rev.
George A. Flowers, a former pastor.
The decorations were red and white
and the color scheme was carried outIn the ices. The inclement weather
prevented as many Attending as de-
aired to meet Dr. Flowers.
and Ball.,Reception
It is announced today that the re-
ceptiou to the sponsors and visitors
to the horse show will be held In the
lodge rooms at the Elks' new build-
ing on Fifth street, and that the
%rand ball also win be given there
The reception veidl be given Thurs.




Mien Beret. Sears sad Mr. Preston
Jacobs. a popular couple of Tyler,
will be married tomorrow morning at
le o'clock at tile home of the bride's
father, B. F. 'pears. Shortly after
the ceremony titey will go to Marlon.
Ky., to visit the parents of the
groom.
NInalcal Drill Tonight.
Dr. Voria Is bailout' to have all the
riders, who arb to take part in the
musical drill feature of the horse
show, meet at Wallace park tonight,
for, If the weather is favorable a re-
hearsal with the band will be held.
°dermas-Livingston.
November 7. Miss Martha Oster-
man of Milwatakee,Wls., will be mar-
ried to Mr. Abram Livingston of this
city at her home. After an extensive
wedding trip they will reside here.
Chtldreies Rehearsal,
kii the Olidren who are to take
pert in the horse show are urged to
meet at Wallace park tomorrow af-
ter000n at 4 o'colck.
Registered at the Palmer today
are; J. W. CiP1Mice Kansas City; E.
V. Beek,- Wheeling. W. Va.: K. 8.
Atwood, Chicago. Hugo Nathan, On-
ilonati; a. 3. Hugger, Chattanooga;
B. C. Miller, Metropolis, DI.; H. V
McChesney, Frankfort: W. H. :Wait-
mare, Toledo, 0.; 13 Willett, Louis-
IPMe; A. ilk Cronin, Pittsburg: .1. P.
Young Leolavtlle; W. C. Strut,
OprIngfield, Mass.: J T Morgue,
Princeton: M. D. Presnell, Smith-
land; T. B. McGregor. Benton. 9 F.
Cobb., St. Louie.
- Belvedere: W. W. Humphreys,
Louisville; W. B. Brash's, Mayfield;
D. an Hall. Little Cy-press; -Ernest
Lyon Eddyvilln E. C. Hawkins,
South Bend, lad.: T. T. Moore, Tren-
ton. Tenn, H. D, Mercer, St. Louis;
H. C Rs-bards, Dopeinsville; F. D.
Carr. Coralog• N. 1,
Mr. Henry Gellman Is quite ill of
congestion. .
Mrs. H. V. McChesney and Miss
Edna Presnell, of Smithland. spent
yesterday with Mos. C. R. Purcell.
Mr. Harry Worten, of Hampton,
Ky.. was In the city today on busi-
ness.
Mr. Theodore Presnell, of Smith-
land, is in the city on business.
Mrs. Clay Wilkes left for Mont-
gomery, Ala., this morning to at.
teed the funeral of her nephew, Em-
mett Crowe, who accidentally shot
himself. He was an only child of Mr.
and Mrs. R. L. Crowe.
Miss Marshall Presnell. of Smith-
land, will visit Miss Nell Barry next
week.
Master Alien and' Miss Mettle Pip-
pin, of Woodville, are visiting theft





We make in our advertise-
ment IS strongly hacked by the
quality of our work and the
methods employed
We Devote
Our entire time Exclusively to
the Scientific Examination of









parent.,, Mr. and Mrs. Will Pippin.
1202 South Thirteenth.
Mimes Gladys Edea and Master
Charlet. Wallace of Louisville are
visiting Mr. Owen
Mina Ora Moorehead, of Springfield,
111., arrived yesterday to visit Mrs.
Pat O'Brien.
Mrs. Charles Brown has gone to
Coltersville, HI., to visit relatives.
Mr. T. A. Parsley and wife. of In-
dianapolis. Ind., have returned home
after visiting Mrs. R. L. Tate.
Mrs Josh Boas. Sr., has returned
to her home near Florence Station,
after undergoing treatment at River-
side hospital.
Mr. Henry E. Thompson has return
ed from St, Louis.
Mr. Luther Carson has returned
from Murray.
Miss Ilge List will return nett
week from visiting in M.chigan
STORM BOUND
NORTHWARD
(Contioued From Page One
effect- of the northbound storm, which
wrought such great destruction on
the gulf coast, but the prediet.on ts
that the wine' will be reduced to a
moderate speed when Its maximiten
reaches Paduealt Since last night
the velocity has steadily been lacreas-
ing, while the clouds gather omie-
ously :Rain, which has been patter-
ing down for three days, shows no
signs of abating, although the sun
peeped out for a moment this morn-
ing and brought a little encourage-
ment. People us Broadway, at least
were glad to know that it Is still shin
lag.
There has been so flood. rain and
the precipitation le not as sr-eat as
many would suppose, beteg only 2
inches.
When the fringes of the eouthern
storm and tornado struck Paducah
shortly before 10 a. 111. today they
were acrompasied by the hatless wo-
man The Inner fair one had been
Predicted for many' deye but today
was the first exhibition.
A conservative estimate for the
day would be that eine out of every
Len  women are bare headed.
A portion of the cornice of the
Presbyterian church,Sixth street and
Kentucky avenue, was blown down
this morning during the storm and
It lodged on the building. At press
time it was still in this poslUou, in
danger of it toppling off and seri-




Front Communication by the Storm
Which Does Greet Darner..
Louisville. Ky.. Sept. 38.-A trop-
ical hurricane which for tbe.past 38
hours has bv.eit churuing the waters
of the Gulf of Mexico and doing much
dantepe on the coast an dfar inland,
*as last night whipping through
North Alabama In a northeasterly di-
rection.
All wire communications re eeri-
nasty disarranged and in some in-
stances resulted In completely cutting
off cities, Mobile Ala.. not having
been heard from for boors.
Wires between New Orleans and
the gulf were prostrated, and it will
be several days before anything defi-
nite can be heard from the effects of
the storm on land and tea.
Biloxi. Mitelsippl City and Moss
Point, Miss., were not heard from for
24 hours.
Atlasta began to feel the storm
at noon but up to 8 o'clock last night
Its force had not been Increased te
the extent proteodtng serious results.
Damage to rallroeds is very heavy.
The Louisville & Nashville aulleretl
losses approximating one million dol-
lars.
Alight Damage at Birmingham.
Birmingham .A:a . Sept 28.- A
Ng wind which began here last ilerr
had entirely abated early- this after.
noon. A heavy rain fell during the
morning, but only alight damage has
been done.
Storm Headed for Ohio Valley.
Washington, none. 28 -Belated
reports, to the weather bureau last
night from Pensacola, Fla.. announce
that the gulf huerleane has pawed
inland, west of there Winds were
reported blowing 88 miles an hour at
Pensacola. The storm centered last
night in South Central MiesissiPin
and Is believed to, be deoreasing in
fury and the weather bureau predicte
that it will ropy, slowly northward
during the next 12 hours. An in-
crease In the fury of the storm, how-
ever, is expected by the bureau when
It reaches the lower lake region. It
Is probable that the course during the
next 24 hours will be northward.
through Tennseliee and Kentucky Into
the Ohio wallet
Quake at Ilan Juan.
Mtn Juan de Porto Rico. Sept. 28
of San Juan experienced
I Mien on earthquake shocks today,
beginning at 10:47 a. ni., Increasing
In intensity and lasting thirty sec-
onds. The terror stricken occupants
of the skaking buildings fled to the
streets. Even the revernm [mild
Inge were deserted.but no damage has
been reported. The excitement among
OK Koine is Manse.
nt.Thorns'. larnied.
St. Thomas, Danish West Indies.
Sept. 28.--There was a sharp and
prolonged earthquake shock here
early this morning, but no lenient%
was done. The frequeeey-or earth




WANTED--At once, good girl. to
cook and de general house wort in
family of two. Good wages to good
girl. Apply 1442 Broadway today.
NOW IS THE accepted tone for
you to look about your Ire and torna-
do insurance, as fall sad winter are
coming. Remember the old and re-
liable Frtedmen insurance. /winncy.
Office No. 12! South Third street. Of
Ace telephone No. 940. Reskienoe
phone No. 1681. We represent some
of the oldest arid beet insurance com-
panies, which are Paying their losses
Promptly. We protect your interests,
tool you better be safe than sort,.
Give us • call.
-WANTED- Boarders at The Ian.
it-SATING sad Stove wail, irtenh
Levin, both phones 422.
FOR RENT-One side of store
428 Broadway. Phones 1113,
FOR RENT- One large front
room at The Ian.
WANTED-- Room-mate eep. a re.
flnedsvOung man at The Ian.
FOR SALE- 'rhirteen-rootn house.
modem convenimices. Old phone 464
FOR RENT-Nies furnished rooms
4041 Washington, old phone 2500.
CLEANING and pressing neatly
done. James Duffey, old Phone 71$-r
WATXD--Position in docuir's
once. address 0, care Sun.
FOB RENT---Furnished rooms
416 South Sixth. Old Phone 1756-
COOK WANTED- 320 Kentucky
avenue.
FOR RENT-- Best business cor-
ner in Brookport, Ill. Address Jus
R. Hull, Brookport,
FOR SALE-- At • bargain. Four
room cottage, 1322 North Thirteeuth
street. Apply on premtses.
FOR HAMBURGERS and Hut Ta-
males go to -Shorty's" ill% South
Third or 137 Nona Fourth.ffiCKORY WOOD--Phooes, Old
442, Kew lift. Delivered promptly.
E. E. Bell & Sons.
FOR RENT- Three unfurnished
rooms for housekeeping. Apply at
1107 Monroe street.
WANTED- Several good steady
boys In printing department. E. E.
Sutherland .Wid. Co. • 
PORTER WANTED-- Wanted a
colored boy or man for porter. L. B.
Ogilvie & Co.
- Lire= Watch ona
blackemith lob with an Elk charm,
at the ciente. Return to The Sun tot
reward.
-"HOWIE AND LOT for sale- Lot
401168, four room house, 420 Souto
12th. Price $500. For particulars see
Mrs. Linde Ray, 420 South 12th.
1,03,---Wlilte setter bird dog.
Both ears lemon, Any Information
leading to his recovery will be re-
warded. Fred Rudy.
FOR SALE- Gooa grocery Bitted.
Stock and fixtures. Extra good bar-
gain. Must be sold at once. Rea.
tons given on application. Address
T., care Sun.
FOR SALE CHEAP-One seat.
two wheel pony cart; also pony har-
ness, braes mounted all newly new'
Can be seen at the Tully Livery Co.
Bruce M. Barnard.
COST- Small. Nagle & Meyer
jewelry box containing watch fob
with buckle. Left on postotlice desk
Saturday. Finder return to Carnegie
library and receive reward.
A MODERN HOME for sale. Si.
rooms, bath, furnace hardwood
floors, up-to-date is every particu
lar. Apply on premises at 416 North
Firth street.
J. X. MORGAN. blacesmitb, 401
S. Third. Old phone 467. Superior
work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
for fibre stone side wire tires, the
beat rubber tires made.
GASOLINE BOATS FOR SALE-
15-horse power. Fairbanks Morse en"
gine Size 12153, stern wheel. Will
exchange for real estate. James R.
Hull. Brookport, Ill.
CONTRACTOR WKIKKL-Masoi
ry and concrete work' a specialty.
OMe* 126 South Fourth. Phone 490
Residence phone 1337. Prompt at-
tention to all estimates.
*ANTED--- Hense of eta rooms
on Broadway or Jefferson street.
Modern improvements. Or board and
two connecting rooms in private
family. State price. Dr. W S. Mul-
lins, Sixth and Broadway.
NIGHT SCHOOL- Bookkeeping,
Shorthand, Typewriting etc., only
114 a month. Draughon's Practical
Business College, 314 1-2 Broadway.
Phone 1765. Call, phone or write for
catalogne. 14 will codeinee you that
Draughons. is the best.
TtlE Nntsst VETERINARY HoePl-
tal. Farley & Fisher, veterinary sur-
geons and derntista Special facilities
have been provided for in constructing
our new honeltal wtOrh enables us to
treat all diseeiter of horses and dogs
In the moat modern manner. We have
a clean, airy. sanitary end up-to-date
place and one than Is complete In eve.y
detail. We Invite you to call and In-
spect our nice. Office and hospital,
419 South Third street Office phone
Old, 1345: new, 163; realdeace. 0.4
phone 1116.
1 WHAT DO YOU think of this:
).
DID U KNOW?
That the heat units in a HEATING
STOVE is what counts in heating
cold air? A stove may put forth its
best efforts to serve, but hacking in
heat units, can only heat a little
space around it.
HART'S HEATERS
Are made with heat units everywhere.
The larger stoves have very power-
ful circulation features also, making
it easy for HART'S STOVES to du
the work, which is the reason they
use so LITTLE FUEL and LAST
so LONG.
Prices Low
















The prices below will be made till
December 31, 1906:
GOLD SHELL CROWN, 22a..$3.50
GOLD FILLINGS
SILVER FILLINGS 




Bridge work • specialty. All
grades of plate work that will stilt
you. Painless extraction of teeth. Air
work guaranteed, and of best mate.
BR. KING BROOKS, Dentist, Sixth
and Broadway.
Two Owl's EmPumes
Are iketig Treated at Itlier.ide
[Mal.
Gcsnrge Conklin, ens of Barnum &
flailey'e employes, was in 11w
Riverside hospital yesterday fur
restutent of malarial ftocr tie is
better today but shuuld have been at
the hospital sootier.
Fred Bradoer, a bareback rider
and all around athlete, was operated
on for acute appendicitis at the River
side hospital last night by Dr Horace
Rivers. Ilk came also had been neg-
lected and was tar advanced Today

















Jan.  13 22 13.30
Dec.  9 26 9.22
Jas.  9 32 8 29
Mar.  9.48 9 44
Stuck-
I. C  1 73% 1.73%
I.. & N.  1.47%1.47
U. P  1.84% 1.84
RJg.  1.47% 1.474
St P  1.74% 1.73%
Mo. P.  96% 96%,
Penn.  1.-;44% 1.411/4
Oop.  1.113 1.11
Smel,  1.53% 1.62%
Lead  79 714
C. F. 1. • .... 64% 64%
P.S. P  1.06% 1.06%
9  44% 46
• Local Markets.
Dressed Chickens-30c to 40..
leggs-t0c dos.
Butter-t0c lb
Irish Potatoes-Per bu. 70e.
Sweet Potatoee--Per tut 0411
Country Hams- 16c. lb.














Hay-From Jobbers to retail deal-
ers-Strict grades. Choice Tim ,
$17; No. 1 Tim.. $16.§0 No 2 Tim,
216. Fancy northern clover $16
Prom eatery wagon* at public gull,
1ty medium to very pow-. $8 to $17
tier to foe vetoes rnixterel, _
MWW1111111•11111Willielles
Deusorratle Papers Bolt.
Rochester, N V., Sept. 29.-Th.'
Rochester Mottling Herald, ever since
its birth a Denim-rant newspaper, in
this morning's issue announces Itsrlf
an independent newspaper and ath,,-
oates the election of Charles' K
Hughes.
The Union and Advertiser' of this
ratty. heretofore Democratic. in its is-
sue today avers that it "owe* no al-
legiance to the candidate of the Dent-
ocratis ronoention at Buffalo, W R.
Hearst.
Railroad Mare Search.
Kingfisher, Okla., Sept 48 - Geo.
Bowerman, prosecuting attorney
of Kingfisher couuty, today served
notice on the Wien Island railway
Company- to raise the smoker coach
from the Cimarron river at Dover.
where It weut through the bridge on
September lg. and to make a search
Sur the dead bode-, that may be
within or under the car.
Took a Tows.
Houston, Tex., Sept. 38.--A IIPP
Mai to the Chronicle from Eagle
Pass says that a telephone message
received from Jiminez, thirty mice
up the Rio Grande river, states that
forty armed no-n raided the town,
placed the mayor chief of pole....
treasurer and other city officials
jail and are now In control.
ECLIPSE
SKATING RINK
Skating afternoon and nigh..
Sixth and Broadway. Ragle's
hall.




Announce that they have re
moved to
113 S. Third Street






Sell on itrotallments an 1
take old Instruments In
exchange.
DISTRIBUTING OFFICE
5 1 8 BROADWAY
W. T. MILLER 8b BRO.
er•
In A Friendly Spirit
National Cigar Stands are organized, not for war, but for business.
This is not a temporary price-cutting. The druggists who conduct National
Stands have no quarrel with other retailers, jobbers or middlemen.
They have simply adopted a new, common-sense way of cumin( ting
then' .cigar business which has proved successful only because it Sias rrihl.
Atid it ii, right bccaus^e fts effect is to give
Cigars of Better Quality and Better
Condition for Less Money
Than Ever Before
Here is the proof—a few of the produced by the NationalCigar Stands Company especially and tAt lusivt Vic* the .A;o0 tirue,r.itn . %alto
compose its outlet. 'rest any of and compare them critkaily with
anything that you have ever obtained at thc same pticcs.
The only stores where these brands are sold can be di3thigui lied I y theNational Cigar Stands' emblem (a miniature Capitol) in tne.r
Cuba-Roma-Clear Havana; as good as IIVIS ever 'smelt i:t:!.1‘.r • ScSlack CD White-Stcdand-ilavana; usual L:•aile • - - ScColloid* Ilogrel-Bet dOilieStIl igar ever sold at - - fp fote,25raAdad --A tirst.cla., ii•aaetic clear of superior workiiianslt:p - • 7 ItlF 23cStirling Cattle-line, clear llaxau.t I. igar, Ilk. quality • • 6e;La Idalia--Choiceelear Havana, unusual - 8 for 23c and u.s.
Lord Career-Aloe Havana.biled,witatra-wrapkter cigar - .3 ft.tr 25o
Fitsorta &eras sale NatIcInni Cigar Stistvaas In Paidoc.ash tit the, ftstitswiteg itch
desseasseset land us-sly tit theme eittiodas 0tate Stall I 4.;116ass••• bin
W. B. McPHERSON, 335 Broadway.
F. E. DUNN, Seventh and Clay Streets.
J. D. BACON. Seventh and Jacksou Sts.
J. C. GILBERT, 1646 Meyers Street.
PETT1TS RED CROSS PHARMACY, 12th and Tritnble Sts.
JAMES P. SLEETH, 904 Broadway.
- Neste* L Deallera-
Padutate K) Sept. It. 1906.
'Bids will be received it the ma*
or's office, until 2 o'clock, October I
190G, for the furnishing of coal. nu.,
lump, and slack. for the different
city departments, for the winter.'
1906 and 1907.
The city reserves the right to re- 1
ject any and all bids.
D. A. YKISER. Ma)or,
AN OVIICIC OF FINSVENTIOW
ha worth a pound of fuer... There se.
many poor cuff  onsumptives who
are hopeless of getting well- who, If
they had taken care of themselves, ,,
would now be well. A C.010111 Is the e 
foundation of Consumption. Bellard's  
Horehound Syrup will cure that cough.
Mrs A- Great Falls, Mont., wrItes•
"I have used Itallard's Horehound
Syrup in my family for years-- toy chil-
dren never suffer with coughs."




-Scte Usi F'cor- —
CEILING AND BUZZ FANS
Foreman Bros. Novelty to
Incorporated
t211.13a IS. rourt h KI. Phone.t 787
Tto, yr,-t t uer 7 tit pro•tra oat dIstssorqThe 'texas wonder orma, .1 et I. • /CI si bier s',.er SiSoc, FcIuict or LOIRNuLt.i., Lu i-i- -.rc StAltkl tut 0044 War-r. • u•all kidney, bladder and rheu- of Totesneo &t1,,A Icse ti' Cocuuctr,OL sad Illaikrilt • Wit ..veeb order cusrar.-„ce •ort..-e or re-1..nd thi In,4),"/ Sold at ip 5.00 rertroubles; acid by J. 11. Oder 11117EIORRNI. g In, A... tpo. awl -..ttivat• AL CO.. Cleveiso4.Bch:auger, 601 Broadway, Dr. E, W SOT 110 MT AI.171117 LIST aWla ye. geleie paneseav.




SUBSCRIBE FOR THE SUN. TEN CENTS A WEER
namossolosangismInmessemar 
LUZE.RNE. COAL
WE are sole agents for the best Kentucky Coalsold on the market. Why send your money
out of the state when you can buy a Kentucky pro-
duct for less money and get as good fuel for any
domestic purpose as money can buy?
• When you buy Kentucky coal you arc fostering
home and state enterprises, and when you buy
LUZERNE you arc getting the best that Ken-
tucky produces. Get our prices.
All sizes of Lehigh Anthracite $9 a ton:
Barry & Henneberger
BOTH PHONES 70
Owing to the great success of
the ascension last Sunday, "Dare
Devil Dennis" will make'another
ascension next Sunday.
II Quit paying rent. Let us build the house: you pay for It as you
_pay rent Vacant lots in all parts of the city, Nice lots on the
proposed car extension on Broad to union depot and on Allen
streets fr-rn ..1,' -,, '-1 1,-,70 each. Buy now on installment plan
' while cheap This is the highest ground In the city. Property
is advancing rapidly.
McCracken Real Estate 6 Mortgage Co
I.Ilittrid 13. Startdores, Press. arid Mgr. 14'huirsio 7615.
a —
MIL 4111•11111111111111111111rus*
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
atM
Guy Nance. Lee Nance. Jr. M. N•uce. EMI/Shit -I
White Ambulance fee Sisk Vitt IlVtlirI4.S..)̂ 1P_t
OUY NANCE cSc SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
Nave Phones .1.34. Old Phone (I519
Open Day farad Night.
BIG RECEPTION 'COMPLAINT MADE
FOR GOY. BECKHAM BY CONTRACTORS
•
Mayor \riser fiends lhe
Witter of A rraHheineuts.
Hoes. Hal s. t'orbt4t Will hirirodue,
it. VI,. Willy iii. ‘ighil *al
I )4, toner S.
WILL AT KENTUCKY
Hou. Hal r ('orbett, owe of Pa-
ducah's leadiug attureeya, has tseeu
iteltieted to Introduce elov.‘ .1. C. W.
NV, Beckham, adieu be speaks Sere
ou the u.glit. of October 2.
The reception committal Is head-
ed be Moor I). A. Yelser, who will
in the ilex! day Of two select the re-
▪ mainder of the committee it is pro-
posed to give the governor agreed
reeeetIon. The Paducah military
band will be employed to Meet him
at the train. and eati-irt him to the
Pietner House, where he will din*:
It w-111 also plagPfor the speaking.
The speaking will be held in The
Kentucky theater.
Governor Beckham is making the
rates for United States senator
against Senator James B. McCreary.
Governor keelhaul probab y will be
accompati.ed by Harry Tinsly and
hii IJI vale secretary. Ed 0. Leigh.
both Paducah men.
Mayor Yelser selects
the teista Alder Of the reception COM-
111.1.1e49 UM/WNW arrangements tor
the ept.uu it It be 'made and pub-
lished
I %NI F: CIONTFMT.
B. fl.-ill.- & son Pull Off I ery
titbits*. Guessing Contest.
B Wel,* Son, On making a 
t pla* of the new styles In the fatuous
Indies brand of collars in ear of
their woitiowa offered $15 in swum'
for the c. urn.. t guesses of the num-
ber contained therein. There were
sixty-four doeen and one collar aad
Stn.-a Penele guessed the correct
number, Mrs. Walter Clark, Miss
Meet.. Mayer, T. J. Moore. James
Sudivan. G. P. Barter, F. D. Dupree-
:sad K. Waiters. The seven are to rie-
ride how they win allot the pries..
$14. A. RUIO won *he second prise
ef, la cash, and the fallowing peo-
ple were each gives a dozen collars
as the third* prize: Tom Terrell.Lote
_Plumley Walter Gilliam,- Jame-
Householder, R. L. Clark, Nelson
Boaz,- F.dwards, N. Klein. R
B Pugh, Henry Burnett, Johu Tra
41. 1111.
Severe Sturess.•
There hale heen severe Ow
the pro'. Imes of Alicante, t.
and Stun ;a, and wetiotbi of the
tr* are inundated. Twenty-the e.





Our new woolens are a
choice selection from the best
foreign and domestic looms,
We show .many handsome
and exclusive patterns.





LAY IN YOUR COAL
it you place your order with
us ytti will be able to cackle
with sal-faction, too, when
cold weather comes. We
can send you nice bundled
kindling tight along with




New Purchasing Agent Intro-
duces Discount System.
Not Used to This Method of tonerti.
mist fluidises's-1're aVtaits
Holy Land.
ARDCOUS TRIP WITH DEWEY
Washington, Sept. - A Ilt“
complaiut IIIAS received toil
litterstatla COUillterne
from three citlians of Obese, 1
Colmeiles J. Jones, Hannah Jon,
and William Jainee allege depriva-
tion Of facilities, unjust discrimina-
tion., and undue and unreasonable
prejudice by the St. Louis and San
rrancistTo Railroad company, Tae
petition sets forth that the road has
ceased its depot at Chase to be re-
movte.1 four miles away, and that in
consequence the citizens of Chase
are seriously affeeted. The allega-
tion is made that trains now pats
Chase at full speed. and that the cit-
izens of tbe town are drilled the pri-
vilege of passenger and freight traf-
fic with The road unless they go to
the new station. four miles daitant.
They ask sack tedresi as Inv law
may allow.
-1111111era Cousplain.
Washington, Sept. 28.-- Bidders
on- contract* to furnish supplies lot
the Panama canal are up in arms
aga.nyt the purchasing departleent
of this isthmian canal commission
because of a aystalll of discounts 'for
prompt payment recently lnaugura•
ed by David 9.'. Rosa, chief purer,.
;lig °Muer Mr. Ross, a railroad mita
4 long experience, has adapted a
'tewsjstem of government linanelne
(minded on the system iu vogue with
.he Illinois Centrsl Railroad compa-
ny. of which Mr. Ross was purchas-
ing agent when he accepted his prey«
set position, by which a contract,,
'an get prompt payment for meter
urnished by aceepting a discount of
'row 2 to 5 per cent, of the facie cal-
se of les contract. Mr. Rohe and oth-
.v officers of the COMIliillaiOn express
he opinion that it is an excellent
'.:an, calculated. to save much 'Money
'co the ratted Stalest government.
The builders claim it is a "holdup"
'chime. It Is peinted out further by
he irate bidtrare that this la the first
line In history that the (*demi now-
rawest ever asked its creditors to
I spount its obligations-
voisistesy ghosts emir,
Washington. Sept 20t.-- Orders
'ye been issued by the navy depart-
'-nit for the refrigerating ship Gla-
• r, now en route from Sues to
Said, to proceed to Joppa, in
ler to give the members of her
ew an opportunity to visit the Ho-
Land, because of their arduous
'lenience In conducting the dry
lock Dewey to the Philippines.
PROF. LIKE ILL.
pea& Short Time le Oak* This
Wrote g.
-  -•
Owing to the Illness of Prof C-
. bleb. superintendent of the pub-
lc schools, Prof. E. G. Payne. prin-
cipal of the High school, is acting
ntsprIntendedt. superintendeat
deb is anfferiag from lumbago. He
was at his,ollice a short time this
forcing but did not feel like work-
ng and won returned home Miss
aura Brandon. teacher df the first
'rade in the Washington building.
Ill of rheumatism and her pia.
It being filled b* Miss Floyd KAM.
Miss Brandon has been 111 ever
Inc.- the sehools opened.
IF era 4 RICPUTITIHIN
I are after White', Cream Vern
ac has a world-wide repotation
• best of all worm deetrbyers,
Its conk Influence* on weak
?briny children. It improves tic.
,:..stIon and asstmilatIon of ti.
strengthens their nervotts cyst
I restores them to health Imo t
tural to a cella. if you want a





The alleltliti meeting of the -lock-
tiers of the Langstaff-Orme Menu-
turing ounapany. will lieheld at
tir offfFe at Paducah, Ky. on tie
till day Of October, HMG,
H. W. RANKIN, Sec. and Trens
—
5115 rousto aKe.thr.
If you nre troubled with liver corn.
ilit and lint, not received help read
Mrs Mary X. Hammond, Moody,
, 'as "I was In poor beeith-wit..
er trouble-for over a year. Doc-
dhl me no good and I tried Meth
e, and three bottles mired me. I can't
,v too much for Fleming?: as it Is •
oulerful liver medicine. I alwayt
It to the house. Publish where
'•
•It by all druggists.
New Shooting
I will open a new shooting gollery
Broadway, Sep!ember 29, 1906.
WM. BOUGENO,
orug,plAt, nowcaT R. LOU
Was the greatest c-neral the world
f‘. ever known. It ‘liard'• Snow Lint-
. nt is Ili,' greatest Liniment. Quick.
tires all palms. It is withm Gt.
.1,0 of all. T. H. Painter, Hemp-
ogee, Tettiut. writes- -Thin is to
!Hy ;hat Bollard's Snow Lrniment ha.
hero use,l In my .---tteeeold far years
'rid has been found te oat an eseellent
Liniment for Rheumatic pains. I am
never without IL'
Sold by all druggists.
A
A Rusaisto does not become of age
lath he Is fe*
•
"Try the New Store"
Boys' and Young Men's Clothes
a Feature With Us
WE want the mothers who buy for thi-boys to know that we have a,special boys' et partment—the most modern in Patiercah—of easy
ascess, os first 'oor, where they will find it a convenient and comfortable
place to visit. The stocks are all fresh and new including excellent
school suits rightly made at $2.50 to $.1.00. Fine juvenile clothing and
dress clothes for boys at $4.50 to $8.50.
We Want the Young Men to KnoW
That our special desitind clothes for young men arc the talk of the town.
They'vekolade a "big hit" with all the boys--because they're different











"The Pride at Jeorsice"
Copyright, 1106, by Pagano,' Castle
"Devizes!" cried Lady Standish, with
I scream. Haugh* on Lydia's utter-
anee, every Ward of which confirmed
the awful suspicion that had entered
her heart, she now could no }mixer
doubt the real exteet of her tolefortune.
"Oh, Lord Verney, !MVP toy rnistretie!"
Lydia's pipe dominate& the uulversal
chorus with piercing itenttion.
And now Lady 5faria's buss struck
In again. "What did I say?" cried she
triumphantly. "Neveye you'd, better
go to bed: you're well out of her.
Julia, my dear, don't faint; we can
(etch theft at Devizes yet. Some one
tell that wench to stop that screeching'.
Julia. come! You've got tint ehay,' I
understand. Fortunately my IMMO is
near. We shall Just call for Brinell
and make him ride behind with his
blunderbuss. Child, If you faint, I
wash ley bands of the whole affair.
rein nip them, I tell you, if you'll only
brisk up."
"I won't fated," said Lady Standish,
setting her teeth.
• • • • • • •
Lord Verney auddenly swoke to the
fbet that be Mid been grlevoutas in-
jured and that lte was in' towering pas-
slow Spiutterlhg, be demanded venge-
ance of texts end meu. Peet ehnim.
bo, and pi/stole, forthwith! "My swertle'
Cried he, feellne fee the bludit. which,
however, aceortling to the n!gulatiens
enforced by the imun I master of
Bath eeremonies. was Meat fAin It.
{neural poet on Ms noble fiet In tbla
• •polite assembly.' ti •
"Come with me, cried
Spicer, cla Miele his pitted), on the
*boulder to Meld of exeffethent Iii
4 stand to you, of course, lad! You'll
• want a witness. We'll Lave Sir Jos-




1TE side rays of the chaise lamps
played on the whine's soft.
natter face. threw beguiling
shadows nyder her eyes anti
fleeting dimples round these lips that
seemed perpetual), to Melte kisses.
Denis O'Hara, with one nein extended
above her head, his band netting open
on the panel, the other hatel still einep
Inc the handle of the doir pixel mon
the woltinh what had plateel herself so
ctimpletely in lilt power, and felt smit-
ten to the heart of hint with a tentler-
nem that e vs well iiiail pelt
"finer bravittful you are" babbled
the Irishman at, last.
• Mistress Belisha . soddenly „eat .41P
with an ringry start. It was as If she
bad been ening-
"Heavens!" cried she, thrusting her
little forefingers into her ears. "Mr.
O'Hara. If you say, that again I Mall
jump out of the ebay."
Her °yea dashed. ShelOkhd ditfitie
offultillios her theiett Mein the _,
''ii' di arl!::!: !wilt" said hei all3rWo.d
perforee to lay his Inulds epoa her to
keep her still. "Snre. %That elm c2ii 1
Puy to you. With toy eyes' upon your
tinge! fate 1" Appareitily the lady's
Mrs were not so completely stopped
tint that slide words meld peaetrate.
"'TM monstrous," maid see in hot in-
Ingnaticn. -Mat I shouil go to all this
trouble to escape front the bleating of
Belt everlasting refrain, anti hare it
bested at nia,'• she waxed ineoherent
111lider the sense of dher injuries, "thus
it the very pulse:-
'My deter love,' said be humbly,
capturing the 'angry, gesticulating
band, "sure me beart's so full that it's
pet choking me."
She felt him tremble beside hea ad
he spoke.
Now the trembling. lover was riot of
those that entered lute **tread Kitty's
scheme of existence. She had, per-
haps, reckoned, when planning her es-
Miriade, upon being -made to tremble
a little herself. She had certainly
reckoiled upon • journey tble evening
that !Mould lie among the most memo-
rable In the annals of IPA' linPeeeelokee
O'Hara hashfnli O'Hara tpngue tied!
Vinare with cold Iiiie-erit ihat hardly
dared to tomb hers! O'Hara. the gay
rattler, with emstrnined lips!
' This _was an O'Hara whoto existence
she had net dreamed of. apd for whose
lequaintance, to say the truth. she had
knell relit&
, What! Were all. the accessories of the
elay to be-se perfect, anti was the
chief character to prove much a lamen-
table ftilitre in his tee? 'What! Was
taii;.. Kitty Bellaire to be ',staled off
by the moat notoriouli man In Bath.
Only to find hint as atek ward. MI dila+
Is entletrriteaed with the IndomfearalEs
situation as the veriest greenhean? "It
shall not and it cannot be." said She
to herself. And thereupon she changed
Ser tactics.
"Why," said she aloud, with the coo-
ing note of her most melting mood, "I
protest one wouln think, sir, that you
were ilfrefUt me"
"Aye. ICI .." said he 'limply; "arid
so I am."
"Oh, fie"' the laughed. eAnd how
have I alarmed roe? Think of me."
said .be, and leaned her face toward
him with a smile of archest Wit, "not
as a stranger, but as a setter, as a
dear, dear cousin."
His eyes flamed back at her. Her
merry mood was as Ineettgrnotet to his
sudden. Moen serials growth of pate
sloe. as the gay lilt of a tambourine
might be to a indenin chant.
"I think of you." be said, and there
wile a deep thrill in his voice, Vali my
wife that is to be,:'
s
(To De OoistIpeal4 .
- -Tits largest glee- de Bile per is











eta-titers. Keritucky Apparently Fit-
ton ander Idreettellt of
llop-kinf4Y Me.
AVAILABLE FOR GOVERNOR
While Democratic politics in Ken-
tucky, by reerioil of the acrinumeogsv
contests now on is the party rank.
for United States senator and the
state nominations. hair been tilling
the public eye for weeks, the Repub-
lican organisations In the various
congressional districts have not been
more witnesses, and now it is de-
clared that four of Kentucky's (Dis-
tricts will pi Republican this fall.
A well known member of the state
organisation, who was In Paducah
this week stated positively that he
believes the Republican representa-
tion from Kentucky will be increas-
ed this year, and added that it was
a shame a candidate was not named
In the First district, so as to give
011ie Jamul as excuse for -refusing
to enter other districts and help the
Democratic candidate
The four districts now out of the
dosabifte,..coinmn are the Third, in
14. James Is a caodklate:
Fifth, in which W. C. Owen seems
likely to defeat Swatter iTherley. of
Lovisville: Tenth, John Langley's
district and Eleventh. In which W.
G. Edwards will be returned.
About the Goternorehip.
Western Kentucky probably will
have a candidate for the nomination
for governor in the person of the
Hon. James Breathitt, of Hopkins-
vile. Repeated statements that un•
der no circumstances be be a
candidate have come from Hopkins-
ville, but it is declared by one close
to Judge Breathitt that the latter
has only heeltated on account of pos-
sible expense.
Judge Breathitt is a magnificent
orator, a leader of the western Ken-
tucky - bar, and a man who measures
on to all the renuirements of the
chief office in the commonwealth of
Kentucky.
- There seems ti:be a rilstintit move.








In Old Kentucky Tonight.
For the season of 1906-07, "la
Old Kentucky" will go forth for ita
fourteenth annual tour with what is
believed to be the strongest compa-
ny ever gotten together for this re-
Markable play. Miss Marie Quinn
will appear in the role of Madge Bri-
e& for the first time, and she is re-
ported to be the youngest and clev-
erest of nil the, talented list of ac-
tresses *ho late made tames 'tor
themselves in this part. Chariest It.
Frentb• will be seen In hls origisai
role of the old-titne darkey "Uncle
Neb." an inimitable enaracterisation,
and Mr. Beet G. Clarke will play
the colonel, originated by him and
played be. WM .for several unisons
during thefirst years tat the play's
career:- J. 3. Minivan. Frang Day-
ton, George Mitchell, Miss Julia Nor-
ton. Miss Louise Reining and a
ore of clever pletranInniei will help
to make this season's "In Old Ken-
tucky" company one of the strong-
est. At The Kentucky tonight.
Al. H. Wilson.
Golden-voiced singer Al II Wil-
son. .the great German (Vale( t come-
dian, and a strafe( supporting com-
pany. will be the attraction at the
Kentucky Mbtiday night Ili^ the eile-
turesque SwItierlind play bf "Mats
In the Alp." ivetten by Shirley R
Ers, A strong romanne drama In
four icts.ekch of which bristles with
qualitleb tide conibitet to Make a
great adeeetit. Tile development of
the plot is of unusual strength and
is fall of adrgrIses, intectinkr of ee:
Lion and Indlcrouazisituations.
r'ourity tilairutan.
For Tuesday dight of next week
The Kentucky theater announces
Matlyn Arbuckle ,in George Ade's
best cotnedy "The County Chair-
man," This announcement shOnid
create unustral interest among Pa-
ducah theater goers, who will no
doubt remember the great success
the popular actor has had with the
popular play. There are few plays
written, which are set near the heart
Of the Americana as The County
Chairman. The general store of the
small village with those interesting
and attinsing middle western types
hanging arOund It ille-lonn, the
praltietti campaillit for rite office of
premeutilig attorney, whkh breaks




'a count) eleetiou and 
above all the fascinating love story DREW REVOLVERSinterwoven, voutieue to make it a
play of exceptional merit. Marlyn
Arbuckle's portrayal of the Hon.
JIM Heckler, the runty chairman.
is a masterful piece of acting.
•----
NOTICES
BRINGING LN STEADY STREAM
OF TAXPAYERS.
City Treasurer Dorian's Plan Mule
With Usual elneeres This Year
Again.
C:ty Treasurer Dorian will begin
advertisleg property for taxes Octo-
ber MAIM] in order to afford people.
who have been diletory.an opportunity
to escape publicatioti of their names
In the official list, he is bending out
notices. The, are meeting with
success and many are paying their
taxes.
Another advantage in this method
is discovering double aaseisments.
Sometimes property is double as-
sessed, and the tax hes been paid In
one naive, while it remain, OD the
books in the second. The treasurer
has no way of knowing about the as-
sessment, but when he sends a notice
to the second person in %hese name
the property is assessed. Invartabl)
that person comes In and informs
hint. He notifies the assessor who
strikes off the charge. In this way
trouble, time and expense is saved in
advertising end trying to sell for
back taxes.
It Is expected that the record of
collections this year will equal that
of Wet year when over 85 per cent
was collected.
PATROL DRIVER
*ILL RE APPOINTED III BoARD
NEXT eloNDAV.
No Application for Pusitkes. Made
Vat-sat by Jnihn Amain's
1011rement.
A week from next Monday the po-
lice and fire commissioners will meet
itt regular sedition and then the sue-
ceesor to Patrol Driver John Austin,
resigned, will be selected. At pres-
ent Henry Seamon. who was tempor-
arily appointed by Chief James Col-
lins, is acting.
Two of the commies:oilers were
seen today and they stated that they
have no applications.
For several years Austin was a
steamboat mate. He is thinking of
returning to his old trade
FIANCE DEAD. TAKES HER LIFE
'Girl Dim That inestrance Mosey May
He Used to Huy
Terre Haute, Ind., Sept. 28.— Ira
Purcell, aged 23, was drowned to-
day in the Wabare and his fiancee,
Annie Lester, aged 21. after seeing
his body at the morgue, committed
suicide with carbeilc acid. The
toting man started across the Van-
dada railroad bridge, was caugnt
midway by a train and climbed on
an abutment. His hat fell Into th•
river, and, after the train bad pass
ed. he waded Into the water arti
was drowned after getting hold of
'the hat. When his body was brought
to the Rorgue his sweetheart looked
at his fece, and, turning away, said
that if she
l 
were, dead the insurance
on her ilfewolld ,ay the funeral ex-
penses of both. At home she made
the same remark to her mother and
an hour later she was dead.
Rescue of a Merchant.
A promthent merchant of Sbe•
N. Y., J. A. Johnion. save "Ste
years ago I contracted a cough whh
grew worse, until I was hardly abl•
to move around. I coughed con
stahtly and nothing relieved mg ter- i
_rible suffering until I trTil Dr King's'
New Discovery. Before I had taken
half a bottle my cough was much
better and in a short time I was en-
tirely cured. I surely believe it --
my life. It will always be my
rented), for colds." Fully guaranteed; I
50c, and $1.00 at all druggists. Trial
bottle free.
ON PASSENGERS
'Fo Prevent Panic on Burning
Atlantic Liner.
For Day and Neat Sleeplees (nen
„ Fought Fire fit Forward Ioat
Hunker-a.
A*11•L SITUATION AT SEA
New York, Sept., 25.- For a day
and a night the crew of the Veioce
line steamer Nord America fought
the flames which had broken out in
the shIp's forward coal hunkers ou
her last trip front Naples to New
York, which ended when, smoke-be-
grimed and manned by white-faced
*rtflit era, she crept into port today af-
ter one of the Dithit thrilling strug-
gles with fire a trans-Atlantic line,
has ever passed through.
The Nord America left Naples on
September 13. In her steerage were
1,333 passengers. Her find cabin
held 85 voyagers. For the first few
days out all went well, and whet.
the big vessel was six days nearer
the rutted States the most dreadful
of all sea perils broke out.
The passengers had finished their
evening meal and were lolling about
the lock enjoying the fine eveni
when front the ventIllator of ti
ward coal bunker came a et,
wisp of smoke. When a dense
of yellow smoke rolled out artt•...:.,
went up from them.
Wed-e)ed men and wolliuti press-
ed forward .Some of them *tented
knives. The crew fought them back.
but they prettied with the streggth
of terror. Captain Barbell: raw that a
boat launched in such weather would
have no chaste of life in the heavy
nem. He ordered revolvers issued to
the crew. Theh he stepped up to the
bridge and hailed the pantc-strIcken
crowd of immigrates.
"You will be saved if you trust to
Us," he said, "but the first man who
tries to cut a rope or to rush the boat
"will be shot."
The terrified crowd quieted down
as they listened 'sad presently the
crew drove them below. Then the
Kitty's company turned in and (might
the fire with steam.
Itryan hi Territory.
William J. Bryan woke last night
at McAlester 1. T. _The principal
chiefs of the five civilized tribes are




Central City, Ky., Sept. 2e —Rev
B.. F Lawhern was exonerated by the
Methodist conference at his trial on
a charge of Immorality. All the ev-
idence proved that the charge was
groundless. Affidavits of responsible
people acquit him of the charge. He
resigned the pastorate of the church
at Hawesville. after the charge was
made against him, and the conference
will now give him work again. The
Rev. B. F. Liewhern was tried on the
charge of being too familiar with
Mre Joe SaVP. of Haweisviee.
Einihnerre vele Tbe Owes.
BUILT UP HER HEALTH
Remember the Graves County fair!
October 3, I, 5 and 8, 190G, May-
field, KY.
Reduced rites one and one-third
fare, on railroads.
Ali attractive speed program for
each day, with liberal purses offered,1
and with the best field of horses ever
brought together In western Ken- 1
tucky.
S. Alvarado, the high wire king,'
performs twice each day.
Balloon ascensions! Shot front a
cannon, the most dieing act in thel
worl& being performed only by Prof.'
D. L. Dennis,
Tickets on +tale at all drug stores
In Mayfield. Four days, $1.25, day:
tkkets $5 rents and child's 25 cents.1
Graves County Fair Ats'n. Inc. !
WILLARD COLES, Seel,.
SPEEDY CURE OF MISS GOODE
_—
Mae Is Made Well by Lydia Pt Pink.
ham's vegetable Compound, and
Writes Gratefully to Kra Pinktiam.
For the wonderful help that she has
found Miss Cora Goode, 255 E. Chicago
Avenue, Chicago, III , believes it her
duty to write the following letter for
publication, in order that other women
sinicted in the same way may be
'Pesglity Dead.
Alexander Pengiliy, who I eliti to,
have aided en the captnre of Jeffer-
teni- Davis, IS died at Clinton, Mo.
benefited as she was. Miss Goode is
prettident of the Bryn Mawr Lawn
Tennis Club of Chicago. She writes:
Dear Mrs. lankharn:-
" I tried many different remedies to
bend up my system. which had hecome run
wn from lofts of proper rest and suweime
tls bows, but nothing seemed to help
tilir, Tia.• advocate o( Lydia Pink-
Compound for female trou-
bles, ha used it herself knee repent°
with moat success. Ito I Wiggle to take It
and in kmthan a month I eras able to be out
of had and out of Joers, and in three months
was entirely well. Really !Mee emu felt
so strong and well as I have since."
No other medicine bas such a ?Mord
of currant female troublesets has Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Women who are troubled with pole-
fla or irregular periods, backache,
bloating (or flatulence), displacement
of organs. inflammation or eicerat ion,
can be restored to perfect be•Ith
and strength lay taking Lydia E.
Plnkham's Vegetable compound.
Mrs. Pinkharn in vites all sick women
to write her for advice. She Misguided
thousands to health. Ifer experience
Is very great. and she ryes the benefit
of it to all who stand n need of wise
manse'. She Le the dasepiterds-law of
Lydia Z. Pinkham and for twenty-five
years hini been mirtaingeelok women
tree of charge. Address. loso, Mu&
Is Disease a Crime?
Not very king 144, a popular magazine
published an telitoriai article in, e filch
the writer asserted. In sit totance, that all
disease should he regarded as erlmiell.
Certain it is, that much of the sicknma
and suffering of mankind Is due to the
violation of certain of Nature's laws.
But to say that all sidewise should be
regarded as criminal, must appeal to
every reasonable individual as radically
wrong.
It weeki be harsh, unsympathetic,
cruel, yes criminal. to condemn the poor,
seak..iver-worked I 'wife V. ti,, sinks
under the heavy had at lionsehadd cares
•iiii burdens, and suffers from eteik-
teems. varit displacements of pelvic
orgees and dem derangerneuts peculiar
hPr• sax.
irriouent healing of children, with as sl-
eeting demands upon the system. coupled
slab the care, worry and lahur of rearing •large taunt). Is often the 41111•10 of weak-
sepses deranaren.enta and detain" which IWO
aggravaleil hy Inc many hourehold i'area.
It the hard. And w..rk which
the uother is called upon to perform. 10.
Pierre, the makur of that world-famed rem-
edy for woman's peculiar weaknesses and
Pierre's Favorite Prescripuon --says
that one of the greatest obstacle* to the cure
of this class of maladies Is the fact that the
DOOr. ower-Wyrked housewife can not get the
needed riet Woolley Inane IA.A1,6hOid (-area
Its efits.
sail labor cii 
pflue" it full ben
alisie her lo swum from the
WO Of his" 
Is a mammal freaveat experience. he says.in hismrtanaiva praeileas In 11~ cane., to
meet with those In whieh his treatment falls
he reason of the patient's-inability to abstainram hard work long enough to tw cured_
With time mitering from junispeas, anus-version and retroverrion or the uterus Or
other disPlanewook, of the womanly organs.it is very necessary that. In additioe Ap tak-
ing his •Favorite Preserietton- they thiaminfrom beille vary meek or Mr long porkeis, urntbeir feet. All heavy lifting or straining of
(WY kind should also he avoided. As marls
out-duor air as partible, with moderate. Babeeiterelse Is also very Iniportapt Let thepotent (*Nerve these rules and the • Favor-lie Prescription '' will do the nest.
Iht. Pierce's Medical Adviser Is sent Prise
OD receipt of stamp« to pat' el yense of
mailing sortim Pend to Dr. It. V. eterce,
Buffalo, N'. T., 21 tine-cent stamps tot pa-
per-covered. or 31 stamps for cloth-hound.
If sick consult the Doetor. free ut charge
by letter. All such communicatkeas are
held sacredly confidential.
Dr. Pierce's Plasma% Pellet.. invi
lad Trod. gbasnark liveirpati Agt= 
KILLTPIE COUCH






OUGHS and 50c 11.S1 00
3LDS Free Trial.
Surest and Maiekese Cure for 5.11
THROAT aud LUNG TROUB-
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GREATEST ON EARTH
BARNUM * RA 14E11' STILL RE.
TAIN TITLE.
flandeed• Tramp Mud Into semi-
Liquid to W leaven Performance
of Big Circlet.
In spite of the inclement westt,..
hundreds braved the maid and
ye.terday and last night to alto,
the performance of Barnum & It.
ley's circus. The Performance e
not in the least interfered witb
the weather. Every act was put e
the seats *were dry and the pat,
nags used by the snow kept eve
thing under the big top from gett „
muesed up.
Novelties are the features of the
"greatest show on earth," and
enough of everything. There was not
an act that was not at the top of its
kind, and al: the rings were filled ell
the time. No one In the big tent
was prevented Prom witnessing
full performance, for when the eques-
trian arts were on every ring hand a
daring performer, and the same pro-
gram was carried oat in regard to
the other features. The "dip of
death" in the auto, and the bicycle
somersault, were probable the most
thrilling acts ever seen under ,Can-
vas. '
It bt probable that Paducab never
enjoyed a mere peaceful "circus day"
than that of yesterday._ The Police
and detectives front Chief Collins
down deeldre that It, beat all emanate
Not an arrest of stranger, no disor-
der at the circus lot and not a com-
plaint of a single pickpocket's victim.
Detectives Will Baker and T. J.
Moore, of Paducah, were In (Aerie, of
the detective department of the Bar-
num & Bailey outfit all of last night.
whet, Capt. Samuel McClure detach-
ed from the Pinkerton
the epeelal protection of ti
& Bailey company was ID in his car.,





Their combination of fit,
style and wearing qual-
ities settles beyond a
doubt the all-important
question of clothincr the
feet. JO 110
HARBOUR'S DEPARTMENT STORE











ADVHRTISING is but a part of the selling plan of any wellestablished business, but by no means all of it. Its to
draw a ces'omer and make a sale, then style, fit and quality.
must prove our claim IO the con!Attner's continued patronage.
We hack up the quality cf the Anvil Brand School
Shoes—style and fit show themselves- QUALITt is proeen
cOcClueively by a test Hight years we've been selling the
Anvil Brand shoes for boy, youths. misses and children.
Thousands ei pairs have g ven entire satntaction, and this chap-





Porter Tuctied Deere Getting Out
When Gun Went Off.
.When a derrinfter, supposed to be
eitipty, was discharged in Frank
Just's barber "hop, 117 North Fourth I
street, early Thurstley night, there!
was a scattering of lather besmeared'
men and the bullet crashed the lerg-1
est plate glass mirror in the house
Walter Gross, a barber, was showing'
a negro porter how the derringer Op-
erated. The porter damaged the
doors At the front entrance by open-
Ink them wrongeide out. Everybody-
escaped hare] although -the lead ethic
bounced around the room.
---a
Pmella In Peru. 14 the highest town
in the, world, stanti'n f 7 Ii '73 feet




We are ready for all kinds of hauling.
TELEPHONE 499
St IDI. IRISS CORONIAL
Man Leaves Watch to Official fur the
Tronble Caused.
Kenosha, Wis. Sept. 2R.--Fried R.
Foster, supetosed to he from San Fran
clam, committed suicide today by
shooting himself. Foster left a let-
ter to the coroner in which he asked
that the jury summoned to view his
remains find a Vf•rftirt of suicide due
to deepondency.• He also asked that
the coroner accept his watch as a fee
for the trouble and that his remain-
lag trInklets be divided among the
coroner's jury. letter Was left ad-
dressed to F. B. Steffens,' of* San
Francisco. In which Foster stated he
had 'determined to commit suicide
and had been la hard luck ever since
the earthquake In San Francisco. He
left 2 eents in h'9 letter to the cor-
oner to post the ., •it
make, Iritekleit's Ainica Salve. ii 
entiliewolider. It cured E. R Miii-•
ford, lecturer for the Patrons of
difusbandry, Waynesboro. Pa.. of .a
distressing case of Piles. It heals the
worst Burns. Sores, Bons, Ulcers,
Cuts, Wounds Chilblains and Salt
Rheum. Only 25c at •Il druggists.
Illeaseli in New York,-
It Is anniiiint.A that the Russo-
Chinese hnnk ut St. Petersbiteg will
oPlni a branch in ei York.
A lively Twwde.
With that old enemy or the rove.
Constipation, ften ends In Appendi-
citis. To avoid all serious trouble
with Stomach, Liver and Bowels,
take Dr. King's New Life Pills. They
perfectly migulate these oreans,vrttb-
out pain or discomfort, Z5c at all
druggists.
A Scientifie Wonder. London's net municipal debt
tens that stand to its ereditammue
t.
PAGE. EIGHT.
Tab PADUCAH ,EVENING SUN
PREPARE FOR COLD WEATHER
I 
T is a source of great satisfaction to us to be able to offer to our patrons such a magnificent line ofHeaters as we have secured for this season. And best of all, there is not a heater shown which hasnot been sold in Paducah for years. They're all old favorites---tried and tested; your friends and neigh-bors own them and can tell you about them--how economical, how efficient they are. Each heater hasits own distinctive features. Some patented idea makes one or the other of these stoves just the oneneeded for your conditions. We want you to see our line and let us explain their merits.
ESTATE OAK
There is the Estate Oak, with its patented
lointiess ash box, molded all in one piece,
absolutely air tight as long u the stove lasts,
and holding a full twenty-four hour accumu-
lation of ashes, its doub'e strength single fire
pot, Its smoke cuittin, Its screw draft, regis-
ter, effective hot blast attachment, etc.
The Radiant Estate
Is exclusively a hard coal heater of triple-
floe construction. The heat is brought for-
ward through the two outer flues a d then
passes back and out through the center flue.
It has a very large radiating surface and fine
draft regulation.
Be sure to see this
Stove.
MOORE'S AIR TIGHT
Is substintially a small furnace, surrounded
by an open ornamtnral casing. The stove
proper is made of a few plain heavy castings,
put together solely with the idea of produc-
ing the greatest possible amount of heat.
Tit .re are numerous patent features of the
Mo-re Heater which will appeal to you at
once when you examine it.
Favorite Base Burner
Is probably the most satisfactory moderate
priced heAter on the market. It has a large
Ash rec:ptiele and a liberal radiating surface.
ThT draft regla,ers being ground, gives you
complete control of the fire.
You'll make a fuss over
this stove.
wrnmwflmflflWWflm
L. W. HENNEBERGER. CO.
"The House of Quality." Sign of the Big Hatchet,422-424 Broadway. Telephones 176
••••••-•••••••••••••••••.^.••••••••••••••••••••••••••,•  ......0111.•••••••
FRIDAY, SKPTEMBER A.
THE ESTATE OAK RADI ATOR
Is nothing more than an Estate Oak
placed within an ornamental jacket.
Easily kept polished. It makes a
haods.me parlor stove.
MUSIC ROLLS AND SATCHELS
Get One and Protect Your Music from Damage
Here Are Some of Our Special Values
No. I. Seal Grain Leatherette. mighty good 25c
No. 2. Fabrikoid Riill, wino attached, good enough 50c
No. 3. Solid !Went Leather Roll, worth $1.25, for. 75c
No. 4. Saddlers Leather Roll, most durable made.... $ 1.00
No. 11. Leatherette Satchel, our biggest $ 1.00
No. 20 Saddler's Leather Satchel, worth $2.50, for.. $ 1.90
Other Rolls and Satchels in all colors. $1.00 $2.00
We are shomifirftinggest selectiou and finest values ever
brought to Paducati.
D. E. WILSON
Al Harbour's Department Store
A TIP
See Bradley Bros.
About Your Winter Fupply of
-COAL-
Sole agents for the old reliable Cartersville, Ill.,




Cairo   10.0 0.8 rise
Chattanooga 4 6 0,4 6s1!
Cincinnati 0.3 vise
Kivastaville  7.3 A.& 
fts.
Florence-missing.
Jehrinonv,Ilie   .10.5 0.6
4.1 0.2
Mt. Carmel   1.2 ...
Naseville .11.6 0.)4
Pittsburg . . 6.8 0.2
Davis Island Dam . 0.2
St. [Mull  11.6
Mt. Vernon  6.4 0.2.
Paducah  in 3 0.2
While the wind was 'high
eellaste-- " Tr, the New Storr- .1 nollar in ralue .for a Dollar in Money."
hood Clothes Reasonable
WE call your attention today to our $15 suits for men and young men.
They're made in a most substantial way-built to retain shape, tailored
to fit. You'll find them in single and double breasted sacks, in all the new
fall models The fabrics arc all wool black Cheviot. and Thibets, also Wor-
steds anc Cassimere's in checks and stripes-the newest shadings, celected
and made to our special order. You'll find them the best $15 suits $15




N the higher grade of men's suits you'll find the clothes we show corn-
paring favorably with the best production of the merchant tailors. Hand
work is used throughout. Extreme styles are here in the snappiest paherns
as well as the conservative models in subdued shades for the quiet dressers.
It's our OFfect to give you all that's right and correct in clothes when you
come here, followed always by our guarantee-"the best goods possible
-for the price."
415*041c IS R.0 A OW A Now
LILLEY Se CO
aVirrit5 Illaptiles Awes 
strong throughout the sight. little
damage Avorted Curl theffifetS4
The storm seems to havVgene trollied
Paducah. Rainfall in the last 24
hours was .65 inches. The river rose
.2 in the last 24 hours here, the
gauge reentering a stage of 14).3
this morning 'Boats were few and
far between at the wharf today and
fall yesterday.
rilo The henry Harley did not arrive
Sted from Evansville t1:1 3 o'clock this
fall morning, some 20 hours late Thr






bar made the freight business slow.
There Is a dearth of labor at wharf
her. now, The same condition
seems to obtain at St. Louis and
Cutilberiand river points. It Is in
enellIcat, The stranec .4, tioiis ofriver labor cannot be underettiottl.For a while labor Is plentiful. theewithout any surface explanation. B.faits nff. And coMes‘back as mien-
rottm.cd. The 83.. Louis packets to,
the Tencessee river hays temp:ainedfor lieNfial weeks of the leek of labor.
The Kentucky arrived from the
Tennessee river elth a big trip yes-
terday afternoon late. Peanuts were
ihe biggest item. The Kentucky will
leave Saturday evening a o efock cal board of steamboat inspectors.for the Tennesree deer. -
vine.
Dusbar's trips from and to Evane-
This la the regular nay for the ventiou will have on river business la
not hard to find. It will not help
What effect th, immigration con-
th 
are informed tilt Pilot 11014ln' 41tIon a
labor situation. But ia ho
 
the propoaseenr-7 t.htt: r7eoxitst2h4, nhondresc.ided change during
at peflUllitha liwreenes end The missitatpri from Chester V> r ,
The following hee been issued. You
roff11114 license on steam yes-
seta: 6r 'any tottikgt or 'motor vessels
of over fifteen tons cannot take
charge and operate or navigate motor
veseels of fifteen tons or under car-
rying passengers for hire, under the
authority of his license. Pilots de-
siring to operate motor beats of
fifteen tons .and under, as provided
for in department circular No. 115,
can obtain license of this class by
filing tbetr application with any 10-
incr,,ises In proportion to the
increase of pro4itets to be distributed
among the population. The Immi-
grants wi',1 make a larger gross out-
put of farm products, and later, their
Nurphis population, like our own, will
find employment in other liras of
work.




The Ohio from Evansville to Cairo
will continue rising during the next
two days. The rate of rise will ma-
terial:y decrease at Cairo during the
neat 12 hours
The Tennessee from Florence to
4,
Harry K. Thaw Examined.
Nei, York, Sept. 28.- Harry
Thaw. who killed Stanford White on
June 25, was examined mentally
and phyeicelly today by the same
alienist); who examined him a few
days age- Di-. Britton D Evans,
medical director of the State hospit-
al for the insane at Morris
and Dr. Charles G. Wagner, Impede-
tetidedt of the State hospital for the
insane at Binghamton. The speclal-ions made no public statement.
The Espl4PT ent% deny Ic tin-T, 'OR
